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1. Introduction 
 
I am a person of age and mostly retired. Having taken photographs for the last 50 years, and 
finding my images and choices of subjects moribund, I started the degree course in order to 
expand my subject range and to gain some formal (that is, academic) understanding of what 
I am doing and why. 
 
I have enjoyed Expressing your vision immensely and intend to continue studying. 
 
I have found it difficult to determine what this final submission should actually comprise: 
the Context and Narrative course, in contrast, states the requirements quite explicitly. The 
physical submission includes: 
 

1. A printed subset of this document, containing contact sheets of the original and 
reworked images from the five assignments plus the original submission text and the 
tutor feedback. 

2. The submission text for Exercises 4.5 and 5.2. 
3. A4 prints of the images for assignments 3, 4 and 5 plus the two exercises. 
4. 6x4 prints of a selection of the images produced throughout the course. 

 
This more comprehensive document, including the Learning Logs and the Blog is available 
online and is included on a USB stick with the package. It was not printed because of its 
length. 
 
The web site built to display all the coursework is available online at http://baphot.co.uk. 
This includes additional material, such as contact sheets and details of exhibition visits. 
 
The individual text-based items have been created directly from the web site using Adobe 
Acrobat and the image-based items as Adobe Bridge ‘contact sheets’ of the submitted 
images. Contiguous page numbering has therefore not been possible. 
 
Nick Blackburn, 18th December 2019 
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Assignment 1 – Square Mile 

	

First Thoughts 
Although Welsh by birth, I did not regard myself as susceptible to 
Square Mile Syndrome, particularly as regards Wales, though I 
may have changed my mind while working on the assignment. 

I have lived in Eltham, south east London commuter town, for 
most of the last thirty years. Apart from the clichéd contrast 
between the medieval splendour of Eltham Palace and the dour 
housing estate a mile away where Stephen Lawrence was 
murdered, there is little of interest to photograph, celebrate or 
become attached to in Eltham. Its key quality is its proximity to 
central London and that is what I have explored in this 
Assignment: landmarks visible on a commuter's jouney from 
Eltham to London Charing Cross. 

Inspiration & Development 
I was not particularly enthused by the examples given in the 
course material. They, quite appropriately, embrace the Square 
Mile ethos and I had rather set my mind againt that. The 
"commuter town" concept was already in place when I recalled 
an article in the RPS Journal [1] on a Distinction panel by Robert 
Friel, a daily commuter. 
 

Technical approach 
Starting this course has forced me to reassess and begin to 
change my working practices. As noted in the blog [2] I normally 
post-process images significantly and that goes against the 
assignment instructions [3]. 
The requirement to submit contact sheets has also had an effect. 
I am taking fewer pictures and deleting in-camera in order to 
reduce the size of the contact sheets. 

The general technical approach for the various outings 
undertaken and applied to particular images are explored in 
some detail on the web site [4]. 

Strengths and weaknesses 
As noted in the blog [5], I mostly photograph sculpture and street 
art in a gallery or town: these projects are self-limiting and 
impose their own structure. I am not used to conceptualising a 
display. On an individual basis I consider the images to be 
adequate and some (perhaps Tower Bridge and St Martin) of 
merit, but they are not cohesive. 
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Continuation 
Daidõ Moriyama has stated, "As I get older with the camera in 
my hand, I realize that all the different things that I depict in my 
photographs are ultimately rooted in my childhood memories, the 
various things I have seen and experienced in the postwar years 
of the early 1950s." [6] 
When next in Wales, I will photograph my Filltir Sgwar and it is 
likely to comprise:  
(i and ii) my family home (recently sold) and my grandmother's 
house ;  
(iii) my infants and junior school (demolished several years ago 
and a vacant building plot last time I saw it);  
(iv and v) the junor and senior high schools (grammar schools 
were abolished the year I first attended);  
(vi) the church where I was taken more often than I liked until a 
youthful rebellion. 
I have an idea for a local project: Eltham churches and 
congregations - photographed when leaving at the end of 
Sunday morning services. (This could be undertaken equally well 
in any suburban environment.) 

 
References 

[1] The article is reproduced on the RPS web 
site, http://rps.org/member/gallery/distinctions-distinctions-
album/Associate-Fine-Art-Portfolio---Robert-Friel-
ARPS [accessed 16th July 2018].  
[2] Blog entry 22nd 
June, http://baphot.co.uk/main/blog.php#jun22 [accessed 16th 
July 2018].  
[3] Expressing your Vision (2017), Course Material, p.13, OCA, 
Barnsley.  
[4] Assignment 1, Square Mile - 
images, http://baphot.co.uk/pages/square_mile_images.php [acc
essed 16th July 2018]. 
[5] Blog entry 14th 
July, http://baphot.co.uk/main/blog.php#jul14 [accessed 16th July 
2018].  
[6] RPS Journal July 2018 pp. 479, 482. 
[7] Record No. 38 (2018), Daido Moriyama, Akio Nagasawa 
Publishing, Tokyo, Japan. 
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Formative feedback 

  
  
Overall Comments 

Thanks Nick for submitting your first assignment, and well done on completing this. 
You have produced a clear post on your process of working through the assignment 
and technical information to support your decisions. You have a good understanding 
of your camera and now need to take more risks with your work. This will help you to 
develop and by pushing yourself into new areas you will be able to make good 
progress through the course.  

When you receive this report, I suggest that you go through it carefully and make 
reflective notes about it, these can then go into a learning log, reflective commentary 
section on your blog.  

You may want to get credit for your hard work and achievements with the OCA by 
formally submitting your work for assessment at the end of the module. More and 
more people are taking the idea of lifelong learning seriously by submitting their work 
for assessment but it is entirely up to you. We are just as keen to support you whether 
you study for pleasure or to gain qualifications. Please consider whether you want to 
put your work forward for assessment and let me know your decision when you 
submit Assignment 2. I can then give you feedback on how well your work meets the 
assessment requirements. 
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Feedback on assignment 

It is great to see your process pages, with a range of images in different locations. 
Thanks for sending your contact sheets via email. You could include some full 
contact sheets on the blog well as the selected images from the wider set. You are 
reflecting on the differences between your choices and reflection on the decisions 
you are making which is good to see. 

You acknowledge that you do use a lot of post processing, and I would encourage 
you to try using as little as you can through this course to enable you to push your 
photographic creativity and location work. This isn’t to say that the processing can’t 
be useful as you progress, but think and reflect carefully on why is being used, what 
does it add to the image and way the audience perceive your work? 

Some of the images on your process page are very saturated, and the HDR 
technique gives a very particular effect, which you might want to reflect on. Your 
contact sheets show the original images and I would like to see an unedited version 
of your final images as a comparison. 

Some of your images include borders while others do not, can you reflect on your 
choices here?  

You write about the difficulty of working with a set of images to create a cohesive 
whole, and you have worked to capture the commuter town. I wonder about how well 
you think these images do hang together to capture this? You have produced several 
images, but can you reflect on how they work together as a set? As you move 
forward this is an area you can develop. It might help you to try out different 
combinations, using your alternative image choices, and reflect on the way the set 
hangs together. Is there a sense of progression, narrative, or concept that connects 
them as a set? What happens if you change one image in the set with something 
else, how does that impact? 

Your image of the church is an interesting point in the set as it is so different to the 
exterior and distance across the other images. There is something more engaging 
about the closeness to your subject here. The saturation is still quite strong though 
lessened from earlier edits, so there is still some pixelation in the upper left window. 
It would be good to include a comparison of the unedited and processed version and 
reflect on you use of editing. There is a lightness in the original image that seems 
lost in the processing. Again reflect on what this level of processing does to the 
image. 



Coursework 
I will comment on part 1 via email 

Research 

You have an extensive index of artist names with information. Try to rely less on the 
Telegraph notes as I am finding it hard to tell what is your reflection and theirs. If you 
are writing about Barthes, Sontag, etc.. then I would suggest going directly to their 
books. It would be really useful to try and engage more deeply with less content. 

It is great that you are keen to research and include so many different 
photographers, but beyond factual details it would help to have more personal 
reflection about the artists and specifically their work. You include Roni Horn and 
Tom Hunter as they are in the course materials. Using quotes from websites is fine, 
but then comment on them, what are your thoughts about the work or what the 
reviewer is saying? 

Learning Log 
You have set up a website which is demonstrating your hard work to date. It does 
have lots of sections, initially I found it a little confusing to navigate, as normally OCA 
recommend a tabbing system with dropdown menus. However your homepage is 
clear with links to the assignments and exercises. It would help on the homepage to 
have direct links to the assignment process pages as well. If you label the exercises 
with the Part number that will also help. This page could then act as your tabbing 
system. You might then explain the homepage in the pinned blog post, and then the 
blog feed can act as your reflective learning log or diary of actives and reflections. 

  
Suggested reading/viewing 

You have included synopsis of various books, but it would help to separate your 
reading out from other writers who have given overviews of the books in order to 
reflect on your own direct reading. As you read texts do go through the sections that 
do stand out or resonate, as this will be important as you develop so that your 
research reflects your interests and your developing position as a photographer. 

Also add exhibition visits, or try and attend an oca study visit where possible. 



Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 

• Reflect on my feedback and include your notes or thoughts on your learning log. Find 
ways to show that you are responding to my feedback in your next assignment 

• I will send email feedback about Part One which you have already completed 

  

  

Strengths Areas for development

Use of process post to explore the 
development of the assignment images

Aim to avoid post processing in the next 
assignment

Range of locations and photoshoots for 
assignment

Think about ways of constructing a set 
that communicates a cohesive idea - test 
different versions, select images from one 
photoshoot and consider how to add to 
this in the next shoot

Hard work on research Be more specific and in depth in your 
research, consider sources and reflect on 
your own reading 

Tutor name  Rachel Smith

Date 15.9.18

Next assignment due 1.12.18
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Assignment 2 Submission text 
 
Introduction 
During the first assignment, I had an idea for this one of photographing church 
congregations as they left on Sunday mornings, thus illustrating the interesting variety of 
local religious establishments, but this was abandoned after the first run on discovering that 
they leave gradually rather than en masse (I was also concerned that some might be 
suspicious or disapproving of being photographed). Staying with a religious theme, I decided 
to photograph a church, St Stephen Walbrook. My approach changed over the seven visits I 
made. My first intention was to concentrate on the technical requirements and, “test out 
combinations of focal length, aperture and viewpoint” (Bloomfield, 2017, p.52); later I 
favoured documenting the church as though for a booklet, taking my lead from an 
unillustrated A4 handout (Meyer, n.d.); by the end I had combined the two, being subject-
driven but always conscious of the brief. 
To set the context, this is a small church of unconventional layout, conveniently near to 
Cannon Street station. Designed by Christopher Wren after the Fire of London, it includes a 
dome said to be his "trial run" for St Paul's and is now surrounded by modern office blocks. 
It contains a massive 8-ton (approximately) circular marble altar by Henry Moore. 
 
Description 
For the brief, there are focal lengths from (35mm equivalent) 16mm to 106mm; apertures 
from f/1.7 to f/8; (and, incidentally, shutter speeds from 1/2000 to 0.3 sec); a variety of 
viewpoints has been used, but the dome exterior from above proved impossible. As regards 
"[using] the exercises from Part Two as a starting point" (Bloomfield, 2017, p.52), there is 
little lens distortion. There are examples of shallow depth of field, particularly fig. 5 where 
this was the specific goal and most of the images have appropriate depth of field with 
middle- and background detail, but there is no image with a foreground subject at f/22 and 
hyperfocal focusing because no such image made the final cut. 
In terms of processing, I experienced a late epiphany, attending a volunteers’ briefing 
session for ArtUK’s sculpture photography project on 27th November. They specify 
submissions in RAW with minimal processing (straighten and correct clipping) and I 
reprocessed all my chosen images, working from RAW, in the last three days before 
submission. There are some extremes of dynamic range for the indoor shots that required 
bracketing, but the amount of post-processing has diminished significantly. 
 
Evaluation 
I believe the set makes a creditable effort of illustrating the main features of the church 
while being visually interesting and exploring the characteristics of the lenses available. 
The most difficult shot was the general interior view (fig. 4) trying to illustrate that the 
building is (more-or-less) square, is broken up by the large, intrusive pillars that support the 
dome, and is dominated by the massive, central Henry Moore altar. 
The dome interior was impossible to accommodate until I bought a new lens, whereupon 
this (fig. 6) and the general interior became far easier to achieve without image stitching. 
Overexposure of the central cupola was always a problem. 



I was disappointed not to get an exterior shot of the dome from above. The church is 
surrounded by office blocks but none would allow me access to an upper floor window and 
the church tower is too unsafe to allow access. 
Perhaps the most important shot is fig. 7 which shows the finest piece in the building, the 
Moore altar and also (in the background) the enormous and spectacularly ugly dark-wood 
pulpit. The altar inevitably appears in many of the interior shots and its colour variation 
between images has been noted but not addressed successfully. 
Figs. 9 and 10 were serendipitous: the nearby Bloomberg building “staining” the plain glass 
window and the reflections on the lid of a grand piano which was only in place for one of 
the visits. 
The mosaic of St. Stephen (fig. 3) is a mundane subject and inconveniently located in the 
entry stairwell but is an important church artefact. 
Both exterior shots can be improved when the leaves have fallen off the trees. 
The images taken and the selection process are discussed in some detail on the web site 
(Blackburn, 2018a). 
 
Part Two 
There is nothing in particular to refer to from Part 2, but any comments and advice would 
be welcome. My response to the course text and exercises are on the web site (Blackburn, 
2018b), making a rather long and unwieldy web page. I am separating the course text and 
the exercises for Part 3 to improve the navigation. 
Reflection 
This will be in greater detail on the web site to meet the word count limits for this 
document. 
Technical Skills – I feel that I have used the equipment reasonably well to illustrate my 
subject. I am not aware of anything I set out to show that has failed on technical grounds. 
The major learning point for this exercise was that whereas I previously have just 
photographed what is easily accessible and available and ignored the rest, here I consciously 
tried to show “all” of the church and in doing so had to make compromises because the 
subjects are fixed, the background always cluttered and the interior lighting always difficult 
(mostly dark with intrusive highlights). My late change of working method has been noted. 
Quality – The coherence of the set is inherent in the subject and so, unlike the first 
assignment, this largely takes care of itself. I struggled with deciding the order in which to 
show the photographs. The contact sheets are shown on the web site (Blackburn, 2018c). 
Creativity – I do not regard the set as particularly creative aesthetically, but as my intention 
was essentially functional and documentary, this is not a particular failure. 
Context – I do not really understand this component yet and note that it is presented later 
on in this course and more particularly in Year 2. 
 
Word count 975 
 
References 
Blackburn, N. (2018a) EyV: Assignment 2, Collecting - Images [online]. Available from: 
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/asg_2_images.php [Accessed 30 November 2018] 
Blackburn, N. (2018b) EyV Part 2: Imaginative spaces [online]. Available from: 
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_2.php [Accessed 30 November 2018] 



Blackburn, N. (2018c) Assignment 2, contact sheets [online]. Available from: 
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/asg_2_contacts.php [Accessed 30 November 2018] 
Bloomfield, R. (2014) Expressing your vision. Updated 2017. Barnsley: Open College of the 
Arts 
Meyer, H. (n.d.) A thousand years of the Church of St. Stephen Walbrook. s.l.:s.n. 
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Formative feedback 

  
  
Overall Comments 

Thanks Nick for sending your 2nd assignment, and well done on completing this. It is 
good to see you adapting your approach to post processing. As you develop your 
own voice through the degree journey some of these techniques may return to some 
extent, but for now it is useful to trial varied techniques, and to think about how to 
approach your subject with your camera, forming a connection to both. 

Thank you for clearly reflecting on the feedback on your blog. Again when you 
receive this report, go through it carefully and make reflective notes about it, these 
can then go into a reflective commentary section on your blog.  

I understand your aim is to go for the Photography Degree and that you plan to submit 
your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you have shown in 
this assignment, providing you commit yourself to the course, I believe you have the 
potential to pass at assessment. In order to meet all the assessment criteria, there are 
certain areas you will need to focus on, which I will outline in my feedback.  

Feedback on assignment 
Good to see your contact sheets on the blog well as the selections from the wider 
sets. It is really good practice that you are revisiting the chosen location. Perhaps it 
might help you to set yourself more specific tasks, or investigations for each visit in 
order to focus your approach, and get the most out of each individual visit. This 
might be related to a particular approach to depth of field, restricting yourself to 
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looking at pattern, texture or details, deliberately adapting your viewpoint, or other 
particular restrictions you might find useful. By doing this you may find that it pushes 
you to look differently or experience the location differently which in turn will impact 
on the images you take. Not everything will be successful but by taking such risks 
you will surprise yourself sometimes. 

You write about setting yourself a kind of brief to take photographs for a brochure/
booklet, in response to an existing unillustrated one. It would be useful to reflect 
more on what text the booklet contained, and how this influenced your choice of 
shots. Who is the booklet aimed at? 
Were you interested in: heritage, history, faith, the users of the church, an outsiders 
viewpoint? 
I realise you adapted your intentions as you went along and after the first 2 visits 
selected what you considered to be the major features of the church as your subject, 
so in focusing on the architectural details what do you feel your set communicates 
about this space? 
It is interesting that the church appears so empty, after you had originally considered 
observing the congregation, does this emptiness impact on the atmosphere or 
potential meaning of your images? 

It might have been a useful approach to select the ‘views’ assignment brief in relation 
to this church and try to capture this location from different viewpoints: the 
congregation, the choir, the minister, the Starbucks customer, the visiting 
documenting artists…  

The reflection on the piano surface works well as it provides an interesting 
compositional divide in the image, and comparative textural surface. 

The burnout on the close up of the altar gives a sense of directed spiritual light while 
the candles are unlit. The limited colour palette works well to emphasise the tones 
here. 

The view beyond the arched window does indeed act as a kind of stained glass 
giving an interesting effect. Perhaps you could have experimented more with trying 
to get the right angle for this effect, and getting the whole window in shot? 

Can you reflect on the function of the borders you have given your images and how 
they work with this set of images?  



Coursework 
You have worked carefully through the exercises and have a good understanding of 
the settings on your camera. It is now important for you to continue to use this while 
starting to develop your own personal voice or response to your subjects. Think 
about what you are trying to communicate so that you can reflect on the success of 
the images in that regard.  

Some of the shallow depth of field images of the gravestones work well, giving a real 
sense of the cold worn stone, with a suggested context beyond. 

Research 
It is good to read in your reflections on feedback that you have taken out the 
Telegraph Notes. Your research index still remains extensive which is great, however 
it would still really benefit from more in depth reflection on why you have chosen to 
include these photographers and how they are influencing your developing work. 

Equally primary visits to exhibitions, and reflections on books read are also useful. 

Learning Log 
From the home page you have clear links to all sections of your work. You are 
reflecting on carefully on feedback and developing your work in response. 

Perhaps you might add links on the home tab to the most significant or detailed 
analyses of particular artists research pages from your index as a way to flag up 
where you have added pertinent reflection or detail. 

  
Suggested reading/viewing 
Look at other photographers who have tackled your subject matter in differing ways. 
for instance: 
https://edwardthompson.co.uk/Cowboy-Church 

https://www.vivianemoos.com/photos/RELIGION/7/ 

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 

• Reflect on my feedback and include your notes or thoughts on your learning log. Find 
ways to show that you are responding to my feedback in your next assignment 

• Assignment 3 asks for prints. It is always useful at some point in the course to send me 
some printed material so you can begin to consider the impact of the material quality of 
an image and we can discuss suitability in relation to assessment. You might want to 

https://edwardthompson.co.uk/Cowboy-Church
https://www.vivianemoos.com/photos/RELIGION/7/


consider the different types of print process and papers which are available and their 
suitability to you images/concept. We can discuss this further via email before you send 
them if that would be helpful. 

  

  

Strengths Areas for development

Number of visits to the location in order to 
get to know the subject

Consider different versions of your final 
set in order to reflect on how your images 
work together to communicate your idea

Not relying on post production, and so 
developing how you work with the camera

Think about your own relation to the 
subject in order to start experimenting 
with developing a personal voice

understanding of technical aspects of 
camera

Depth of relevant and personal analysis in 
relation to artist research

Tutor name  Rachel Smith

Date 10.12.18

Next assignment due 1.3.18
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The course material refers to the decisive moment as a "stylistic cliché" (Bloomfield, 2017, p.69). It 
was an application of the technology of its time: Cartier-Bresson was an early adopter of the 35mm 
Leica rangefinder and used it from the 1930s onwards to photograph street scenes usually involving 
people. While it might be less relevant in the digital age of the ubiquitous selfie, Cartier-Bresson's 
definition of the notion still merits consideration, 
 

the simultaneous recognition, in a fraction of a second, of the significance of an event as well 
as of a precise organization of forms which give that event its proper expression 
Cartier-Bresson (1952, Forward)  

 
The latter part is calling for photographs to be well composed and to exclude extraneous detail, which 
can be applied successfully to a range of genres. The first part (despite the assignment brief noting 
that landscapes and buildings can have decisive moments) is particularly applicable to changing 
subjects where Cartier-Bresson advocates what David Bate (2016, p. 68) interprets as "the pregnant 
moment … where the past, present and future can be read". 
 
I chose to photograph people largely because I 
rarely do so, other than at family events. Seeking a 
source of ready subjects, I lit upon 
demonstrations, protests and the like as the 
participants tend to be animated and also 
disposed to being photographed. I have made 9 
outings to 12 events, including several to 
Parliament Square. The contact sheets are 
available online (Blackburn, 2019a). 
 
An early decision, which I have stuck to, despite 
repeated doubts, was to shoot in black and white. 
This was the traditional medium for Cartier-
Bresson and for all newspaper reporting until the 
1980s: it continues to be used for documentary 
photography, although colour has become 
increasingly common (Bate, p.74): this is explored 
more fully in the blog (Blackburn, 2019b). In 
avoiding the distraction of colour, the photographer and the viewer are forced to concentrate on the 
subject. Against that, it is undeniable that colour enhances some images. 
 
The set is a mixture of close-up facial images, group shots and wider angle narrative photographs. 
Little aggression was encountered during the shoots: in most cases, I was looking for individuals to 
photograph, either because of their fresh-faced winsome enthusiasm, or the grizzled features of 
determined old campaigners. 
 
Looking at the individual images: 
 
Fig. 1 As noted above, colour would add significantly to this image. 
The suavely-dressed subject grinned broadly at all the cameras and 
appeared in The Guardian a few days later (see right). He tried to 
remain the centre of attention: not especially decisive, but he 
captured the mood of the demonstration. 
 
Fig. 2 This was the only confrontational moment I witnessed on this 
side of the opposing demonstrations, taken  a few seconds before 
fig. 1, when an excited pro-Brexiteer hurled abuse at the speakers 
before being hustled away by stewards and then the police. It was a 
brief incident. 
 
Fig. 3 On a week of heightened feelings outside the Houses of 
Parliament, Old Palace Yard was full of demonstrators from both 
sides of the Brexit argument. The mood was generally good-natured 

Fig. 9 Guardian 
20 Dec 2018 

image © Guy Bell 
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but this image shows a Brexiteer in stern eye contact with a Remainer. Again, colour would add an 
extra dimension to the picture. 
 
Fig. 4 The media tent-village on the green was notionally closed to the public and this preacher, 
carrying his own PA amplification, was trying to be heard on the news reports. The decisive moment 
lies in the brief withering look of the passing pedestrian. 
 
Fig. 5 Steve, the leading anti-Brexit demonstrator is notorious for intruding into the background of 
television interviews with his placards. That is one of the reasons the interview tents were raised on 
platforms, but Steve, whose presence was still tolerated, responded with a longer placard arm. 
 
Fig. 6 Owen Jones addressing a demonstration in Trafalgar Square is pictured in typically 
demonstrative dudgeon. 
 
Fig. 7 Part of the rather sparse audience at Trafalgar Square. I was interested in the range a facial 
expressions in this shot: while all are ostensibly listening to the speaker, the degree of attention paid 
varies widely. 
 
Fig. 8 Enthusiasm was far more evident at Parliament Square for the Youth Strike 4 Climate. It is 
difficult to get a shot when placards are not obscuring faces and those faces are all animated, but this 
image works well and features the most common message of the day, There is no Planet B. 
 
Turning now to the assessment criteria: 
 
Technically, I am satisfied with the set. I have changed my workflow (influenced by the methodology 
of Art UK's Sculpture Project, for which I have volunteered ) and now work from the raw files: although 
I have only just started on this learning curve, I am realising how much more control it allows me over 
the final image and how the need for bracketing exposures is reduced. I have used a lab to print the 
hard copies as my home office scanner/printer as not up to the task of printing black and white of 
sufficient quality. 
 
Outcome: I have stated that my target aesthetic is journalistic and similar images have appeared in 
the national press in the last few months, notably fig. 9 as illustrated in The Guardian. I would say that 
I have documented more telling moments rather than decisive ones. 
 
Creativity: experimentation and development of a personal voice are mentioned in the course 
material (Bloomfield, 2017, p.34). None of the work presented here is ground-breaking but it is a 
major change of personal direction because, as noted, I have not previously photographed people. 
 
Context: the work does not consciously derive from any of the photographers mentioned in Part 3 of 
the course material, though a key influencing factor is that Cartier-Bresson and the other Paris street 
photographers such as Ronis and Brassai all worked in black and white. The uniting theme is protest 
and my aim was to emulate workaday press photography: in that I believe the set is reasonably 
successful. 
 
 
992 words 
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Formative feedback 

  
  
Overall Comments 
Thanks Nick for sending assignment 3, and well done on completing this. Thanks also for 
sending prints which are of a good quality. It is good to see you setting the constraint of 
working in black and white and to read your reflection on how you have worked with this 
decision. If this has helped you to reflect more on composition and how to create a 
dynamic scene rather than relying on colour to give you the focal point then then this is 
good work. Always useful to push yourself out of your comfort zone. 

Please continue to reflect on feedback on your blog. As you go back and adapt your work 
and assignments towards assessment it will be useful to see how you have responded to 
feedback. As you do adapt or reshoot certain aspects of your work then be sure to clearly 
label everything so that the examiners are clear on what you have adapted and why.  

Feedback on assignment 
For your assignment you have chosen to look at demonstrations and rallies. You have 
worked well to go out and shoot a wide range of events and have reflected well on the 
events and what you were thinking about.  

It might have added more focus and narrative to your assignment set if you had chosen a 
particular issue to galvanise the concept behind your work. For instance you might have 
focused on Brexit in particular, and as this is such a divisive moment could you have 
explored it from the two different perspectives, or deliberately tried to used your images 
to show the complexity behind some of the polemic posturing? Or you might have 
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focused on climate change and tried to pull out an angle on your selected issue. This 
would have given your final set a stronger identity. 

Great to see your range of contact sheets, and how you have worked to capture the 
people you have encountered while on location. It would be interesting for you to reflect 
more though on the choices you are making. For instance you identify you are making 
selections from a wider set, for instance of the preacher and the placard, but you could say 
more about why.  
What do you consider they offer the story of the final set?  
What might they offer in terms of a decisive moment?  
Try to extend your analysis at these points of selection. 

The theme of protest is good for capturing street photography but perhaps you could 
have exploited the idea of  ‘the decisive moment’ with Brexit as this certainly seems a 
decisive moment in our history.  Equally it would be useful for you to reflect on the 
decisive moment within some of your chosen shots. You have reflected on what they 
show, but why this moment to press the shutter? Can you extend your analysis of these 
being ‘telling’ moments rather than ‘decisive’ moments as this seems an interesting and 
nuanced distinction. 

Interesting that you reflected on being torn between capturing interesting individuals and 
the whole scene or reportage. You have resisted your instinct and for your assignment set 
focused on mainly individual faces. Were there shots that might have added context to 
these individuals, or wider shots that might have revealed something else about the 
protests? Do you feel they build a sense of narrative? Are they objective or can you feel 
your own personal voice in the images? 

I think it might help you to test out different sets of images together before making your 
final decision for the assignment set. Reflect on them comparatively about how well they 
tell the/your story before finally deciding on the completed assignment set. It would be 
useful to go back into your work and produce different sets on each particular issue, and 
then compare the results in relation to each other but also to your original assignment set. 

The prints are a good quality and the images have a good tonal range. Can you reflect on 
your decision to include the black border and slightly rounded corners at the edges of the 
images? 

Coursework 
In the slow shutter speed investigation, you include links to the index which give a factual 
account - try here to reflect on the images and investigate what they are doing. Consider 
how they might impact on your own approach. 



Research 
Good to see you adding suggested research to your index. It would be useful to reflect in 
more detail on the images you mention, considering content, concept, or formal elements.   

I also still feel that unless you are reflecting on the artists work, or using them to develop 
your own ideas you could remove/hide them from your index long list. If you only have a 
bio or wikipedia entry they do not really serve you well in terms of research (especially 
when it comes to assessment). Explicit Wikipedia references tend to be avoided as they do 
not have the academic rigour that degree level study expects. Wikipedia might be a useful 
starting point for research but best to use it as a springboard to more academic sources. 

Learning Log 
From the home page you have clear links to all sections of your work. You are reflecting on 
carefully on my feedback and developing your work in response. 

Keep adding primary research to your blog in response to visits to exhibitions 
Keep adding notes or a record of wider reading in response to the reading list and your 
own research towards each assignment. 
  

Suggested reading/viewing 
You might be interesting in analysing the approaches or images from these 
photographers who are exploring the issues around Brexit, and reflect on what the might 
offer you as you develop your own personal voice. Or include your own research about the 
subject matter you have chosen for this assignment. 

https://www.huckmag.com/art-and-culture/photography-2/conversation-photographer-
revealed-brexit-britain/ 

https://www.alexcoghe.com/brexit-media-circus-a-reportage-by-sukhy-hullait/ 

https://pro.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&ALID=2K1HRGPCMXWS 

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
• Continue to reflect on my feedback in your learning log and adapt your work in 

response before assessment. 

• Research artists and images that you find relevant in relation to the development 
of your assignment, and add detail into your reflections on how they are 
influencing your own work, or how yours develops in contrast to what they are 
doing. 

  

https://www.huckmag.com/art-and-culture/photography-2/conversation-photographer-revealed-brexit-britain/
https://www.huckmag.com/art-and-culture/photography-2/conversation-photographer-revealed-brexit-britain/
https://www.alexcoghe.com/brexit-media-circus-a-reportage-by-sukhy-hullait/
https://pro.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&ALID=2K1HRGPCMXWS


  

  

Strengths Areas for development

Number of locations and events used to 
explore the subject in depth

Consider a more specific theme within 
your chosen subject area to help you 
develop a stronger sense of narrative

Using black and white as a way of 
focusing your attention on composition

Consider different versions of your final 
set in order to reflect on how your images 
work together to communicate your idea

Working towards develop a personal voice add some relevant artist research into 
your assignment work that shows you are 
aware of how the existing context directly 
relates to your work

Tutor name  Rachel Smith

Date 11.3.19

Next assignment 
due

1.6.19
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Two subjects were pursued for this assignment, one large and one small. In reading the course 
material, I admired the architectural photography of Michael Schmidt both his use of "neutral diffused" 
light and the photographing of medium-sized details rather than entire entities. Secondly, I greatly 
enjoyed experimenting with tabletop lighting setups for Exercise 4.4 and wished to take this further. 
 
The Schmidt images shown in the article linked to the course material (Thoughts About My Way of 
Working, 1979) led me to think of The Barbican as a subject and, following a guided tour on 17th 
March, returned to photograph the area on 20th May and 1st June. For tabletop photography, I 
conceived the idea of using a single spotlight to create harsh shadows, using small objects chosen 
from charity shops specifically for their shadow potential.  
 
The assignment is submitted on paper, comprising this text and six 
photographs. Links are provided in the references to the contact 
sheets, to my full notes on the image selection process and to the 
blog in which the assignment is mentioned. 
 
Schmidt's article deals with subjectivity in photography: black and 
white images remove the distraction of colour and renders viewers' 
reactions more objective; this is reinforced by diffused light and the 
avoidance of harsh shadows "or other mood effects". Schmidt thus 
influenced my choice of subject matter and tonality. Having learned 
from the first assignment the advantages of a consistent format, I 
shot in vertical orientation: this decision was encouraged by seeing 
Egle Kisieliute's work at Photo London 2019, fig. 1. 
 
Schmidt has produced numerous series of photographs through books and exhibitions. The books are 
prohibitively expensive and so I visited the V&A to examine those available. These comprised 
Waffenruhe (Ceasefire, 1985–1987), U-ni-ty (1991–1994) and Fotografien seit 1965. The books 
changed nothing in my intentions for the project; there were similar architectural images to those 
already seen through this course scattered throughout Schmidt's work, but the books mostly 
concentrated on series comprising portraits, domestic scenes and recycled halftone newspaper 
images. 
 
In practice, the light was variable on the first visit and harsh on the second, but as Schmidt’s article 
observed, "the photographer has no influence on the evolution of the negative" in this case, the 
natural light available on the days of shooting. I strayed, in most cases, from my original intention of 
shooting building details. 
 
As can be seen from the contact sheets, I took 102 images on the first visit and 147 on the second, 
although this does include some bracketing in an effort to enhance a bland sky. The image selection 
process is documented in considerable detail on the web site. 
 
The six share some characteristics: the subject is The Barbican and they were shot in monochrome 
and in vertical format. As Schmidt observed, monochrome is less distracting for the viewer and I also 
find that it helps me to concentrate on the subject when taking the 
photographs. By contrast, the front cover for my assignment 
submission is a bed of flowers in colour with Barbican balcony 
flats defocussed in the background (and a fortuitous bee). Looking 
at the chosen photographs individually, 
 
Image 1 was taken late in the second visit as I was packing to 
leave and was included in the set as an afterthought. Though a 
cliché, it does set the scene as a standard Barbican image with 
which the others can contrast. I have avoided looking at books 
and articles on Barbican architecture until now to avoid influence 
and look forward to comparing my work after the assignment has 
been submitted. The Barbican publicity machine did email me the 
advertisement shown as fig. 2 on 20th June. 
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Image 2 gives a medium distance view of the distinctive curved concrete balconies, contrasted with 
the square, tiled surfaces of utility structures. I prevaricated over switching the project to colour on this 
and nearby shots. Again, these deliberations are documented online. 
 
Image 3 the last of the balcony shots in relative closeup and looking rather like fingers with a lone 
pigeon to interrupt the pattern. 
 
Image 4 as may be seen from the contact sheet evaluation, I took many pictures of the fountain from 
various angles and struggled to decide which to choose, eventually opting for an early, straightforward 
shot. 
 
Image 5 an even greater time was spent photographing, editing and choosing a 
shot of the rear of the fountain. 
 
Image 6 the last photograph, reshot on the second visit, combines two aspects 
from the first visit to show the other Barbican balcony type and also a reminder of 
the necessary infrastructure with the car park and roadway and surprising foliage. 
 
[Fig. 3, although noted in the evaluation process as the most distinctive image 
taken on the project, this was removed as it does not complement the others: if I 
had ordered a monochrome print, it might have been included.] 
 
The technical details are as follows, 
 

 
As regards the assessment criteria: 
 
Technically, the images are successful. I find working with Fuji equipment more intuitive than my 
previous kit. I have learned to use bracketing only where it may be useful (using one of the Fuji 
monochrome filter settings might have achieved the sky enhancement but I have not yet 
experimented with these). 
 
Quality: I do not regret choosing this project (and, indeed, the secondary project, Shadows). I stated 
at the start of the course that I hoped to explore architectural photography and I feel that this is a 
reasonable start. The quality of the prints from DS Colour Labs is good. 
 
Creativity: I still cannot lay claim to a personal voice, though Shadows (albeit rather frivolous) has 
some potential for originality †. A great deal of time was spent in selecting the photographs, though 
there has been little cropping of individual images, most of which are shown full frame. 
 
Context: although deriving initial impetus from Schmidt, the set diverges from the original intention of 
photographing details. The choice of monochrome and vertical format has, I believe, helped with 
coherence. 
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(1,000 words) 
 
 
† This accompanying text was written on 25th June. After completing the 
first draft, I shot a quick session of Shadows and a Photoshop Elements 
collage of a selection of the images is shown as fig. 4. 
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Formative feedback 

  
Overall Comments 
Thanks Nick for sending assignment 4, and well done on making timely progress so far. 
Thanks for sending prints again which are of a good quality. 

Please continue to reflect on feedback on your blog. As you start to think about the 
process for assessment you will need to adapt or reshoot certain aspects of your 
assignments and be sure to clearly label everything so that the examiners are clear on 
what you produced before and after feedback to demonstrate your ability to respond and 
develop your ideas. You mentioned being unsure about the assessment process in your 
email and I will make some suggestions about this at the end of this feedback, you might 
also find it useful to look at the student forum: discuss.student-oca.com as there is helpful 
advice there. 

I understand your aim is to go for the Photography Degree and that you plan to submit your work for 
assessment at the end of this course. From the work you have shown in this assignment, providing 
you commit yourself to the course, I believe you have the potential to pass at assessment.  In order to 
meet all the assessment criteria, there are certain areas you will need to focus on, which I will outline 
in my feedback.  

Feedback on assignment 
You have chosen to explore the Barbican for your assignment and have explored the space 
while considering useful existing artists who have informed your approach. You have 
considered a range of viewpoints and details which produce a thorough investigation. You 
have reflected on different potential groupings which is great to see. 

Your prints are of a good quality, and I know we have discussed this previously, but I still 
wonder about the use of the black outline for every assignment? It may be more suited to 
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some subjects than others, and perhaps useful to consider when it works best to serve 
your purpose. 

You have included an image of the flowers as a cover photo in your printed set, with your 
name and assignment text on it. By doing this it has a different status to the other images, 
and it feels removed from the set. On the blog it appears as part of the assignment set 
along with another colour image. 
You might want to think about whether you want the coloured images to be part of the 
set or not, and if so how you negotiate this, as the difference in presentation of the blog 
and printed images make this seem like you haven’t quite decided? There is definitely 
room to develop either approach. 

If you wanted to include both colour images into the set there is potential to really push 
the contrast between the colour and monotone images:  
Your printed cover image provides an interesting stark contrast to the brutalist 
monochrome architectural shots, and especially when considered with image 8 (the shot 
which you haven’t sent as a print), I wonder about interspersing some coloured images in-
amongst the monotone architectural detail images -perhaps a crop of the red hot pokers 
with their yellow underbelly, or a portrait crop of the concrete wall and metal casing with 
yellow arrow from box A, when placed alongside the flowers and yellow cone image 
thematically play with yellow, a colour you might not expect from this building.  

Coursework 
You have made an interesting and creative set of images in relation to the brew dog can, 
as a reaction to the commercial uniform images from the search engine. The Tate shot was 
a good idea, and works well due to the contrasting colours against the can, as well as a 
nod to art using real objects juxtaposed against the modernist art past. You make 
interesting refections on the priority given to specific objects in an image, once the can is 
in front of Brighton West Pier, and it is interesting to see you experiment with ways of 
decreasing the piers significance in the image. 

Research 
Good to see you focusing the research in your index. This is a useful resource  where you 
are using it to reflect in more detail on the images you mention, considering content, 
concept, presentation, or formal elements.  The more in-depth you can make your analysis 
the better, as this will give you a space to develop your analytical writing skills. Also 
consider how these artists are enabling you to think in different ways about your own 
practice.  

Learning Log 
From the home page you have clear links to all sections of your work. 
Good to see you considering alternatives to your assignment 3 work after reflecting on my 
feedback. Sometimes allowing yourself a wider brief initially is a good plan to get out an 



allow unexpected things to develop, and then as you consider, reflect on, and edit the 
images you can narrow the selection, in order to clearly communicate your idea. Even 
having reconsidered these sets as alternatives you still might decide for assessment to 
print out a different final set: whether one that combines some of your first submission 
with some of these images, re-shoots in response to another protest, or pulls together a 
differing narrative about protest and so reimagines the set for a final time. 
  

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
For your last assignment you can bring together all the skills you have learned and really 
push your personal voice. Consider location, props, and how best to communicate your 
chosen idea. 

As you are approaching the end of the course I would suggest looking online at how to 
book an assessment date, and consider how you will send your prints for assessment.  
A4 size is fine to print your final assignment images, once you have thought about 
reworking or adaptations you might make (with other earlier versions left displayed and 
clearly labelled on the blog). Label and number your prints on the back. You can also print 
out your commentary for each assignment. It is recommended that the work is well 
presented in a clam shell archival box or something similar to show your work in a 
professional manner.  

  

  

Strengths Areas for development

Use of artists which have clearly informed 
your assignment approach

Depth of reflection and analysis in some 
areas of your wider research

Consideration of different images in 
groups towards the final assignment set

Reflect on the success of an entirely b&w 
set, in comparison to a combination of 
colour and monotone images to decide on 
your final outcome

Revisiting the chosen location site.  

and trialing another approach to the 
assignment based on work from the 
exercises to keep options open and 
continue to develop skills

Keep developing a personal voice, and 
consider how best to visualise what you 
want to communicate with your images

Tutor name  Rachel Smith

Date 8.7.19

Next assignment 
due

16.9.19
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The brief, ten photographs, one subject, each a “unique view”, with a “sense of 
development through the sequence”; my tutor commented “bring together all the 
skills you have learned”; 300 words of explanatory text allowed.  

“All the skills” suggests technical diversity, as explored in the course: shutter 
speed; selective focus; lens choice; lighting variation and so on but this alone 
would not be personally satisfying or aesthetically challenging. The main 
theoretical component towards the end of the course was Terry Barrett’s 
contextual analysis and his book Criticising Photographs (2000) uses this to 
inform definitions of six types of photograph, described on the relevant web 
page (Blackburn, 2019a). Thus, in addition to technical diversity, I sought to 
produce images in as many of Barrett’s categories as possible.  
 
Five potential projects were identified (Blackburn, 2019b) and work undertaken 
on two: Flowers and The Occupation of Benches. Flowers always seemed to 
present more opportunities and to have the greater potential for variation and an 
increasing proportion of the time available was devoted to it. The title grew 
to The use, abuse, misuse and misrepresentation of plants and shrank again 
to Plants.  
 
The brief prompts, “what am I really trying to say?”: answer, “that humans 
interact with plant life in a variety of contexts” and maybe add “often with little 
regard for the plants’ welfare”. And, within that documentary purpose, to 
produce some subjectively aesthetically pleasing and diverse images. There is 
no compelling logical, technical or aesthetic sequence, but I have developed a 
preference for submitting physical prints in a presentation folder, thereby 
imposing my display sequence on the viewer, using only prosaic, factual titles 
and leaving interpretation to others: I have been influenced by Michael Grieve 
(2019) and Barbara Stauss' explanation of Lorant's (1940) views on image 
pairing. Image selection is explained on the web site (Blackburn, 2019c).  

Word count: 297 
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Lorant. S (1940) Chamberlain and the beautiful llama and 101 more juxtapositions. 
London: Hulton  
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Technical details  
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Formative feedback 

  
Overall Comments 
Thanks Nick for sending assignment 5 with prints, and well done on completing this 
course. You have made progress through the course and this assignment shows you again 
engaging thoroughly with  different possibilities (within each theme) of what to include in 
your assignment set. Great to see you reflecting on different possibilities and how they sit 
together as you work to develop your personal approach in communicating to an 
audience. 

Feedback on assignment 
You have clearly worked hard on this assignment and been very productive. I think your 
approach to going out and reshooting is really positive in enabling you to collect a wide 
range of images in relation to your idea. Sometimes this diversity means you end up with 
several interesting strands which could be productively developed into different projects. 
There is a balancing act in terms of working between the production of a series where all 
the images seem too similar and a series that offers less clear framing for the work. As you 
progress through the degree you will be able to continue to experiment with this in your 
assignment work to find a route through. 

I am interested in the way, in many of your images, you are successfully exploring the 
human interaction with plants without human presence in the images. I think the dying 
plants next to the priced label of flowers and the dead flowers tied to the bollard are most 
successful in their regard. This makes me think about experimenting with two sets of 
images: one that has no physical human presence, and another where people are 
deliberately featured in the images. This might help you to reflect on the different ways 
you could approach your idea. The fact that the child in the lavender is the only shot of a 
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person feels as though it needs other images of people to strengthen its position if it is 
included.  

I think the idea of revisiting the tree and observing the different stages of regrowth and 
human control has potential and is an interesting conceptual brief (echoed somewhat by 
the lily shots). I would reflect on its format in this set, and how the presentation of images 
and text works in relation to the other images.  
Could you look to build another project which documents different locations and 
particular plant forms and human control? I wonder if just using one image (the first 
image of the 3 where the brutally chopped trunk is visible along with regrowth, or the 
bare 3rd image) would sit visually more easily in this assignment set? 

Given the diversity of images across your development work, I wonder about the inclusion 
of both macro shots of plants that start your set as they feel the least connected to your 
idea of human interaction as you write about it in the assignment explanation.  
There are many images in your development work that hold potential to add into the final 
set depending on how you decide to push this idea for your submission for assessment. 
The 21 images in your list for printing hold together well as they cover the diversity of your 
idea, without giving more weight to one type than another and by not placing similar 
images next to each other there is more visual variety. Think about how you can build on 
this success in your final assignment set, or take a more focused approach. 
The image of the woman building a flower/plant wall next to a ladder in an interesting 
shot without the human being too distracting. Or the tube station wall if you are opting 
for no physical human presence, as well as the dead flowers in front of the shops. 

Beyond the 21 I think the wrapped trees show another interesting element in your idea, 
and the contrast between the green foliage and the artificial green of the fabric makes a 
strong visual statement, though you may not have compositionally got what you were 
hoping for. 
I am drawn to the shot of the photographer in the lavender as it mirrors your role in the set 
capturing the plant life. Even the shot of the two girls taking a selfie could be included in a 
different version of this assignment where people were featured more prominently in the 
images. 

Coursework 
Your research and images for exercise 5.2 in homage to Ilse Bing is thoughtful and 
detailed. The image you have created takes account of the research and analytical looking 
you have done. It is well planned out and is a positive outcome. 

Research 
You are using your research to think your own work and to push forward your practice 
approach which is good to see. Continue to build research of existing artists and visual 
context in relation to your assignment themes so that you can reflect on your work in 
relation to what exists to demonstrate an understanding of context. 



Learning Log 
You have reflected carefully on my feedback throughout the course and are 
demonstrating clearly how you are developing your journey through your learning. 

Suggested reading/viewing  
This article on photographer Otto Olaf Becker is interesting in light of your chosen theme: 
https://www.huckmag.com/art-and-culture/photography-2/the-eerie-impact-of-
humanity-on-nature-in-photos/ 
You might be also be interested in Richard Baker’s series on roadside memorials: 
 https://richardbaker.photoshelter.com/gallery/Roadside-Memorials/G0000jn6Uku4Tgb0/ 

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
Well done on completing the course, and good luck with your assessment. Towards the 
assessment I recommend spending some time finalising your assignment work, re-
selecting final sets of images that best communicate your ideas and getting your final 
prints done. Be sure to label everything so it is easy to see what assessors are looking at, 
and I would suggest presenting the prints in a clam box or something similar. 
Good luck with assessment and your future study! 

  

  

Strengths Areas for development

Reshooting and capturing a wide range of 
images in relation to your idea

Continue to experiment with selection 
choices to achieve a set of images that 
effectively communicate your idea

Attention to detail in exercise 5.2 Develop more specific reflection on 
photographers working with similar visual 
themes to your own in your assignment 
work

Development of methods to build your 
approach to a brief

Keep developing your personal voice, and 
how best to communicate your idea

Tutor name  Rachel Smith

Date 9.10.19

Next assignment 
due

https://www.huckmag.com/art-and-culture/photography-2/the-eerie-impact-of-humanity-on-nature-in-photos/
https://www.huckmag.com/art-and-culture/photography-2/the-eerie-impact-of-humanity-on-nature-in-photos/
https://richardbaker.photoshelter.com/gallery/Roadside-Memorials/G0000jn6Uku4Tgb0/
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Home Blog Index About

EyV Part 4: The language of light
Page 6 - Exercise 4.5
← Back →

Project 1, Exposure - Exc 4.1 - Project 2, Layered, complex and mysterious... - Exc 4.2 - Project 3, The
beauty of artificial light - Exc 4.3 - Project 4, Ex nihilo - Exc 4.4 - Creativity - Exc 4.5 - Asg 4 Languages of
Light

Exercises - Time lapse 1 - Time lapse 2 - Close-ups - The Can

Apple

Exercise 4.5

Subject

[2Mar19] What shall I choose? Something small and portable so that I
have control over location, so not landscape or sunset, but not an apple
either.

Looking back at the four quotations, 
Haas is not useful in choosing a subject or a treatment;
Bailey seems to be advocating simplicity (echoes of Cartier-Bresson's
"precise organization of forms … [giving] … proper expression" to the
subject);
Burgin suggests that no object can exist in the viewer's perception
without contextual baggage
Brandt just gets on with the job of photographing stuff.

Perhaps using a small portable object would allow the Brandt approach in a number of settings, thus

BA Phot

Make a Google Images search for ‘landscape’, ‘portrait’, or any ordinary subject such as ‘apple’ or ‘sunset’. Add a
screengrab of a representative page to your learning log and note down the similarities you find between the images.
Now take a number of your own photographs of the same subject, paying special attention to the ‘Creativity’ criteria at
the end of Part One. You might like to make the subject appear ‘incidental’, for instance by using juxtaposition, focus
or framing. Or you might begin with the observation of Ernst Haas, or the ‘camera vision’ of Bill Brandt.
Add a final image to your learning log, together with a selection of preparatory shots. In your notes describe how your
photograph differs from your Google Images source images of the same subject.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.96

“
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exploring Burgin's conjecture. OK, that's settled.
Maybe using several objects in those settings would add a further dimension to the exercise.

This is beginning to shape up.

One thought before I call it a night: how about six similarly sized objects on top of six walls = 36 snaps.
Perhaps too many - 4 and 4 to give 16. 
1. Bullet, cigarette packet, baby's dummy, #4
2. 4 things costing <£1 from a charity shop. 
[23:17, time to stop]

[3Mar19 13:24] I quite like last night's ideas, but the only problem I can see is coming up with an image
search with which to compare the results. If the purpose of the exercise is to photograph a commonplace
subject in imaginative ways (or, if exploring my interpretation of Burgin's notion, to explore the influence of
context on subject) then the initiating Google image screenshot is largely irrelevant.

The only pertinent search I have thought of is bric-a-brac and that just generates snaps of junk shops. I have
just tried small objects and that is quite fun: one of the examples brings to mind Keith Arnatt's splendid The
Tears of Things (Objects from a Rubbish Tip), 1990-91.

Another subject which sprang to mind is Street Litter — I had in mind individual items thereof, but the
searches deliver littered locations, or, perhaps, litter landscapes.
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5. Cans
accessed 5Mar19

Box A 
1. Google search, bric-a-brac

2. Google search, small objects
3. Google search, litter

4. Bing search, litter
all accessed 3rd March 2019

I'm happy to run with these for now. I might take a survey of what other EyVers have chosen using the Links
list.

Student Subject Student Subject

Ian Tower of London Julia Brighton beach

Al eggs Wendy staplers

Kate dolls' house Debra pink tulips

Virginia Burj Khalifa  (Dubai) Colin various, exterior

crispywhittle books John sunshine

I think it's fair to say that some devoted more time to 4.5 than others (although the instruction is to "[a]dd a
final image to your learning log". I have found nothing that changes or influences my plans: it's still Things
on a Wall, but I am having trouble finding my bullet pen.

Reconsideration

[5Mar19 18:08]
The search for the bullet pen has failed and so I intend to reconsider and
simplify, concentrating on drinks cans and exploring the form by
transformation (bending it) and translocation (photographing it in various
places). A Google search on the subject returns a tediously uniform set
of results.

[10Mar]
Cans it is. Some closeups in a newly acquired £12 lighting tent that is a
good size for most of the items I expect to photograph but a little small for
the upright can. One on the lawn and I'll take the can for a walk tomorrow
if the weather improves.

And the bullet pen has turned up at last.

I have learned that I find product photography rather tedious. The lighting tent images were taken with a
Lensbaby 56mm manual focus lens which will take some getting used to. The can on the lawn was taken
with a Fuji zoom lens.

[11Mar]
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To Tate Britain for the Don McCullin show and a can shot on the staircase (Box B fig. 6). There was an
alternative shot, closer to the can, which would have been chosen but it did not have the person on the stairs
which was the decisive factor. Two more to go - I am carrying the can with me and will take it to Bromley
tomorrow. One on a playground swing and some interesting out of focus background might suit.
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Box B 
1-6. BrewDog Nanny State can in various states and locations

7. Bullet pen

[12Mar]
I have reshot the indoor cans with a rather more conventional lens - 35mm f/2 (50mm equivalent). I have also
added the more can-oriented image from Tate. The weather is pointedly unpleasant today and so the outdoor
shots will have to wait.

  

 
Box C

1. Setup
2-4. Cans

5. Tate reconsidered 
text

[21 and 28 Mar]
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Part 1, Fig. 43
after Thomas Ruff

I will add a few more - the first on Cannon Street station, 21st March then on Brighton beach a week later.

 

 

 
Box D

1. Cannon Street station, 21st March
2-6 Brighton Beach 28th March

Box D fig.1, (D1) Cannon Street Station, extends the Tate Britain series (B6 and C5) of objects (the can) out
of normal context.

Box D, figs 2 and 3 continue from B5, object and texture. D4-6 are
intended to explore the question, when does an image of a can become
an image of a pier? Brighton’s West Pier is photographed and its images
are published endlessly: on this site, it was first encountered in Part 1,
including an evocation of Thomas Ruff.

In fig D4, the can is in focus, D5 the pier is in focus. In D6, two images
have been combined in a focus stack to provide an exaggerated depth of
field. For me, the pier is the dominant component in all three images,
partly because that is what I expected to happen.

[28Mar] To summarise this exercise, four groups of three images each
have been taken in an attempt to break out of the normal, anodyne portrayal of a tin (or aluminium) can.
Group 1 - the can in three states

http://baphot.co.uk/images/Pier_JPEG_A_960.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/images/Can_DSCF2959.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/images/Exc_4_5_DSCF1475_960.jpg
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Group 2 - the can in three textures
Group 3 - the can in three contexts
Group 4 - the can and the pier.

A reminder of the purpose,

 

Group 1 - the can in three states

In G1.1 the can has potential. The image is not as bland as the advertising shots because the shadow allows
it some form. In G1.2 and G1.3, the can has taken on the aspect of litter.

 

… take a number of your own photographs of the same subject, paying special attention to the ‘Creativity’ criteria at
the end of Part One. You might like to make the subject appear ‘incidental’, for instance by using juxtaposition, focus
or framing. Or you might begin with the observation of Ernst Haas, or the ‘camera vision’ of Bill Brandt.
… In your notes describe how your photograph differs from your Google Images source images of the same subject.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.96

“
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Group 2 - the can in three textures

The can (it is the same one throughout) has now become physical litter. Juxtaposing it with textural
backgrounds does not change its nature. Any discarded object on the ground in a public place becomes litter.

 

Group 3 - the can in three contexts

A discarded object in an unexpected place is still likely to be litter, although in a gallery it is possible for
objects to become art. An empty, crushed drink can on a table outside a pub will always be litter.
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Group 4 addition
mostly monochrome

Group 4 - the can and the pier

Here it is litter but hardly seen because it is not the object of attention, even when that object is not in focus.

[29Mar] One final manipulation, converted to B&W with the exception of
the tin. This, albeit artificial manipulation, serves to rebalance attention to
the tin.

A final instruction on this exercise is to

I will probably choose the mostly monochrome image.

← ↑ →
Page created 02-Mar-2019 | Page updated 27-Jun-2019

Links - References - Glossary - Sitemap - Timetable

© 2018-19 Nick Blackburn or the artist or copyright holder

Add a final image to your learning log.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.96“

One App for Complete Mac Care
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Mac. CleanMyMac X

SEE MORE
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First thoughts

[4Jun19] 
Many photographers picture themselves in a mirror: it offers some control over the self-image (particularly
useful in the days before digital devices and flip-up screens). The deliberate and necessary inclusion of the
camera allows a statement of purpose and identity as a photographer.

BA Phot

Select an image by any photographer of your choice and take a photograph in response to it. You can respond in any way
you like to the whole image or to just a part of it, but you must make explicit in your notes what it is that you’re
responding to. Is it a stylistic device such as John Davies’ high viewpoint, or Chris Steele Perkins’ juxtapositions? Is it
the location, or the subject? Is it an idea, such as the decisive moment?
Add the original photograph together with your response to your learning log. Which of the three types of information
discussed by Barrett provides the context in this case? Take your time over writing your response because you’ll
submit the relevant part of your learning log as part of Assignment Five.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.107

“
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Box B
1. self portrait,

early 1990s

Box C
1. Self portrait with Leica, 1931

Ilse Bing
© Ilse Bing Estate

  
Box A 

B1 Manuel Álvarez Bravo, self portrait, n.d.
B2 Bill Brandt, self portrait, n.d.

B3 Stanley Kubrick, self portrait, 1949 
© the artists or their estates 

The mirror snap is probably a common selfie theme in social media
(that is just a guess — I do not use social media).

For many years my default online image (including the chat group
for this course) has been an old analogue photograph taken with a
Nikkormat FT3 on a Manfrotto monopod in a bathroom mirror (fig.
B1). I no longer have the negative or the original scan, just a copy
reduced to 275x242 pixels to meet early online file size restrictions.
There is another version of it digitally solarised after I saw Man
Ray's self portrait at the National Portrait Gallery.

Ilse Bing's Self portrait with
Leica, 1931 (fig. C1), is an early
example of the genre and
remains the most creative
image of its type I have encountered. Unlike the 'straight' mirror shot,
Bing could not have known how she would look - even if she had
experimented with another person occupying the chair in order to line up
the shot, there must have been a fair amount of trial and error involved.

I have many "favourite" photographs (and many more since beginning
the course) but Bing's remains my "favourite of favourites". It is a striking
image, intriguing because one has to work out how it was taken and
creative in a sort of disjointed Cubist way with simultaneous multiple
angles of the face. It is a delightful combination of composure and

composition.

The aim for this exercise, then, is to create a response to Bing's self portrait. I should be free on Friday (7th)

http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bing_SP_2k
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bravo_portrait.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bill_Brandt_portrait.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/kubrick_portrait.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_b.php#bing
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and if I do not need to visit the Barbican again, I will try to get to the V&A library for further research. I am
particularly interested in whether there are images available of the contact sheets or an interview where Bing
discloses the circumstances of the shoot.

Incidentally, early in the course (6th November 2018), while compiling the ongoing aide-mémoire of
photographers, I observed that there is a distinction to be made between the simpler mirror self-portrait
tendency and the more elaborate, often theatrical, variety that some photographers favour; and, further, that
there seems to be a preponderance (though not to the extent of exclusivity) of female photographers
choosing the latter. There are further details of this nascent thesis here.

Analysis

We are instructed to apply Terry Barrett's analytical methodology set out in his essay Photographs and
Contexts (1997). Barrett identifies three contextual aspects, internal, external and original.

The internal context of Bing's photograph has already been stated in full. The external context is online, on
this web page. The original context will be explored over the next few days, beginning online and, hopefully,
more precisely at the V&A on Friday. When the homage has been produced, I intend to apply Barrett's
methodology to that image too.

First shoot

[19Jun19] The first set of images was shot yesterday. It might be the only set I need, but the images will have
to be examined in detail.

Contact Sheets

  
Box D 

D1-3. Contact sheets 18th June 2019

V&A

Internal context includes the picture, its title, if it has one, date, and maker. External context refers to the pictures
presentational environment. Original context refers to the picture's causal environment, namely, that which was
physically and psychologically to the maker at the time the picture was taken
— Terry Barrett, Photographs and Contexts“

http://www.baphot.co.uk/main/blog.php#nov06
http://www.baphot.co.uk/snappers/course_mentions.php
http://www.baphot.co.uk/snappers/course_mentions.php
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http://www.baphot.co.uk/contact_sheets/Exc_5_2_18Jun19_Page_1.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/contact_sheets/Exc_5_2_18Jun19_Page_2.jpg
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[7Jul19] The V&A library has four books on Ise Bing. I had hoped to learn of the circumstances of the 1931
self portrait and even find a contact sheet which would have given an insight into Bing's method but no such
information was available, other than it was taken at the Hôtel de Londres, Paris (Dryansky, 2006).

Dryansky notes that, although the photograph was taken in 1931, there is no evidence of it having been
exhibited "before the rediscovery of her work in the 1970s". Dryansky speculates that this might be because
of the similarity to Florence Henri's 1928 self portrait (fig. E2) which, "contemporary opinion acknowledged
not only as the photographer's masterpiece but also as a symbol of the New Vision".

 
Box E 

1. Ilse Bing, Self Portrait with Camera, 1931 (another version)
2. Florence Henri, Autoportrait au miroir, 1928

3. Germaine Krull, Self-Portrait with Cigarette, 1925 
© the artists' estates

Dryansky also mentions the influence of Germaine Krull's 1925 self portrait, of which Bing would have been
aware, and notes how Bing combined the essence of both works by using multiple mirrors and by including
her camera in the shot. In my view, Bing's self portrait is more accomplished than the others in that Bing
includes the camera (an important part of the statement) without obscuring her face as selfies such as Krull's
often do. While Krull was illustrating the New Vision concept of the camera eye directly, Bing has arguably
achieved this more dramatically, while fulfilling on of the New Vision's aim of taking photographs using
innovative camera angles.

Shortlist

 

http://www.baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_h_j.php#henri
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bing2_960.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Henri_SP_1928.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Krull_960.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_k_l.php#krull
http://www.baphot.co.uk/images/Bing_DSCF6392_960.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/images/Bing_DSCF403_960.jpg
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Box F 

1-6. Shortlist
Self portraits with Fuji, after Ilse Bing

The images in the shortlist are broadly similar but there important, nuanced differences leading to the final
selection. In setting up the shot there were several considerations in responding to Bing's original.

Curtain - the requirement for a curtain in shot determined where it would be taken and the light direction.

Mirror - a hinged triple mirror had been found in a local charity shop.

Tripod - Bing is using a mini tripod and so a Feisol TT15 was deployed.

Cable release - again, one was used as Bing did so, but a silver-coloured one was chosen and featured
prominently in the shot, in place of the large piece of jewellery on Bing's wrist.

Tethering - the original intention was to include a mirror image of a live shot on a laptop tethered to the
camera, thus updating the concept to the current day's digital technology. Regrettably, while Fuji's free
tethering software allows rapid downloads from the camera, Adobe Lightroom's £79 tethering app is needed
for real-time monitoring and control and so this enhancement was abandoned.

Image selection
Figs. F1-F3 were all shot in just the natural light coming through the curtain. For figs. 4-6, an additional light
source was introduced to illuminate the camera and lens and this option is preferred as it adds interest to the
image as, after all, the camera is included in the title. Otherwise, F1 might well have been chosen as it
includes inadvertent, unnoticed and attractive subject movement in the swinging of the wrist strap,
presumably knocked by the cable release. (I had tried to remove the wrist strap to simplify the lines of the
camera, but it is there to stay.) Apart from the better lighting, figs. F4-F6 offer a less cluttered background
and the final choice comes down to:
1. the positioning of the cable release and the hand, the latter appearing in both reflections.
2. the focus on the two facial images.

http://www.baphot.co.uk/images/Bing_DSCF6415_960.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/images/Bing_DSCF6431_960.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/images/Bing_DSCF6435_960.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/images/Bing_DSCF6436_960.jpg
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Fig. F4 - (0.6 sec., f/16) this has the hand in full in both reflections and both faces reasonably in focus. The
wrist strap in the rightmost reflection is a little distracting, as is the left hand grasping the tripod.

Fig. F5 - (0.5 sec., f/16) the right hand is incomplete, the left hand is not in shot and both faces are
reasonably in focus.

Fig. F6 - (1/10 sec., f/8) there is more of the right hand than in F5, the face on the right is slightly out of focus,
as is the wrist strap and this helps to de-emphasise it somewhat.

On balance, F6 is favoured for the position of the hand and for one of the faces being out of focus as this is
closer to Bing's original image.

This leaves one final decision to be taken, should the image be reversed to render the writing on the camera
and lens the "right way around"?

 

Box G 
1. Ilse Bing, Self Portrait with Leica, 1931, Version 1, detail

2. Ilse Bing, Self Portrait with Camera, 1931, Version 2, detail 
3. Leica model I version A, base 

Figs. G1 and G2 © Bing's estate, fig. G3 © veryimportantlot.com

 

It will be noted than in both versions of Bing's self portrait, the image of the camera lens is out of focus and
so the engravings on the lens are not discernible. It is clear, however, that in Bing's photograph, the tripod
mount is on the right of the camera viewed from the front. The tripod bush on the Leica models I and II was
on the left when viewed from the front. (According to Dryansky (2006), Bing had a Leica I, later factory-
converted to a model II). It may therefore be concluded that Bing did not reverse the negative in printing to

http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bing_SP_detail_A.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bing2_det_960.jpg
http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgmisc/Leica_IA.jpg
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Box H
1. self portrait with Fuji

after Ilse Bing

show the camera reflection the "right way around".

In the case of F6, however, it has been decided to reverse the image as
H1 both to make the camera engravings legible and so that the image
more closely matches Bing's original.

Analysis #2

A reminder of Terry Barrett's analytical methodology set out in his essay
Photographs and Contexts (1997). Barrett identifies three contextual
aspects, internal, external and original.

The internal (factual and technical) context of fig. H1: the title is Self Portrait with Fuji, after Ilse Bing. The
photograph was taken on 18th June 2019 at 16:14:59 by the writer using a Fuji X-T2 with a Fuji 35mm
(52mm equivalent) lens, The camera settings were f/8, 1/10th second, ISO 3200, using spot metering and
auto white balance with daylight filtered through a light red curtain and an LED light illuminating the camera.
The original image was processed from RAW format (in colour), lightly cropped (retaining the original format
ratio) to remove extraneous background detail, and converted to monochrome in Adobe Photoshop using Nik
Silver Effex Pro 2, Fine Art preset. A border has been added (as is the normal practice by the writer for a
finalised image) using the Nik Color Efex Pro 4 Image Border filter. EXIF technical data is retained in the
image, together with a copyright notice.

The external context (presentational environment) is online on a freely available web site maintained by the
author with a page image size of 240x161 pixels (an appropriate default for downloads onto small devices
with limited and/or expensive bandwith such as mobile telephones) with an option to click the image for a
version at 960x642 pixels which provides greater detail, still within moderate data volumes and download
time limits. The image has been presented in monochrome to match the original by Ilse Bing, to which it is a
homage. The exercise is also to be a component in a course assignment when it will printed as A4 using the
full image size of 5723x3826 pixels at DS Colour Labs.

The direct original context (causal environment, physical and psychological motivation) is the writer's
participation in an OCA degree course, studying the initial Expressing your Vision module and enjoined for
Exercise 5.2 to, "Select an image by any photographer of your choice and take a photograph in response to
it". The writer has stated that Ilse Bing's Self portrait with Leica, 1931 has long been a personal favourite.
This is not the first time that he has effected such a homage and a suitable portable triple mirror is kept for
this purpose, so this exercise was a welcome opportunity to deploy it.
It is noted that the 960 pixel maximum file size limit used is the default for the entire site and this is intended
to limit the potential (if any) use of the images in any but an online context.

[It seemed appropriate to write the above in the third person, but this gives a stilted, strained, artificial and

Internal context includes the picture, its title, if it has one, date, and maker.
External context refers to the pictures presentational environment. Original
context refers to the picture's causal environment, namely, that which was
physically and psychologically to the maker at the time the picture was taken
— Terry Barrett, Photographs and Contexts

“
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Box C (repeated)
Self portrait with Leica, 1931

Ilse Bing
© Ilse Bing Estate

rather pompous result, resulting in an inclination to exaggerate the effect as self-parody (regarding self-
portraits) and make even more so.]

Revisiting the contexts, particularly the original context of Ilse Bing's
photograph, it was taken soon after Bing moved to Paris, having decided
to abandon her studies in architecture and become a freelance
photographer. Having gained a reputation in Germany as a member of
the 'New Photography' movement, Bing wished to engage with the
French avant-garde. This image, probably influenced by Florence Henri's
1930 Autoportrait au miroir, was Bing's announcement of her arrival
which, by the inclusion of her camera, became a statement of intent.
Dryansky (2006) speculates that the reason the image does not seem to
have been published for another 40 years was that Bing might have
regarded it as derivative and thus, perhaps, this announcement was for
Bing's own benefit, a statement of her determination to succeed as an
innovative photographer in Paris.
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Other homages

[17Jul19]
Apart from the Bing, which I have toyed with since finding the triple mirror in a
charity shop, the only homage I recall indulging in was not to a photographer,
though it has photographic aspects. That was to Mondrian's rectilinear, primary
colour grids, specifically B217, Composition with Red, Blue and Yellow, fig I1.

This is constructed of photographs of the artist (and associated objects) coloured
to match the painting, with the white rectangles containing feint greyscale images.

http://www.baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bing_SP_2k.jpg
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Box I
1. Mondrian Homage c. 2002

Reading clockwise from top left, the original images are:
1. Piet Mondrian, 1942, Arnold Newman, 
2. Mondrian, 1920, photographer unknown.
3. not identified
4. Photograph of Mondrian taken by the phrenologist A. Waldenburg, Spring,
1909.
5. Mondrian's Glasses and Pipe, 1926, André Kertész
6. from Mondrian's copying pass for the Musée du Louvre, 1912, photographer unknown.
7. Chez Mondrian, 1926, André Kertész

There is more information on Mondrian homages here.
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EyV Part 1: From that moment onwards
← Back - Images - Text →
Histogram - Point - Line - Grid - Surface & Depth - Imaginative spaces - Feedback

This is where the course begins, after the introductory Square Mile assignment.

There is a series of Projects and a number of exercises. This page will form the basis of my Learning Log.
How this works alongside the blog remains to be seen. For the Square Mile assignment I also kept text
history and image history pages which I found useful - I intend to use a similar structure for the other
assignments. I may set up a separate page for each of the intermediate exercises - that also remains to be
seen.

Project 1 The Instrument

This section begins with a nicely (verbally) illustrated suggestion that modern digital cameras are, to some
extent, too capable and complex, contrasting the 20-page manual of the 1928 Leica with 368 pages for the
2012 Nikon D600. There is in some quarters an obsession with owning and displaying the latest technology
and the importance of the images produced is reduced in significance. [From a personal perspective, I see
upsides to this as I tend to buy 2-4 year-old cameras for a quarter or less of their original price, most
recently a Fuji X-M1, my current camera of choice.]
Jean Baudrillard's concept of hyperfunctionality is cited,

This is why the student is enjoined to "set your camera to auto mode" [ibid. p.18], to avoid the distraction of
excessive choice and (as this part of the course continues) gradually learn about what the camera is
actually doing.

Exercise 1.1

Take several photographs of the same subject in quick succession without altering and camera settings.
Observe and analyse the histograms. 
Full exercise text here.

[22Jul18, Sunday] As described in the corresponding blog entry, I had hoped to work this exercise and also
begin my Church Congregations project this morning, but the end of services did not coincide with my visit
to Tesco and so that will have to be revisited at another time. Upon return, I photographed Kevin (the cat)
first in repose and then hurrying off for an early lunch.

BA Phot

In hyperfunctionality, the technological object is not practical, but obsessional; not utilitarian, but functional (always
in an abstract sense); the object or gadget no longer serves the world, performing some useful task – it serves us: our
dreams, desires of what objects can and should do.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.20
referencing Baudrillard (trans. 1977), The System of Objects

“
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Sequence 1

The first sequence shows the first three images of five taken. There is relatively little change in the
histograms, as can be seen in the summary image at the end. This is especially the case when comparing
the second and third images.

 

 
Figs. 1-4 

Images taken 22nd July 2018, timed at 11:37:30 (1-2), 11:37:31 (3)

Sequence 2

Here, although the elements of the picture remain the same, greater histographic differences are caused by
the changing proportions of cat and background.

 

 

 
Figs. 5-10 

Images taken 22nd July 2018, timed at 11:38:38 (1-4), 11:38:38 (5)

Project 2 Visual Skills

The next few sections deal with aspects of composition. The most common concept in this context is the
Rule of Thirds, which I kept expecting to come up, but nothing so far.
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Fig. 11 
Point positions

Edward Weston's scepticism is quoted, "to consult rules of composition before making a picture is a little like
consulting the law of gravity before going for a walk" [1, OCA p.22], balanced by Harold Evans, "in
photography … the idea needs to be served by technique"[2, OCA p.22].
The coursebook seems to be implying that Weston is dismissing rules of composition, but on the contrary, to
me he is stating that such considerations are fundamental to the process, to the point where they become
second nature.

The components of composition are defined as, point, line and frame.

Exercise 1.2 - Point

Stage 1 concerns 'test' pictures, stage 2, 'real' pictures. First, take several photographs of a single, small
point at various positions in the frame and examine the differences in effect.
Second, take some 'real life' images including a small object at various positions.
"Can you find any place where the point is not in relationship to the frame? If it’s in relationship to the frame
you can place a point in any part of the picture and the picture is balanced. "
Consider how your eye moves to analyse the picture. Try the same exercise with some photographs from
the press.
Full exercise text here.

Comments

Stage 1
Logically, there are (I think), at a broad level, seven distinct positions for
a point within a rectangle. Centre, half-way and edge, along the
horizontal, vertical and diagonal axes. The centre point is the same for
all three axes (so seven positions, not nine). The three other quadrants
can be accomplished by rotation and/or reflection. With increased
granularity, the number increases to more than seven.
I honestly cannot effect an evaluation of the points: to me they are just
all dots. If the point is large enough to discern a colour then that would
make a difference because of personal associations, for example with red or yellow. If the pictures had a
title then the position would make a difference. For example, if the title were "God's Love" or "Lost at Sea"
then in both cases a dot at position 7 would have a different interpretation from a dot in the lower half.

Stage 2
I struggled with this part of the exercise, too as the instructions were not clear: "Can you find any place
where the point is not in relationship to the frame? If it’s in relationship to the frame you can place a point in
any part of the picture and the picture is balanced". I returned to this part later on, having explored past
students' online response to this and found some relief in Ian Cocks' web site [5]. Picking up on Ian's idea of
a bucket in the garden, I used an orange B&Q bucket at a nearby branch, using an iPhone rather than my
camera in an effort not to excite management or security guards. There were several suspicious looks from
staff members, but no direct enquiries.
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Figs. 12-16 5th August 2018

Comments

Examining how the bucket as "point" influences the image and the eye traversing it: 
The first image (fig. 12) is otherwise orderly with long vertical stacks of wood and horizontal shelving. The
bucket, especially when positioned in the corner is continually disruptive and all but prevents an examination
of the image as a whole.
This is far less noticeable in fig. 13 where a centrally-placed bucket appears to be just one of the items in
the shelves.
In fig. 14, the eye oscillates between the disabled sign and the bucket as they are both placed peripherally
and of similar size and colour.
Finally with figs. 15 and 16, the difference between two converging lines and a single non-perpendicular line
(which by definition cannot converge) is significant because, whereas in fig. 15 the eye is led through the
picture and into the hedge, then distracted by the bucket, fig. 16 becomes a pleasing abstract arrangement
of its similar components.
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Fig. 18A 
Eugène Atget, Saint-Cloud, 1924

 
Figs. 17-18

Eye movement 
© Leo Mason / Alamy, Andrew Milligan / PA

Comments

With the newspaper image exercise, I tried to consciously assess my eye tracking the first time I saw an
image. In both cases, I first looked at faces.
In the showjumping picture (© Leo Mason / Alamy), after the rider's face the progression was: horse's eye;
foreground telephone box; follow the rails to the second telephone box; finally the flowers.
On the tug-of-war (© Andrew Milligan / PA) once again, starting with the main face (is that prince Charles?);
the faces of the tuggers; along the rope (noting which parts were in focus); wearing a kilt (what is the name
of the thing that holds up socks); back to the tuggers' faces and clothing. [I did not notice until a few days
later that the first tugger has a prosthetic leg.]

Conclusions:
1. If there is a face in the image I tend to start there
2. a thought process accompanies and/or drives the eye movement
3. while visual triggers (such as leading lines) can influence tracking the thought process can dominate †
4. I seemed to be aware that specific colours and colour contrasts (such as the expanse of blue sky and the
red of the boxes) also had an influence, but that would be a complex investigation and is outside the scope
of this exercise.
† This is an entirely subjective example, but with the first image, as I have an interest in telephone boxes,
my visual exploration was delayed and driven by the question of was the design of the jump based on the
K2 or K6 box and I therefore spent longer examining the smaller box as the roof vent is the distinguishing
feature.

The next name to drop is Eugène Atget, turn of C20th, French
photographer who used several devices to emphasise the depth of
images:
1. contrast of object size and overlaps to emphasis distance
2. Converging of parallel lines.

Exercise 1.3 (1) Line

No need to summarise this one. 
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Full exercise text here.

 

  

Figs. 19-24
Leading Lines

Comments

In the first image in the exercise (fig. 19), it is true that the lines draw the eye out of the picture but that is
acceptable because the train itself will do the same and so the lines reinforce the narrative.
With fig. 21 in particular, the lines lead the eye to the building in the distance, the General Lying-In Hospital. 
Although the line in fig. 23 propel the eye straight out of the image, it is interesting that this is ameliorated by
the figure with a suitcase cutting across the lines and the effect.
The extremely shallow depth of field in fig. 24 (unintentional as everything is on auto until told otherwise)
negates the effect as it becomes a mostly abstract photograph of two nail heads.

Two important developments of the 1920s are noted:
1. the introduction of small 35mm cameras and

Take a number of shots using lines to create a sense of depth. Shooting with a wide- angle lens (zooming out)
strengthens a diagonal line by giving it more length within the frame. The effect is dramatically accentuated if you
choose a viewpoint close to the line.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.24“
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Fig. 24A 
László Moholy-Nagy, Boats, Marseilles, 1927

2. a change in visual perception attributed to the influence of László
Moholy-Nagy and the Bauhaus whereby photography embraced the
abstract.

Exercise 1.3 (2) Line

Use lines to" flatten the pictorial space". Avoid perspective by shooting lines parallel to the film plane and
e.g. de-emphasise the lines of modem architecture by isolating abstract details
Full exercise text here.

The text goes on to note that converging diagonals can lead the eye "out of the picture" and that disturbs the
viewer.
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Figs. 25-30

Flat planes and architectural details

Comments

The first two images (figs. 25-6) map directly to the previous exercise with parallel-line versions of some of
the same subjects, railway lines and pier planking. The absence of converging lines removes the influence
on the eye to leave the frame. The remaining four images (figs. 27-30) demonstrate some interesting
qualities.
In Fig. 27, there is a degree of convergence, leading they eye out to the right, but the subject matter, an
older building reflected in a modern, glass structure is sufficiently diverting to alleviate that.
Fig. 28 has converging, curved diagonals with the viewpoint as close as I could get to the rail. There is some
conflict between the sweep of the rails and the (approximately) perpendicular direction of the floor tiles, but
the main relief from the convergence effect is provided by the complex detail of the rails as objects in
themselves and the arresting effect of the large wall fixings.
Fig. 29 is included for its complexity. It was difficult to photograph on auto because of extreme variations in
the lighting. The wall on the left is not upright which results, to my eye, in an optically confusing image. I
would normally straighten the horizontal.
Fig. 30 is a pleasingly abstract result from a photograph with no key subject and contrary diagonals which
would otherwise lead the eye out of the frame both left and right. 

John Szarkowski is quoted cited and paraphrased as stating that
"'the central act of photography' [is the] decision about what to include and what to reject, which 'forces a
concentration on the picture edge … and on the shapes that are created by it'". [3, OCA p.26] . More on
Szarkowski here.

A distinction is drawn between cropping and framing. To me framing is done in the camera and cropping is
done in the darkroom or digital equivalent, but I don't think that's what is meant here. Victor Burgin weighs in
with composition as "a device for retarding … recognition of the frame" [4, OCA p.26]. The suggestion is that
with a deliberate, successful composition, the viewer will not be aware of the frame.

Exercise 1.4 Frame

Using the viewfinder grid, take photographs in which the subject occupies one segment of the grid. Examine
each shot, evaluating the whole frame and choose 6-8 that work individually and collectively. Display the
chosen images, provide technical details and a short evaluation of each.
Full exercise text here.
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Figs. 31-39
The Grid

Comments

I have gradually filled this in with images replacing the logos, one of which remains in the centre. There
were, at one time, four instances of the remains of Brighton's old West Pier: I think this would work in any
segment, though bottom right is the initial favourite. I noted in the blog that, "I am uncertain whether the grid
exercise 1.4 refers to a grid of 4 or 9. I am inclined to assume 9 and will deliver eight images, one for each
slot" (blog, 30th July).

Numbering clockwise from 12 o'clock,

Image ▴▴ Technical
▴▴

Comments ▴▴

1. Bucket 5th Aug,
iPhone
7+, 1/100
sec;
f/2.8; ISO
20

This is an unexpected success from the Point exercise which resulted in
a pleasing abstract. Albeit the point has become an object.

2.
Sunflowers

2nd Aug,
X-M1,
1/150
sec;
f/5.0; ISO

The subject is the sunflowers but considering the full frame, the image
becomes a very ordinary photograph of a wildflower garden rescued
from mundanity by a pair of unusually tall sunflowers.
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400

3. West
Pier

30th Jul,
X-M1,
1/400
sec; f/11;
ISO 200

As mentioned above, several versions of this subject were considered.
This works quite well structurally with the diagonal surf line leading to the
figures in the foreground then, rather being led out of the frame, the eye
goes to the main subject, the pier. The busy sky echoes the sea and,
thereby, is not excessive. A longer zoom on the lens might have
improved the shot.

4. Beer
taps

27th Jul,
X100S,
1/75 sec;
f/3.2; ISO
400

This was the earliest photograph, shot before the decision to use square
format was taken and therefore cropped. It works quite well as a
colourful composition, but if I were not shooting in auto mode, I would
have used a wider aperture to further defocus the background.

5. Church 3rd Aug,
iPhone
7+, 1/850
sec;
f/2.8; ISO
20

This is, perhaps, the least satisfactory image and is likely to be replaced.
The photograph was pre-conceived as an unusual viewpoint and
perspective, but a better composition of a similar subject will be sought.

6.
Memorial

4th Aug,
X-M1,
1/400
sec; f/8;
ISO 200

This is the top of the Fire of London memorial near St. Paul’s. This was
also pre-planned as I knew I would be in Paternoster Square for another
project. I wanted one photograph comprised almost entirely of blue sky
and something eye-catching in a corner: this gold-topped column had
come to mind. A longer lens and a passing aeroplane would have
improved the image.

7. Sky 11th Aug,
Iphone
7+, 1/800
sec; f/2.8
ISO 20

The last image taken. I regard this as more interesting than it first
appears. I had in mind a distant airplane for the "missing" image (see
above) and had my longest lens to hand for several cloudy days with no
sign of a subject. This was snatched on the phone while boarding a train.
There is a pleasing battle for attention between the small plane on the
left which is the ostensible subject and the even smaller plane higher in
the frame with the vapour trail. This tension is, quite possibly, only
apparent to me as the photographer who knows what was intended.

8. Feet 30th Jul,
X-M1,
1/280
sec;
f/5.6; ISO
200

Another serendipitous result of the project exercises. One might think at
first that this is an ordinary wooden pallet, but a closer examination
reveals old wood and the sea beneath. The inclusion of feet confirm the
vertical camera orientation and provide a subject as an afterthought.

Project 3 Surface and Depth

The section opens with a quote from Papageorge, "Photography investigates no
deeper relief than surfaces. It is superficial, in the first sense of the word; it studies
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Fig. 40 
Daughter of the Dancers,

Manuel Álvarez Bravo
© Alvarez Estate

the shape and skin of things, that which can be seen." [6, OCA p.30] ‡ 
This assertion is evaluated in the context of an image by Bravo, fig.40. In order to
to judge the statement, it is necessary to speculate on the meaning of the image.
It is stated that Bravo's approach (as with Moholy-Nagy) is "medium specific", that
is, the physical characteristics of an art form dictate its artistic nature or aesthetic.
The principle applies to digital media as it does to film, but whereas the end
products, photographs, are ostensibly the same (or, more accurately, very similar)
the physical characteristics are very different. This leads to a discussion of
Thomas Ruff, whose work deconstructs the digital image.

‡ It is interesting to compare this to Szarkowski [3] who states that the
photograph, "evokes the tangible presence of reality … a simpler, more
permanent, more clearly visible version of the plain fact". More on Szarkowski
here.

Research point

Read the articles by Campany [7, OCA p.32] and Colberg [8, OCA p.32] on Thomas Ruff's book jpegs.
Comment in about 300 words. Include an example of Ruff's work and make two of your own work.
Full exercise text here.

 References for this section are specific to this piece.
JPEGs, Thomas Ruff

Ruff was born in Germany in 1958, developed an interest in photography in his teens and attended
Düsseldorf Art Academy from 1977 to 1985 where he studied under Bernd and Hilla Becher (known for their
grid presentations of industrial architecture photographs). He shares a studio in Düsseldorf with Andreas
Gursky. His earlier bodies of work include large scale portraits (1981-85), architecture ("Häuser", 1987 and
1991), Sterne (manipulations of sourced astro-photographs, 1989) and Nudes (manipulated images sourced
from internet pornography, 2003) [1]. In 2009, Ruff published JPEGs, internet-sourced images, reduced
(where necessary) to low resolution and then enlarged to emphasise the pixilatory effect of JPEG
compression.

Less than 25% of Campany's article [2] deals directly with Ruff's JPEGs §. He describes Ruff's work as a
whole in terms of opposites in tension: "as public as it is private", "as anonymous as it is personal", "at once
familiar clichés and estranged visions". He examines at length the use of found objects and "the archive" in
various art forms, implying that Ruff's use of other people's images has a long and honourable artistic
pedigree. In the single paragraph addressing JPEGs, he suggests that extreme pixel enlargements
demonstrate the underlying physical similarity between digital images that nevertheless allow an infinite
range of aesthetic expression within the constraints of the medium, again invoking opposites, "to
simultaneously emphasize and de-emphasize [the] specific".  
The most interesting and incisive part of the article contrasts the analogue "scattered chaos" of
photographic grain with the "grid-like, machinic and repetitive" pixel structure in the digital image, noting that
nowadays even images that are analogue in origin are usually viewed as digital, pixel-based scans on digital
media. He praises Ruff's lead in bringing the "cold [technology]" to public attention through the JPEG series
that emphasise its simultaneous "figuration [and] abstraction".

Colberg [3] notes and dismisses the question of whether Ruff's JPEGs constitutes photography. He quotes
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an interview [4] in which Ruff describes the origin of the JPEG project. The failure of Ruff's photographs in
New York following the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center, led to him to look at online images, many of
"terribly low resolution" and in turn to explore the effect of pixilation. As noted above, however, Ruff had
already manipulated sourced digital images in previous projects.
Colberg compliments the large format book edition of JPEGs, regarding this as a more effective and
appropriate scale for publication than the "gigantic prints in the Zwirner gallery" which were "a tad too
pretentious" and too large for the image detail available. While acknowledging that many of the manipulated
images the the JPEG series are intrinsically beautiful (irrespective of their origins which might or might not
have been) Colberg doubts whether Ruff's concept is sufficient to justify the project or, indeed the hype that
surrounded it.

In conclusion, Ruff's JPEGs series is a notable example of an artist exploring the limits of medium specificity
and a fascinating way to end this section of the course.

[494 words]

§ The article contains 1427 words, the sixth paragraph, dealing mostly with JPEG contains 281 (20%), even
including the last paragraph only brings the proportion to 26%.

 

 
Figs. 40-43 

JPEG kj01 © Thomas Ruff [5]
Sunflowers, B&Q Bucket, Brighton West Pier
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2018]

Comments

My initial reaction to the description of Ruff's JPEGs series was both cynical and sceptical. However,
reading the two reviews has provided some enlightenment. Campany's comments on grain and pixels are
interesting, although whether Ruff had such considerations in mind is open to question. Colberg remained
doubtful on the strength of the concept. When it came to the practical exercise, though, that was immense
fun, which could suggest that Ruff undertook the project as a trivial aesthetic adventure. Without knowing
the man, it is impossible to tell. The difference between viewing the images at different scales (click the
images above) is significant and offers an insight into Colberg's comments on the gallery display.

Final Comments on Part 1

I remain uneasy about the assertions in the course material regarding points, shapes and frames, their
effect and their influence on the viewer. As noted in my comments on Exercise 1.2 above and in the blog
entry of 19th July regarding the Tish Murtha exhibition, I believe that the nature of the subject matter can
have a far greater effect on scanning patterns than behavioural responses to layout. When confronted with a
photograph of police violence or struggling refugees, or a nude study, or even a kitten, the detail of the
subject and the viewer's engagement or emotional response will determine eye movement more than
proximity to the edge or converging diagonals.
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The full references are specified at the end of the course material pp. 115-6.

Feedback

Received 2Oct18

Demonstration of technical and visual skills:
You have demonstrated a good ability with a camera on location and are developing and thinking through
different elements of composition. You have some interesting compositional elements in the flat planes
exercise, and I like the orange bucket approach! 
Try to push yourself to take some risks, use the exercises to explore a range of locations or different
subjects as this will help you to gain a more in-depth process, and develop different approaches in achieving
your responses.

Quality of outcome:
Your images are of good quality, and you are reflecting on the comparative success of what you are doing
and how they are beginning to achieve what you set out to do. Again be prepared to take more risks and try
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new ideas after researching existing context.

Your blog is clearly laid out on the home page with headings. 

Demonstration of creativity:
For the next assignment you can afford to push yourself to develop and explore your ideas in more depth
and experiment with different  approaches in order to start testing a variety of ways of communicating your
ideas as a set. You understand how to use composition from your work so far, so don't be afraid to push
yourself to take risks and try new ideas out in terms of linking images, developing cohesion across the set.
Document differing trials and tests as you develop your assignment idea, use contact sheets, and reflective
notes to help show how you are thinking though your interpretation of the brief.

Context:
You have engaged with the research material in part one and it is great to see you having a go at your own
versions using Ruff’s technique.
Good to see you reflecting on feedback about the research section of your blog. 
Keep dipping into the further reading suggested in the course materials and reflecting in increasing depth on
what you are reading
Try to get to see as many exhibitions as you can and reflect on the work, the ideas and communication, as
well as the layout and presentation and how this engages the viewer.

← ↑ →
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Home Blog Index About

EyV Part 2: Imaginative spaces
← Back →

Project 2

Ex 2.1 perspective geometry  - Ex. 2.2 ¾ portrait - Ex. 2.3 distortion  - Ex. 2.4 headshot - Ex. 2.5 depth of field  - Ex.
2.6 shallow DoF - Ex. 2.7 deep DoF - Contact Sheets

Project 1 The distorting lens

Moving away from auto mode, the course now examines the settings available starting with the lens in aperture
priority mode. It further recommends: 1. focus carefully, 2. don't use auto ISO.

Ridley Scott's  Blade Runner (1982) and Antonioni's Blow Up (1966) are both referred to in the context of zooming
in on image details.

Exercise 2.1

Take several photographs from the same position using different focal lengths. Compare the ‘perspective geometry’
of the first and last shots.

full exercise text here
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Figs. Ex2.1A - E, all 15Aug18, Fuji X-M1 16-50mm 
Ex2.1A. 16mm (24mm equivalent); Ex2.1B. 23mm (35mm); Ex2.1C. 35mm (53mm); Ex2.1D. 50mm (75mm)

Ex2.1E. the first image cropped to match the fourth

Comments

Figs. 1-4 are shot from the same location at the four marked focal lengths on a Fuji 16-50mm zoom lens. The focal
lengths and the equivalent for a full-frame sensor are shown in the descriptions.
Fig. 5 is a version of fig. 1 (16mm) cropped to match the view of fig. 4 (50mm) and shows that the perspective
remains constant throughout the zoom range.

Preliminary comments on the next few exercises

There are three points to note:
1. I tried to cover a number of exercises at once using just a few subjects
2. There is no obvious candidate for the portrait shots as my partner would rather not and self portraits would be
difficult to accomplish given the requirements. I had a brainwave: use a full-size statue in the cemetery.
Unfortunately I learned that there are no such statues in Eltham cemetery, but the church was open and they have a
Madonna and child carved in wood that fits the bill.
3. For the second shoot (the first being the wood as above) I decided to use prime lenses as the wider apertures would
emphasise the effects being illustrated. The lenses are a 45mm (90mm equivalent) f/1.8 Olympus on a Lumix GX7
and a 27mm (41mm) f/2.8 Fuji on an XM-1. (That's more standard than wide - for my third attempt I'll use a wider
M4/3 lens.) While the primes are admirable for their optical advantages, the convenience of a zoom on a single body
is hard to beat.

Exercise 2.2

Using your longest focal length, take a ¾ portrait before a background with depth. Zoom right out, move towards the
subject and take "the same" ¾ portrait. Compare.

full exercise text here

 
Figs. Ex2.2A and Ex2.2B, both 17Aug18

Ex2.2A Panasonic GX7, Olympus 45mm (90mm) lens; 1/100 sec; f/1.8; ISO 400
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Ex2.2B Fuji X-M1, Fuji 27mm (41mm) lens; 1/15 sec; ISO 200

Comments

The 45/90mm portrait lens has an angle of view of around 22°, compared to 49° for the wider angle lens used in fig.
7. The portrait lens succeeds in isolating a foreground subject of this size. When using a true wide-angle lens, the
effect would be even more pronounced.

Incidental Comments 21st August

As there were no local volunteers for portraits, I successfully prevailed upon my work colleagues.

Exercise 2.3

Take a wide-angle shot from below of a nearby subject with plenty of background detail. Examine the distortion.

full exercise text here

 

Figs. Ex2.3A, B and C
Ex2.3A 21Aug18 Fuji X-M1 16-50mm @ 16mm (24mm) f/3.5; 1/1600 sec; ISO 400

Ex2.3B 21Aug18 Olympus E-M10ii 14-24mm @ 14mm (28mm) f/5.6; 1/160 sec; ISO 200 in Scene mode, macro setting
Ex2.3C detail of fig Ex2.3B

Comments

The brief does not make clear whether this should be a portrait or an inanimate subject, so I guess it can be either.
The first shot does not really exhibit any particular distortion of the subject as the lens was not close enough.
Although the window panes in the middle ground show clear perspective distortion, this, to my eye at least, is not
objectionable because it is a natural result of a low camera angle.

Time therefore for a self-portrait in an effort to achieve grotesque facial perspective distortion. This is the first time I
would have welcomed a fully articulating screen now common as a selfie aid. There was a lot of trial and error which
has been deleted and so will not appear in the contact sheets. This needs little comment other than how do one's
glasses get so dirty without one noticing?
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Exercise 2.4

Cannot be usefully summarized.

 
Figs. Ex2.4A and B, both 21Aug18 Fuji X-M1 16-50mm

Ex2.4A 50mm (75mm) f/5.6; 1/550 sec; ISO 400
Ex2.4B 50mm (75mm) f/5.6; 1/180 sec; ISO 200

Comments

Using the portrait lens as for fig. Ex2.2A above would have allowed a wider aperture, but only the Fuji zoom was
available. Nevertheless, at 50mm (75mm equivalent) it has shown good subject detail at a comfortable distance.
Greater spacing from the background foliage would have improved the differential focus.

Exercise 2.5

Choose a close foreground subject which does not fill the frame and a varied background. Take one shot focussed on
the subject and another focussed at infinity. Discuss depth of field.

full exercise text here

 

Find a location with good light for a portrait shot. Place your subject some distance in front of a simple background
and select a wide aperture together with a moderately long focal length such as 100mm on a 35mm full-frame
camera (about 65mm on a cropped-frame camera). Take a viewpoint about one and a half metres from your subject,
allowing you to compose a headshot comfortably within the frame. Focus on the eyes and take the shot.
Longer focal lengths appear to compress space, giving a shallower depth of acceptable sharpness, which is known as
depth of field. This makes a short or medium telephoto lens perfect for portraiture: the slight compression of the
features appears attractive while the shallow depth of field adds intensity to the eyes and ‘lifts’ the subject from
the background.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.45

“
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Figs. Ex2.5A - C using an Olympus 45mm (90mm) f/1.8 lens 
Ex2.5A @ f/1.8, focussed on the litter bin in the foreground

Ex2.5B @ f/1.8, focussed at infinity
Ex2.5C @ f/16, focussed at infinity

Comments

The first image, at wide aperture and focussed on the litter bin, shows only the bin in focus: even the nearby
gravestones are out of focus. In the second image, at wide aperture and focussed on infinity, the various buildings in
the background are in focus, the cenotaph in the middle distance is in focus (the inscription can be read when
enlarged) the three gravestones in view are progressively more out of focus and the bin completely so. For the third
image, the focus remained at infinity, but the lens was stopped down to f/16. This extended the depth of focus so that
the three gravestones are in focus and the litter bin nearly so.

Exercise 2.6

Demonstrate shallow DoF (wide aperture) with long focal lengths and a foreground subject. Compose using the
foreground and background. Include two contact sheets and explain your selection. process.

full exercise text here

This box contains the selected images for this exercise. Explanations are below.

 

Figs. Ex2.6E, Ex2.6Q, Ex2.6S 
The final selection.
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First outing for exercise 2.6, 23rd August

Here is a selection of images taken at the British Museum.

Three lessons learned:
1. There is no point in doing this in square format, see figs Ex2.6A and B
2. I thought there would be endless subjects in the BM for this exercise and the next but because of the positioning of
the objects and the fact that many are in cases, it was not as prolific as I hoped. I'm sure a longer stay there would pay
off, but it was slow going this morning.
3. If three people stand in the street staring at the sky, before long there will be a crowd doing the same. A similar
thing happened in the BM I was photographing a small sculpture which doesn't look much (fig. Ex2.6E and F), was
being generally ignored, but had potentially interesting backgrounds and soon others were stopping, looking at it,
reading the label and taking photographs.
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Ex2.6I
Imperial War Museum

Fuji X-M1 16-50 @ 50mm (75mm)
1/18 sec; f/5.6; ISO 400

 
Figs. Ex2.6A-H all images taken 23rd August at the British Museum on an Olympus E-M10ii with a 45mm (90mm) f/1.8 lens.

Ex2.6A 1/100 sec; f/1.8; ISO 800 
Ex2.6B 1/100 sec; f/1.8; ISO 1600 
Ex2.6C 1/100 sec; f/1.8; ISO 1000 
Ex2.6D 1/100 sec; f/1.8; ISO 1000 
Ex2.6E 1/100 sec; f/1.8; ISO 1000 
Ex2.6F 1/100 sec; f/1.8; ISO 1600 
Ex2.6G 1/00 sec; f/1.8; ISO 250 

Ex2.6H 1/2000 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200

Comments

Figs Ex2.6A and B establish that a rectangular format is essential for this exercise, otherwise there is no out-of-focus
background to see.
Figs Ex2.6C and D demonstrate the importance of the plane of focus - in fig. Ex2.6C, the human head is in focus, the
bird's head not. In fig. Ex2.6D, by moving so that both heads are parallel to the "film" plane, both are in focus.
In figs Ex2.6E and F, the subject is the rather unexciting sculpture that gradually attracted attention. The background
for fig. Ex2.6E is one of the exits to the Great Hall, filled by a large and colourful person. By the time fig. Ex2.6F
was taken, others were beginning to take an interest in the piece. Note that in fig. Ex2.6E the sculpture is at oblique
angle and so the work itself is only partially in focus, whereas in fig fig. Ex2.6F the plane of the piece is nearly
parallel and so most of it is in focus.
Fig. Ex2.6G is included just for reference, naming the sculpture as Rachid Koraïchi's Calligraphic figure from the
Path of Roses series, 2000-2004.
In Fig. Ex2.6H, the intention was to show the main subject in focus in the middle ground with a foreground subject
and background out of focus.

Second outing for exercise 2.6, 27th August

Slim pickings for Ex 2.6 at the Imperial War Museum and the Tibetan Peace
Garden and nothing at all for Ex. 2.7. I will have to widen my scope. I only
had the Fuji zoom and so f/5.6 was the largest aperture available, but still a
good level of blurring even on the table crumbs.

Third outing for exercise 2.6, 28th August

A better day altogether in the grounds of St. Mary's Church, Bexley
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Figs. Ex2.6J-S all images taken 28th August in the grounds of St. Mary's Church, Bexley on an Olympus E-M10ii with a 45mm
(90mm) f/1.8 lens.

Ex2.6J 1/1000 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
Ex2.6K 1/1250 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
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Ex2.6L 1/3200 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
Ex2.6M 1/4000 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
Ex2.6N 1/3200 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
Ex2.6O 1/4000 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
Ex2.6P 1/4000 sec; f/1.8; ISO 160
Ex2.6Q 1/4000 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
Ex2.6R 1/3200 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200
Ex2.6S 1/500 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200

Fig. Ex2.6J needs straightening, but there is a pleasing contrast between the complex pattern of the stonework and the
out of focus trees which nevertheless retain variations in colour and in turn between the trees and the gravestones
below.
Fig. Ex2.6K demonstrates a potential issue which applies to other images in this set: an aperture smaller than f/1.8
might have been considered to render all of the tree in focus.
Fig. Ex2.6L and M are similar subjects of a corner of a gravestone with more gravestones in the background. 
Fig. Ex2.6N through Q are closeups of a lion's head on a beautiful tomb (see exercise 2.7) that I remembered
photographing many years ago and which was the main reason for this visit. Fig. Ex2.6Q has been chosen for the
final selection for its pleasing intersection of angles and because the background has just enough detail to confirm
that the location is a graveyard.
Fig. Ex2.6R has a good contrast of ivy and defocused stonework but, as with fig. Ex2.6K , not all the ivy is in focus.
Fig. Ex2.6S was taken with the camera resting on a tomb situated under a tree that is dropping arboreal debris (I am
not a gardener). Autofocus has chosen a shallow plane, leaving the immediate foreground, and everything beyond the
plane out of focus. The resulting image is an agreeable abstract combination of colours, textures and planes. It is an
obvious candidate for selection as reflecting Gianluca Cosci's aesthetic code, below.

Exercise 2.7

Explore deep DoF with small apertures and wide focal lengths. Again, include some contacts and discuss selection.

full exercise text here

This box contains the selected images for this exercise. Explanations are below.
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Figs. Ex2.7A, Ex2.7C, Ex2.7H, Ex2.7I, Ex2.7L 

The final selection

First outing for exercise 2.7, 28th August

St. Mary the Virgin, Bexley

  
Figs. Ex2.7A-C all images taken 28th August in the grounds of St. Mary's Church, Bexley on a Fuji X-M1with a 16-50 lens set at

16mm (24mm). Tripod and shutter release used.
Ex2.7A 1/50th sec; f/22; ISO 800 †

Ex2.7B 1/5th sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7C 1/18th sec; f/22; ISO 400 †

† Potential exposure issues were anticipated with the images because of the exposure range with tree-covered shade
and large expanses of sky necessary to include the spire in the shot. The exposures were therefore bracketed +1/-1
stop. The three images above are all single exposures but the larger image shown on clicking Ex 2.7A and Ex 2.7C
are composites of the three bracketed shots. In all cases the full frames are shown.

Fig. Ex2.7A shows the tomb with lion heads that triggered this visit. As the purpose of the exercise is to include a
foreground subject and background detail, the camera position was a compromise between getting as close as
possible to the tomb while including all of the spire.
Fig Ex2.7B is a wide-angle version of Fig. Ex2.6R above and is rather mundane.
Fig Ex2.7C is, perhaps the most pleasing aesthetically with a burned-out tree stump in the foreground, an eye-
catching Celtic cross tombstone in the middle ground (a detail of which is shown in Ex2.6J) and the full spire in the
background. The eye naturally flows through those three objects.

It had been intended to take a wide-angle shot of the Celtic cross in fig Ex2.7C but because of its proximity to the
church and a tree immediately behind, the was no shot relevant to this exercise available.
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Second outing for exercise 2.7, 30th August

An unplanned visit to another churchyard, this time in Greenwich, on the way to the cinema. No tripod or shutter
release to hand this time.

 

 

Figs. Ex2.7D-H all taken 30th August in the grounds of St Alfege Church, Greenwich on a Fuji X-M1with a 16-50 lens 
Ex2.7D 16mm (24mm) 1/25 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7E 30mm (44mm) 1/20 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7F 28mm (42mm) 1/40 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7G 28mm (42mm) 1/45 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7H 28mm (42mm) 1/40 sec; f/22; ISO 400

The intention was to photograph the elegantly-shaped tomb in the background and the foliage and plant debris resting
on two tombs as a foreground subject. The camera was in deep shade and I couldn’t really see what I was doing.
Exposure bracketing was used for all of the images. Two basic camera positions were used with changes in the
camera position and focal length to adjunct the image.

Fig Ex2.7D is promising, although it would need the side street cropped out on the left. The sprouting seedlings in the
foreground are a good juxtaposition to the tomb but the dead twigs immediately in front of the lens are not in focus.
For fig Ex2.7E the lens was zoomed in to a standard focal length and that has made matters worse in the immediate
foreground.
Fig Ex2.7F-H is taken from a tomb a little nearer the subject with less in the closest foreground and the camera
relocated slightly for the three shots. These are more successful as they avoid a distracting, cluttered out-of-focus
foreground. The tomb, as the subject of the photograph, needs to be this size or larger in the frame and this is a
compromise in terms of composing a foreground between distance and focal length.

Third outing for exercise 2.7, 2nd September
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The last outing for Part 2, to a local park.

 

 

 

Figs. Ex2.7I-O all taken 2nd September at Well Hall Pleasaunce, Eltham on a Fuji X-M1with a 16-50 lens 
Ex2.7I 16mm (24mm) 1/18 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7J 16mm (24mm) 1/35 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7K 16mm (24mm) 1/25 sec; f/22; ISO 200

Ex2.7L-M 16mm (24mm) 1/15 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7N 20mm (30mm) 1/18 sec; f/22; ISO 400
Ex2.7O 19mm (29mm) 1/18 sec; f/22; ISO 400
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Well Hall Pleasaunce is a surprisingly attractive park, given its surroundings. Again, exposure bracketing was used
when taking most of the images and composite images used for some of the output.

Fig. Ex2.7I the aim here was for something akin to Atget's Versailles images with a large foreground object and
paths leading into the distance. It is not a bad effort, but needs better lighting. I should get a sun position app.
The light range for fig. Ex2.7J was extreme as it was taken from a 3-sided observation shed with a tiled roof and so
the interior of the windows was very gloomy in contrast to the bright sunlight on the bowling green. The image has
therefore been enhanced with a Nik tone mapping filter.
Fig. Ex2.7K shows an interestingly-attractive dead tree stump but needs diffused lighting.
Figs. Ex2.7L-M are the most successful, though the lighting will here always be difficult because there is deep foliage
shadowing the tree trunk and obscuring the building. An HDR composite has therefore been used. The image works
well in mono too, as it brings out the texture of the tree and de-emphasises the extreme contrast between the areas of
light and shadow, particularly noticeable on the ground around the tree's base.
Figs. Ex2.7N and O have been included just for fun. The plan was to photograph the sun dial in the foreground with
the building's brickwork evidencing the depth of field, but life, in the form of a wedding, intervened. The images
show a wedding guest catching the bride's flowers, but as it was shot at f/22 for DoF, this resulted in a shutter speed
of 1/18th sec and motion blur on the flowers and the catcher. The arc of tight-suited mobile snappers is amusing.

Ansel Adams
Entrance to Manzanar, California, 1934

Fay Godwin
Night Guard, Stonehenge, 1988

Project 2 Lens work

This concentrates on depth of field. Shallow DoF draws attention to a part of the image, deep DoF allows
the viewer to explore the whole image. The film theorist André Bazin is quoted [1. OCA p. 48]

DoF was also paramount for Ansel Adams and the F64 group, whose
name proclaims small apertures and deep DoF. F64's manifesto seeks
specifically to distance the group from the "pictorialists" (see The Red
List, Pictorialists), whose approach may be seen as "painterly"
(although Adams is listed by Wikipedia as starting out as a pictorialist),
"Pure photography is defined as possessing no qualities of technique,
composition or idea, derivative of any other art form. The production of
the "Pictorialist," on the other hand, indicates a devotion to principles
of art which are directly related to painting and the graphic arts." (F64
manifesto)

Fay Godwin also gets a mention, a British landscape photographer
who used deep DoF and helped to establish ramblers' rights. Both
Godwin's and the F64 group's photographs are described as "political".

In contrast to the exponents of deep DoF, Gianluca Cosci is cited as

Deep focus gives the eye autonomy to roam over the picture space so that the viewer is at least given the
opportunity to edit the scene himself, to select the aspects of it to which he will attend.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.48“
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Gianluca Cosci

Mona Kuhn
from Evidence
© Mona Kuhn

attr. Kim Kirkpatrick
Pinterest

Guy Bourdin
Pentax Calender 1980

© The Guy Bourdin Estate 2017

one who goes to the opposite extreme. His work is described in these
terms,

Mona Kuhn uses of shallow DoF to
emphasise intimacy in her striking
Evidence series. Link

Soft focus (as a component of shallow DoF) is associated with Kim
Kirkpatrick's Early Work on abandoned American industrial sites. His
web site has lapsed and images are difficult to find, but here are a
couple of possibles from Pinterest.

It is noted that the human eye does
not operate deep DoF and so
viewing an image that does so can
cause tension. An alternative
viewpoint on this is that whereas a
photograph is fixed and static, the eye observing a scene will
continually move and refocus and the brain constructs an image that is
effectively deep DoF. Additionally, when viewing a photograph, as
noted earlier in the course, the eye moves around: in these terms it is
difficult to understand why there should be tension.

The final reference is Guy Bourdin who tried to create a sense of
unease in his photographs. The image shown was taken for the Pentax Calender 1980. Many of Bourdin's
images can be seen at The Red List.

Research point

Finally,

Slivers of sharpness express the effect of corporate power on the experience
of urban space. OCA
— , Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.50“

Do your own research into some of the photographers mentioned in this project.
Look back at your personal archive of photography and try to find a photograph that could be used to illustrate one
of the aesthetic codes discussed in Project 2. Whether or not you had a similar idea when you took the photograph
isn’t important; find a photo with a depth of field that ‘fits’ the code you’ve selected. The ability of photographs to
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Comments

I have a large number of photographers to document: I'll start with Messrs. Adams, Godwin, Cosci, Kuhn,
Kirkpatrick and Bourdin. [✓ completed 29th August]

Fitting the code

My first take on this exercise, written on 24th August was, "I am rather inclined to look for matches in more
than one aesthetic code, although the nudity of Kuhn and the extravagance of Bourdin are unlikely to
appear. An immediate candidate is to hand for the Cosci approach. [FC1]".
I have only found two images that just might be by Kirkpatrick and so fitting his code will be difficult to
asses, other than by aiming for "nature and man meeting" in "construction and industrial zones", see the
Kirkpatrick entry. 
That leaves Adams and Godwin, both exponents of deep focus on spectacular rural landscapes, none of
which are available locally. I had thought of finding some chain link fencing protecting something industrial
in an effort to combine Godwin's Nightguard and what might be a Kirkpatrick idiom but it is looking unlikely.

[3rd September] The last outing for Exercise 2.7 provided some creditable examples of deep DoF.

Shallow DoF

 
FC1 after Cosci, 30th July 2018, 14:02, Fuji X-M1, 16-50mm @ 50 mm (75mm), 1/350 sec; f/7.1; ISO 200, normal program, spot

metering
FC2 after Cosci, 28th August 2018, 13:21, Olympus E-M10ii, Olympus 45mm (90mm), 1/500 sec; f/1.8; ISO 200, aperture priority,

spot metering
Fitting the aesthetic codes - shallow DoF

Comments

Image FC1

This was originally shown as part of Exercise 1.3 (1) Line. It falls into
the Cosci bracket by exhibiting very shallow depth of field and using a
ground-level viewpoint. As described in the exercise text, this was not

adapt to a range of usages is something we’ll return to later in the course.
Add the shot to your learning log and include a short caption describing how you’ve re-imagined your photograph.
OCA
— , Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.51

“
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Yashica FX-3 Super 2000

intentional: the camera was operating automatically, placed on
Brighton's East Pier decking and I just leaned down to press the
shutter several times. When there was a passing tourist, autofocus
locked onto their movement, as in the other example shown on the
previous page. In this case, by luck, the autofocus seems to have
chosen the protruding nailheads that I didn't notice until post-
processing the images.
By contrast, Gianluca Cosci's use of shallow focus was almost certainly intentional. According to the April
2016 interview with Kevin Byrne shown on the artist's web site, the Panem et Circenses series was taken
"while [Tony Blair] was declaring war against Iraq", i.e. 2003 and, "up until 2007 I was using a Yashica FX-
3 Super 2000". That camera is described on camerapedia.wikia.com as, "a very popular, manually-
operated, 35mm single lens reflex camera… [with] no automatic metering or focusing modes" and so the
subject of and the depth of focus were chosen by Cosci. 
Camera image from vintagecameralab.com © Ivan Lo

Image FC2

This was taken after the above comments on FC1 had been written. It is Fig. Ex2.6S in exercise 2.6 above
on wide aperture, shallow focus shots. As noted above, it "was taken with the camera resting on a tomb
situated under a tree that is dropping arboreal debris … Autofocus has chosen a shallow plane, leaving the
immediate foreground, and everything beyond the plane out of focus. The resulting image is an agreeable
abstract combination of colours, textures and planes. It is an obvious candidate for selection as reflecting
Gianluca Cosci's aesthetic code".

Deep DoF

FC3 after Atget, 3rd September 2018, 14:54, Fuji X-M1, 16-50mm @ 16 mm (24mm), 1/18 sec; f/22; ISO 400, aperture priority, spot
metering

FC4 3rd September,2018, 15:17,Fuji X-M1, 16-50mm @ 16 mm (24mm), 1/18 sec; f/22; ISO 400, aperture priority, spot metering
Fitting the aesthetic codes - deep DoF

Comments

Conforming to a more generalised deep focus approach rather than echoing Adams or Godwin, FC3 was
seeking to evoke Atget: in a park, large foreground subject, a path leading into the distance. The image
would have benefited from less harsh lighting.
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FC4 is not in any idiom but has an attractive large foreground component and detail in the middle- to
background . The lighting will always be difficult here because there is deep foliage shadowing the tree
trunk and obscuring the building

References
[1] Bazin, A (1948), quoted in Observations on Film Art (2007)

The full references are specified at the end of the course material pp. 115-6.
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EyV Part 3: Traces of time
Page 1
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Project 1, The frozen moment - Exc 3.1 - Quality - Project 2, A durational space - Exc 3.2 - Project 3,
What matters is to look - Cartier-Bresson, The Decisive Moment - Exc 3.3 - Asg 3 The Decisive Moment

balloons - coin #1 - newton's cradle - wedding - window #1 - window #2 - window #3 - coin #2

Part 3 opens with Joseph Nicéphore Niépce's View from the window at Le Gras, 1827 which it describes
as "The world’s first photograph", quoting Batchen [1. OCA p. 55], but as noted in the biographical pieces,
should more properly be described as "the world’s oldest known photograph".

I had always thought that this depicted a chap on a balcony, in a black coat, with his head in his hands,
but I now see that is a tree in the distance, obscured by masonry.

 
Box A
Niépce 

1. View from the Window at Le Gras, 1826 or 1827
2. The earliest surviving photograph, image enhanced

Cameras will be set to Shutter Priority for this unit.

The improvements in film chemistry and sensitivity reduced exposure times from eight hours for Niépce
(above, 1827) to a few minutes for the daguerreotype in 1839 which allowed Daguerre to take the first
photograph of a person. The course material suggests that the image was staged, to which one is inclined
to respond, 1. He would have been foolish not to and 2. It is a powerful image with a surprising amount of
detail and one cannot imagine its impact at the time.
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Box B

Daguerre 
1. Boulevard du Temple, Paris, 1838

2. Boulevard du Temple, detail

Project 1 - The frozen moment

We then turn to Eadweard Muybridge who used faster film and electronic shutters to take his ground-
breaking motion studies. Muybridge is, of course, cited by Szarkowski as exemplifying the power of the
photograph to demonstrate things that could not otherwise be known. A.M. Worthington continued this
short-exposure research on a much smaller stage with splash photographs in 1906 and this culminated in
Harold Edgerton's milkdrop coronet of 1957.

  
Box C

1.Eadweard Muybridge, Animal Locomotion, Plate 290 (Cricket, Overarm Bowling), 1887
2. AM Worthington

3. Harold Edgerton, Milkdrop Coronet, 1957
Fig. 3. © the estate of Harold Edgerton 

Szarkowski is quoted from The Photographer’s Eye, p.5 [2], then two more example images from Nikon
and Jeff Wall.

There is a pleasure and beauty in this fragmenting of time that had little to do with what was happening. It had to
do, rather, with seeing the momentary patterning of lines and shapes that had been previously concealed within the
flux of movement.
— OCA, EyV, p.58“
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Box D 

1. Nikon. The technical properties of the shutter
2. Milk, Jeff Wall, 1984 © Jeff Wall

Exercise 3.1

is shown on the next page.

Project 1, The frozen moment - Exc 3.1 - Quality - Project 2, A durational space - Exc 3.2 - Project 3,
What matters is to look - Cartier-Bresson, The Decisive Moment - Exc 3.3 - Asg 3 The Decisive Moment

balloons - coin #1 - newton's cradle - wedding - window #1 - window #2 - window #3 - coin #2

Assessment Criterion - Quality

Page 61 deals with one of the assessment criteria - Quality. Pages on the criteria are spread throughout
the course and they are all gathered here. The list of criteria and their importance is - Technical Skills
(40%), Quality (20%), Creativity (20%), Context (20%).

Page 10 defined the aspects of Quality of outcome – Content, application of knowledge, presentation of
work in a coherent manner, discernment, conceptualisation of thoughts, communication of ideas.

Three main points are made:
1. A good idea "shouldn't be too obvious or derivative". Some photographers devote an entire career to a
single idea. Atget had two (urns in parks, Paris streets); Tina Barney had one (snaps with a big camera);
Abelardo Morell had one of the most retro-innovative (room-size camera obscura); Thomas Jackson
(recently added) likes to hang things on string; and Cartier-Bresson (alluded to in the notes) traded on the
decisive moment for nearly 70 years.
2. Annotated contact sheets help to develop a selection process. The material seems to endorse the idea
from Boris Groys that "since Duchamp … selecting an artwork is the same as creating an artwork". This
presumably refers to Duchamp's 1917 Fountain (Wikipedia link), a urinal. I can see that selecting what is
in front of the lens; which lens; the exposure; which shot; what processing; the presentation, pretty much
defines most of photography, but the bald claim that "[the] editing process is probably at least 50% of
photography" [EyV p. 61] is unsubstantiated and facile.
3. Quality considerations also apply (of course) to digital and printed images and prints are required for
Assignment 3. There is a dead link to advice on the matter.

I do not rate Page 61 very highly in terms of quality for course material.

Project 2 - A Durational Space
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While freezing movement provides a new view, allowing the blur of subject movement can convey a
sense of that movement. Such images are often used in reportage and perhaps the most famous
application is in Robert Capa's images of the D-Day landings on Omaha Beach. See also, Robert Frank,
The Americans (1958) who is said to (paraphrasing) "use movement blur creatively rather than accident
or necessity". I do not see that to be a principal feature of the images in the book, though it is rightly
regarded as "perhaps the most influential photography book of the 20th century" (Sean O'Hagan, The
Guardian, 2014).

Hiroshi Sugimoto gets a mention for his very long exposures, including the Theatres series where he
made a single exposure for the entire duration of a movie. This great notion is explored here, where
Sugimoto explains that "too much information" results in "nothingness" and , regretfully, that is the
inevitable outcome. When using monochrome film, the movie "burns-in" the exposure on the screen as
simply featureless white with ghostly illumination of the interior of the theatre. One wonders 1. why he
bothered after the first few and 2. whether knowing what film was being viewed would have any effect
one's reaction to particular images. † 
Wikipedia quotes Sugimoto as saying, "Different movies give different brightnesses. If it's an optimistic
story, I usually end up with a bright screen; if it's a sad story, it's a dark screen. Occult movie? Very dark."
With digital imaging, it would be interesting to watch the picture build up and record the image while there
was still some colour and/or structure discernible: perhaps with a suitable mixture of colours, the screen
would at some point turn predominately brown, like mixing all colours of plasticine.
Jason Shulman, a British sculptor and photographer  has run the same exercise with more colourful
results, as shown in fig. 3 (link to an article in Wired).

Michael Wesely took solargraphs with exposures of 2-3 years, resulting in unexpected light trails (this
method is explored in detail in Experimental Photography, A Handbook of Techniques).

 

 
Box E 

1. Robert Capa, D-Day Landing, Omaha Beach, 1944  
2. Hiroshi Sugimoto, Disney's Snow White, from Theatres

3. Jason Shulman, Spielberg's Duel
4. Michael Wesely, MoMA, New York, 9.8.2001-2.5.2003 

© the artists or their estates
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† The second question was posed rather tongue-in-cheek. Having now found some images online and
learned that the film titles are included, the answer is that it has no effect on this viewer.

The course book next includes the work of two past OCA students, Stephanie D’Hubert and Alasdair Gill.
D’Hubert seems to have gone on to greater things, her stylish web site is here. There are a few Alasdairs
Gill in the creative industries but there is no way of knowing which, if any, is "this" Alasdair: he does,
however have the distinction of paralleling one of my exercises for this part.
A poignant image from third, anonymous, OCA student, demonstrating the effect her Parkinson’s disease
has on hand-held long exposures needs no comment.

Next Maarten Vanvolsem who uses a slit scan camera to distort moving subjects (I inadvertently
managed a similar effect when shooting Assignment 1, see the Gallery here).

 

 
Box F 

1. Stephanie D’Hubert, The Elusive Moment - Promontory Point series
2. Alisdair Gill, 09:17:56 - 10:09:32

3. Anon. 
4. Maarten Vanvolsem, Contraction of Movement 3, 2007 

© the artists

Chris Marker used stills to create his 1962 film La Jetée. On Wong Kar-Wai’s Chungking Express (1994),
cinematographer Christopher Doyle shot the opening at 1/8th sec to achieve frame-by-frame blur,
described here by Mike D'Angelo (the video extract does not play on my laptop or tablet, but it is available
on the web - here's an alternative).

Recalling Guy Bourdin's disturbed (/disturbing) images in Part Two achieved (it is said) by depth of field
(although this writer contends that it is Bourdin's subjects and settings that give the bizarre menace to his
images, reminder below) the question is posed, can something similar be achieved with the shutter? (EyV
p. 66) Francesca Woodman is cited as an example, Gerry Badger quoted referring to her ‘personalised
psychodramas with the temporal and spatial displacements of long exposures and blurred movement’ [3.
OCA p. 66], although this was only one of several methods of obfuscation that Woodman used.

https://www.stephaniedhubert.com/
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p3.php#window2
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_t_v.php#vanvolsem
http://baphot.co.uk/gallery/gallery.php#skate
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Stephanie_D_Hubert_Elusive_Moment_960.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Alisdair_Gill.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/anon_oca_student.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Vanvolsem_contraction_of_movement_3.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_m_n.php#marker
http://thedissolve.com/features/movie-of-the-week/221-how-wong-kar-wai-turned-22-seconds-into-an-eternit/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZ1fEC67GO4
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_b.php#bou
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_t_v.php#woodman
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Box G
1. Guy Bourdin for Charles Jourdan, Spring 1978

2. Francesca Woodman, Self-Deceit #4, Rome, 1978-79 
© the artists and / or their Estates

Project 2 concludes with the instruction to investigate some of the slow shutter photographers and then
act upon it. Exercise 3.2 is documented here.

Slow shutter investigation

The photographers cited are, to summarise:
Robert Capa (1933-54) who chose to display the more movement-blurred D-Day landing photographs to
enhance the dramatic impact.
Robert Frank (b: 1924) who is said to have used "[movement] blur as style (rather than accident or
necessity)" (EyV p.62) but I do not see much of that in his work. Perhaps this is a test to make sure that
students are paying attention.
Hiroshi Sugimoto (b: 1948) photographed cinemas with a single exposure for the duration of the film
resulting in a white screen and a subtly-lit interior. The result is a series of photographs of elegant
cinemas. Jason Shulman does a similar job more effectively, shooting just the screen and contriving to
retain interesting and sometimes appropriate colour aggregations.
Michael Wesely (b: 1963) takes exposures lasting several years, documenting major building projects.
Maarten Vanvolsem (b: 1974) experiments with the way a split shutter fragments a moving human body.
Chris Marker (1921-2012) turned stills into movies.
Christopher Doyle, a cinematographer, has used slow shutter speeds for some memorable sequences. 
Francesca Woodman (1958-81) used movement blur as one in an arsenal of effects to disguise and
obscure her human subjects, often self portraits.
Some OCA students, Alisdair Gill, Stephanie D’Hubert, and one unnamed are also featured.

My responses to this exercise have included a family wedding, morning sunlight through a stained-glass
window and two that have applications in both Exc 3.1 (fast shutter) and the slow shutter, a spinning coin
and a Newton's Cradle.

[23Mar19]
Tutor feedback on Asg.3 suggests that in the above I should "try … to refect on the images and
investigate what they are doing. Consider how they might impact on your own approach". I will choose
three images for this purpose and try to do so. 

http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Bourdin_A.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Woodman_Self_Deceit_4.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p3.php#ex32
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_c_d.php#capa
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_e_g.php#frank
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_s.php#sugimoto
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_s.php#shulman
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_w_z.php#wesely
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_t_v.php#vanvolsem
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_m_n.php#marker
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_t_v.php#woodman
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p3.php#ex32
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p3.php#window1
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p3.php#window1
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p3.php#window1
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p2.php#ex31
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p3.php#coin2
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p2.php#newton
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/asg_3_feedback.php#n14
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The Asg.3 feedback goes on to recommend that I "[reflect] in more detail on the images you mention,
considering content, concept, or formal elements".

The formal elements are not closely defined in the course material, although Wells (2009) is quoted on
EyV p. 32, "[the] criteria primarily include formal conventions (composition, tonal balance, and so on)"

Nor was a definition found in the first six books on photography I had to hand. It is a common phrase
online and, although my choice of information sources (specifically Wikipedia) has been criticised, this is
taken from photography.tutsplus.com, which boasts "how-to tutorials" and states,

 

Box Gii
1. Robert Capa, D-Day Landing, Omaha Beach, 1944  (first mentioned as E1 above)

2. Michael Wesely, MoMA, New York, 9.8.2001-2.5.2003 (E4 above)
3. Anon. (F3 above)

© the artists and / or their Estates

1. Capa D-Day landings. This is one of the best known images of war and amongst the most famous
photographs of all time. The course material (EyV p. 62) states that Capa chose the image over others
from the same event with less movement blur. The content of the image depicts the scale of the landings,
the blur emphasises the speed of events and the foreground soldier up to his shoulders in water and
staring forward at the beach indicates the danger faced from all sides. Spielberg echoed this shot in the
landing scenes in the film Saving Private Ryan (1998) because it has come to represent the immediacy of
war and more generally such blur conveys hurrying from (or, in this case towards) danger in journalistic
visual shorthand.

2. Wesely's exposures of building projects lasting several years, specifically MoMA, NY. These are
remarkable at a purely technical level for the extreme exposure durations producing any recognisable
image at all. Other than that, I would suggest that they have little to offer aesthetically or in documentary
terms, merely an imprecise suggestion of movement which happens to be construction. When the San

the main elements that bring and emphasize order in a composition are: line, shape, form, texture, pattern, and
color. Every photograph, intentionally or not, contains one or more of these element, which are known as the
elements of design.
— photography.tutsplus.com accessed 23Mar19“

http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Capa_DDay.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_w_z.php#wesely
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/anon_oca_student.jpg
https://photography.tutsplus.com/tutorials/6-elements-of-design-for-striking-photographs--photo-2574
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Francisco MoMA built an extension in 2013-15, it published a time-lapse version of the construction which
is far more effective in both aesthetically and at a documentary level.

By contrast, Wesley's long-exposure images of wilting flowers, Stilleban, are beautiful, original, accurately
depict the process and evoke Mondrian's surprising watercolours of dead and dying flowers.

3. The anonymous OCA student's image is described thus,

The image should be considered in two ways: in its own right and then with the knowledge of the
photographer's medical condition.
On that first, there seems to be an increasingly enthusiastic ICM "movement" with articles and courses
appearing in the press on Intentional Camera Movement. No date is given for the photograph, but my
edition of the course material is dated 2017 and ICM was in vogue by then. Light trail shots of red London
buses are commonplace, but this image is not in that category. It is attractive but not memorable.
With the knowledge of the photographer's condition, the image becomes a different entity. There is no
EXIF data, but most people would probably struggle to hand-hold at night: this, however, is not minor
inadvertent bodily movements, it is a significant, sustained tremble which the photographer has used both
for artistic effect and to illustrate her condition. And the significance continues, in that it would affect hand-
held photography in terms of movement and use of the controls at all times of the day and, more
importantly, impact the photographers entire life experience. A relatively trivial image becomes moving
and poignant when the circumstantial information is known.

← ↑ →
Page created 10-Oct-2018 | Page updated 19-Dec-2019

Official SFMOMA Construction Time-Lapse
Watch later Share

The creator of the image … recorded the trembling movement of her hand due to Parkinson’s disease in a series of
delicately fragile and expressive shots of night-time traffic on the Kings Road in London.
— EyV p.65“

http://baphot.co.uk/snappers/snappers_w_z.php#wesely
http://pmdb.info/snapdragon/flowers.php
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/asg_2_collecting.php
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_3_p2.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRGqYL0XGOA
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Links - References - Glossary - Sitemap - Timetable

© 2018-19 Nick Blackburn or the artist or copyright holder

http://baphot.co.uk/misc/links.php
http://baphot.co.uk/misc/references.php
http://baphot.co.uk/misc/glossary.php
http://baphot.co.uk/misc/sitemap.php
http://baphot.co.uk/course_notes/timetable.php
http://s04.flagcounter.com/more/Rj
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=C4oketdz7XYzCKsXEzAbe_K_4CPbm6NVatPXw7p0LuonhtsYBEAEgtNXOFWC7vq6D0AqgAf-uq80DyAEDqQKpPisJmt61PqgDAcgDyQSqBLcBT9Ae2h7fHYjAledq4fYvWA1_ykRiu9pvuUcz6l7FfjSB6lPYA3IYKgRTbcB73bcrIucVMVaa-6pNl4CV34L1TT9P55nRAtF8mCrOCYvuOJTcLXg5j0jj5tBZUyF7x8YTdTAoEfA2CqUQIUM6BJeIZRVEGY5KpY-2-tcPlWUtSg9Bk-7EEmrjzzorHWelc3cEKDb5IF6SLzCXydhmKDP01LqKBP5MrOA2bB0WXGANz5yXuKOoNRzxwASDosuvzQKgBgOAB7HX-yioB47OG6gH1ckbqAeT2BuoB7oGqAfy2RuoB6a-G6gH7NUbqAfz0RuoB-zVG9gHAdIICQiA4YAQEAEYHrEJ2u1-gv5RqYiACgHICwHYEw0&num=1&cid=CAASEuRoXDAJwh0k0mEXxOUbUnlZ-w&sig=AOD64_0dsjwTzOeCVT_1obSivdMcAOXwBA&client=ca-pub-6039000973270296&adurl=https://ao.com/l/range_cookers-leisure/1-6/13/%3FWT.srch%3D1%26WT.z_PT%3DMDA%26WT.z_MT%3DAO_Display%26WT.z_RTM%3DDisplay%26WT.z_DT%3DMobile/Desktop%26WT.z_KT%3DProduct%2520Proposition%26WT.z_CN%3DDisplay%2520-%2520Leisure%2520Cashback%26WT.z_AG%3DIn%2520Market%2520Audience%26WT.z_KW%3DAd%25201
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Home Blog Index About

Project 3 - What matters is to look

This begins with Henri Cartier-Bresson who used his newly-invented Leica 35mm in the early 1930s in
inventing the concept of the Decisive Moment. Perhaps his most famous shot was Behind the Gare Saint-
Lazare, Paris, 1932 which arose by luck as he was shooting blind, "I slipped the camera through [the
railings] but I couldn't see". Luck and, of course the gumption to be in the right place at the right time, to
take the shot, to recognise its importance, to coin the phrase and to pursue the notion for the next 70
years. As noted in the Photographers Gallery entry , "the course material calls it 'something of a stylistic
cliché' (p.69) and states 'it somehow just misses the point of our contemporary situation' (ibid.)".

Students are referred to a 2001 documentary on YouTube, a series of 5-10 minute chunks of a interview
with HC-B, three years before his death so Cartier-Bresson (1908-2004) would have been in his early
90s.

 

  

BA Phot
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Box H

Henri Cartier-Bresson 
1. Behind the Gare Saint-Lazare, Paris, 1932

2. Simiane-La-Rotonde, 1969
3. Alberto Giacometti rue d’Alésia, Paris, 1961

4. Alberto Giacometti, Maeght Gallery, Paris, 1961 
5. Siphnos, Greece, 1961 

6. Epirus, Greece
Paul Claudel , 1945

7. Funeral of a Kabuki Actor, Tokyo, 1965 
© The estate of Henri Cartier-Bresson/Magnum Photos

A 300-500 word response to the film is required.

First some notes on the contents.

Part 1 (5 mins 24 secs)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6l09YEeEpI&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=1 [accessed 13
November 2018] 
Nothing worth noting in the first section of film

Part 2 (9:42)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfwNrPX2pvw&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=2 [accessed 14
November 2018] 
At the beginning of the second section, he talks about the Gare Saint-Lazare image above, as quoted in
the course material p.67, "I couldn't see a thing through the viewer" at 0:45, then "It's always luck. It's luck
that matters." (1:01) "If you want it you'll get nothing." (1:15) "Just be receptive and it happens." (1:24) 
He then speaks of composition, "geometry" which he says he has an instinct for. "I go for form more than
light. Form comes first" (2:16)

Yves Bonnefoy comments the second photograph above, Simiane-La-Rotonde, 1969, taken while walking
in a group including Cartier-Bresson and Bonnefoy. He says, "While others are distracted and
unobservant, Henri is on the lookout, ready to react, not even needing to stop." (3:53).

Speaking of portraits, Cartier-Bresson again mentions sensitivity, intuition and geometry (5:31). A
photograph of Cartier-Bresson's friend, sculptor Giacometti (Alberto Giacometti rue d’Alésia, Paris, above)
is discussed pretentiously and at length by an unnamed commentator †. Back to Cartier-Bresson at 8:49,
"Taking photographs demands extreme concentration" then several portraits of artists are shown and
Cartier-Bresson describes the personalities of the subjects (Bonnard, Arikha and others) and his reactions
to them.
† I much prefer another image in the series, Alberto Giacometti, Maeght Gallery, Paris, 1961 (above) as it
reveals far more of Giacometti the sculptor and is a supreme example of the decisive moment, this time

http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/CarBress_Claudel.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/CarBress_Kabuki_1965.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6l09YEeEpI&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfwNrPX2pvw&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=2
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intended, deliberate and with the subject in view: very little luck involved.

Part Three (7:56)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ea3E_8otCME&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=3 [accessed 15
November 2018] 
Cartier-Bresson visits the Jean Genoud printing house, Lausanne and discusses an edition of his work
with unnamed members of staff. One of the staff comments on the quality of reproduction of one of the
images, identified in a Christie's sale (https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/henri-cartierbresson-
19082004-siphnos-greece-1961-6059484-details.aspx [accessed 15 November 2018]) as Siphnos,
Greece, 1961 (see above). The image is shown being digitally edited to provide "A little interpretation …
vivid and sharp … that's what we're after … but you must not change what you're given" (0:42). Cartier-
Bresson signs off the result at 2:33.
Then another head and shoulders piece to camera (a different session as his clothes have changed)
where Cartier-Bresson discusses his retirement: "I haven't taken pictures outdoors for a long time" (3:03)
"I prefer to draw" (3:15). A few of his sketches are shown. He compares drawing to photography, noting
that in a drawing the artist must know "when to stop" (4:11), when "[a]nything more would spoil it" (4.15).
This seems to be a metaphor for his stopping taking photographs. He is shown sketching Otar Iosseliani:
they discuss his appearance, how it has changed over the years. Back to the interview and Cartier-
Bresson differentiates non-specifically between the role of a sound engineer and a photographer, before
agreeing with the interviewer that the main difference is the tools they use.

Part Four (6:30)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBDV26UvaNA&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=4 [accessed 15
November 2018] 
The same interview as Part 3, the interviewer asks whether "looking" can be taught but Cartier-Bresson
talks instead about love and sex before becoming silent and wistful (1:09). To a voice-over discussing
Epirus, Greece (date?), see above. An unnamed commentator speculates extensively, recklessly and
pointlessly on the motivations, feelings and possible future of the boy in the photograph and the way
Cartier-Bresson interacted with him. Two uncommented-upon images of a couple resting on a train
(Romania 1975, not shown), a long train in a desert (not identified) and others leads to a discussion of
Cartier-Bresson's time spent in India and the East. He states that he went there to live for three years, not
to take photographs. While he did take them, he "didn't care about the result" (4:32) and just sent the films
off to processing laboratories in France and India. He then qualifies his statement and says the act of
taking the photographs was important. He mentions a photograph of Paul Claudel (see above, an old
man, glancing at a hearse as he walks past it) that he discussed with Gandhi, they referred to Claudel's
contemplating mortality and Gandhi was assassinated soon afterwards. More images of Gandhi and his
funeral follow.

Part Five (8:47)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-rHc2--Mv8&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=5 [accessed 15
November 2018] 
The Gandhi imagery continues into the final section with images and sound effects of the funeral pyre.
The film returns to the head and shoulders shot of Cartier-Bresson, but he is dressed as in Parts 1 & 2.
He states that eastern religions have affected him more than western, "The idea of sin and so on is
beyond me" (0:53). Then back to a voice-over describing a photograph of the funeral of a Kabuki actor.
This commentary is somewhat less speculative, observing that Cartier-Bresson was known to blacken his

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ea3E_8otCME&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=3
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/henri-cartierbresson-19082004-siphnos-greece-1961-6059484-details.aspx
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/henri-cartierbresson-19082004-siphnos-greece-1961-6059484-details.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBDV26UvaNA&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-rHc2--Mv8&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF&index=5
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camera to make his presence less obtrusive and thus not distract his subjects. Even so, it ends by stating
the camera was "a part of his soul" (3:24). 
In the next scene, Cartier-Bresson is discussing some of his images with a group a variously sycophantic
individuals, in the National Library, Paris. They seem to be showing him their collection of his photographs
and he comments negatively on some of the reproductions. On one of the images, possibly Gandhi's
funeral he states "I didn't take that one" (5:48): this rather shocks the others, but he goes on to explain
that he handed his camera to a friend to take the shot , "We help each other" (6:02). 
Finally, Cartier-Bresson, speaks of old age, enjoying the life that is left to him and forgetting the past. At
the end of the title sequence he is heard to ask and answer "A glass of red?".

A Response

Given that L'amour de court was released in 2001, Cartier-Bresson would have been in his early 90s
when it was filmed and thus, perhaps understandably, contemplating his own mortality. The film plays to
this subject in the interviews, in the choice of images shown, and in the speculation of the voice-overs.

The film is constructed of three component types: Cartier-Bresson speaking to the camera with occasional
prompts (and many silences); Cartier-Bresson in action, visiting a publisher; visiting a library, and
sketching a friend; voice-over commentary by others on a selection of Cartier-Bresson images.

With the exception of Behind the Gare Saint-Lazare, Paris, 1932, where Cartier-Bresson explains that the
image was serendipitous, as he could not see the subject, he says little on the specifics of his
photography. He describes how he has given up outdoor photography and now prefers to sketch.

Some of Cartier-Bresson's statements are confused or contradictory. For example he talks about the
nature of sound recording for films and how different it is from photography, but when pressed says only
that the main difference is the tools they use (L'amour de court 2011, Part 3, 7:04). There is similar
confusion when talking about his attitude to the photographs he took in India (Ibid. Part 4, 4:32) and
speaking to the representatives of the National Library, Paris (Ibid. Part 5, 3:50 and 4:20).

The third-party commentaries on his images are speculative, pretentious and, to this listener, at least,
pointless. Concepts that recur in the words of Cartier-Bresson and of the others include: empathy;
intuition; concentration and, above all geometry: "I go for form more than light. Form comes first", Cartier-
Bresson declares (Ibid. Part 2 at 2:16). 

It is likely that this particular film was chosen for inclusion in the course because it deals with one of
Cartier-Bresson's most famous images, central to his decisive moment oeuvre, Behind the Gare Saint-
Lazare, Paris, 1932, and the revelation that it was a lucky, unsighted shot. This is unfortunate because
there are more photographically informative pieces on YouTube, for example The Decisive Moment
(1973) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14ih3WgeOLs [accessed 15th November 2018]) and Pen,
Brush and Camera (1998) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei45S87R2dk [accessed 15th November
2018]) .
Nevertheless, it is encouraging to witness a 90-year-old, still enthusiastic about his life as a photographer.

368 words.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6l09YEeEpI&list=PL707C8F898605E0BF. ‡

The importance of Harvard referencing is emphasised https://www.oca-student.com/sites/default/files/oca-
content/key-resources/res-files/harvard_referencing_140514.pdf

‡ The OCA referencing guide (which, remarkably, does not include page numbers) does not specify how
to reference online videos but instead links to the British Universities Film and Video Council. That link is
dead, but a site search leads to this page, http://bufvc.ac.uk/2017/09/15/31942 [accessed 16 November
2018] which states that the citation guidelines are being reconsidered. When formatting the above
citation, the Leeds University guidelines were consulted and adapted.
There is no mention of the use of "Ibid." to specify "see previous link" in citations. That suggests that the
OCA does not approve of this handy method.

My comments on Harvard referencing and how it will be implemented are in the blog.

The course material also notes, "Take a moment now to read what the OCA learning blog study guide
says about copyright law and fair use or fair dealing".
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/#sent/FMfcgxvzLNWSXSkjDmqXgqjTFtHqCnfq

In a final swipe at Cartier-Bresson, the course material (p. 70) links to a 2004 post by Zouhair Ghazzal
titled the indecisiveness of the decisive moment.

Exercise 3.3

is shown on another page.

Project 1, The frozen moment - Exc 3.1 - Quality - Project 2, A durational space - Exc 3.2 - Project 3,
What matters is to look - Cartier-Bresson, The Decisive Moment - Exc 3.3 - Asg 3 The Decisive Moment

balloons - coin #1 - newton's cradle - wedding - window #1 - window #2 - window #3 - coin #2

The Decisive Moment

Now, Before you go any further, give some careful thought to the ‘decisive moment’ debate and note
down where you stand (at the moment, anyway) in your learning log. (EyV p. 71).

This section has taken on new life as part of the books section. Any updates will be made there.

Henri Cartier-Bresson's The Decisive Moment was first published in 1952, in French, as Images à la
Sauvette. Badger (2007 p.104) translates this as "images taken on the wing, on the 'fly' - stolen images"
and describes it as "a somewhat less positive connotation". The book is a monograph covering two
periods of Cartier-Bresson's work, in Europe, then in India and the East. and also includes an essay by
Cartier-Bresson on the concept of the decisive moment. Copies of of the original editions, with its striking
dust cover designed by Matisse sell for a minimum of several hundred pounds. The work was reprinted (in
both French and English) in 2014, but even that edition costs in the region of £100. The essay has
appeared online occasionally, but at the time of writing (16th November 2018) no extant sources have
been found. The essay has been reprinted in a number of academic works and one of those (Heller et al.,
2006) is on order.
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Cartier-Bresson
Alberto Giacometti, 

Maeght Gallery, Paris, 1961

There is a long essay here, http://photohelios-team.blogspot.com/2009/02/essay-henri-cartier-bresson-
1952.html [accessed 16 November 2018] which might well be from The Decisive Moment, but it is cited as
from a later, posthumous collection of his writings The Mind's Eye, 2005.

The phrase, decisive moment comes from the C17th French churchman and diplomat, Jean François
Paul de Gondi, cardinal de Retz who wrote, "There is nothing in this world that does not have a decisive
moment and the masterpiece of good ruling is to know and seize this moment." (Retz, 1717)

Perhaps the best known of Cartier-Bresson's photographs associated with the
decisive moment concept is Behind the Gare Saint-Lazare, Paris, 1932. That
image is shown and discussed at some length above. The whole notion is rather
undermined by the fact that Cartier-Bresson has described how the image was
taken, unsighted through railings. Setting that knowledge aside for the moment,
the term decisive moment applies in the first case to the instant of the scene
being photographed but also clearly implies that the photographer's rôle is
decisive in interpreting the scene and choosing the instant to press the shutter
release. A much better example of capturing the decisive moment in these terms
is his image of Giacometti in the Maeght Gallery. Here the sculptor is captured in
a pose that mirrors his works and here the shot is intentional and deliberate, not
fortuitous.

It is important to remember the technical context here: Cartier-Bresson published
the book in 1952 and he had started using a Leica 35mm camera when first
released in the early 1930s. Compact 35mm cameras enabled new genres of photography, freeing their
users from cumbersome devices and allowing previously unknown freedom of movement and the ability
to take photographs unobtrusively. Such cameras were ideally suited to Cartier-Bresson's photography or,
more likely, Cartier-Bresson learned a new mode of photography with his new camera and stuck with it for
the next 60 years.

What then, in photographic terms, is the decisive moment? For Cartier-Bresson it is, "the simultaneous
recognition, in a fraction of a second, of the significance of an event as well as of a precise organization of
forms which give that event its proper expression" (Cartier-Bresson, 1952, Forward) and it is easy to see
how this relates to street photography using a film camera with the relatively slow knob winder. There are,
however, three principal areas of divergence from this notion: firstly the role of chance; secondly the
genres to which this does not apply so readily; and thirdly the technical advances which have changed the
way cameras are used.

Regarding chance, the phrase "decisive moment" and the detailed expansion of the phrase quoted above
suggest deliberation and control. Numerous photographers and writers have emphasised the important
role of chance. In Why Photography Matters, Jerry L. Thompson quotes Fox Talbot in (arguably) the first
ever book about photography writing that "one of the charms of photography" is the pleasure of finding
details in a photograph not noticed at the time it was taken (Fox Talbot, 1844-46). Thompson also quotes
Walker Evans describing his delight in the "swift chance, disarray, wonder and experiment" of the medium
(Evans, 1931). In The Photographer's Eye, Szarkowski (2007) observes that photography can reveal
previously unseen and unimagined detail, (p. 100) giving Muybridge's work as an example, another being
Edgerton's Milkdrop Coronet, discussed above. Such visual exploration of the unknown may reveal
decisive moments, but only by chance and not in Cartier-Bresson's terms of deliberation.
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Turning to genres, in Cartier-Bresson's type of street photography there can often be a decisive, ideal
moment in which to capture the fleeting essence of a scene, but this does not apply to the same extent in
still life photographs or necessarily in landscape photography. It can be argued that in some landscapes
with changing light conditions or moving cloud patterns there may be ideal moments for exposure, but not
in terms of " the significance of an event". For sports photography, there are often decisive moments
(crossing the finishing line in races, a goal in football, the ball hitting the stumps in cricket) that are
predefined by the rules of the game, rather than being created in the art of the photographer. The decisive
moment in Cartier-Bresson's terms exists most fully and perhaps even solely in street photography.

Finally, as regards technology, reference has already been made to Cartier-Bresson's 35mm camera with
a manual film advance. Given the time it takes to physically wind the crank between shots, there might
only be one attempt at discerning and photographing the decisive moment. With modern digital cameras
shooting at 5, 10 or even more frames per second, a photographer can shoot a burst at a promising
scene and then check the result immediately. While this approach may not be as satisfying, as artistically
fulfilling as Cartier-Bresson's, it does establish that photography has changed and moved on from the
technology of the 1930s and the definitions of the 1950s. Whether this is a change for the better is a moot
point.

Another significant point Cartier-Bresson makes in his essay (perhaps more important than the base
definition of the decisive moment in street photography) is that photography is the only art medium which
deals in an immediate reality. "Of all the means of expression, photography is the only one that fixes
forever the precise and transitory instant" (Cartier-Bresson, 1952, Forward): in all other art forms, the
artist (or writer or composer etc.) relies on imagination and can revise the piece. While digital processing
has allowed degrees of manipulation and artifice that were inconceivable in 1952, this is still largely true of
photography in all genres, for, if it does not begin with a photograph of a subject then, arguably, it is not
photography.

In conclusion, Cartier-Bresson's 1952 book The Decisive Moment had a profound effect on photographers
and photography at the time: it affected the way photographers viewed themselves and their art; it
affected how they went about making their art; and it eventually affected how they and their art were
perceived and appreciated by the art establishment and to a certain extent by the public. That impact has
resonated over subsequent decades. 
While changes to the way photographs are used, the way photographs are made and the markets and
methods by which they are sold have lessened and narrowed the direct relevance of Cartier-Bresson's
notion of the decisive moment to his particular genre, it remains an important concept and it should be
remembered that there were other important ideas advanced in his Forward to the book.
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Home Blog Index About

EyV Part 4: The language of light
← Back →

Project 1, Exposure - Exc 4.1 - Project 2, Layered, complex and mysterious... - Exc 4.2 - Project 3, The
beauty of artificial light - Exc 4.3 - Project 4, Ex nihilo - Exc 4.4 - Creativity - Exc 4.5 - Asg 4 Languages of
Light

Exercises - Time lapse 1 - Time lapse 2 - Close-ups - The Can

[24Dec] Part 2 dealt with lenses and apertures and used mostly aperture priority mode; Part 3 concerned
the shutter; and Part 4 (pp. 76-98) is all about exposure and using manual mode.

Niépce is quoted from 1827 saying that photography (as it came to called) "consists in the automatic
reproduction by the action of light" (Trachtenberg is cited). It is noted that the word photography is formed
of two Greek words, phos (light) and graphie (writing). Kelsey (2015) credits John Herschel with the
coining of the term although Wikipedia states that there are other claimants. Niépce referred to the
process as heliography, while Daguerre and Fox Talbot referred to their specific processes
(daguerreotype and calotype, respectively).

There are four projects (see above) and one of those is chosen to expand into the fourth assignment.

Exc 4.1

Project 1, Exposure
Cameras' exposure systems must, by their nature, measure light reflected from the subject rather than the
light reaching the subject and they try to render everything (a coloured version of) grey.

Exercise 4.1

is shown on the next page.

Understanding auto exposure.

[29Dec18] The course material continues on p. 79 with an exploration of exposure reciprocity. Close the
aperture by one stop and the exposure meter will show '-1'; now double the exposure time and it is back
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to zero. There is a three-way interplay between the lens aperture, the shutter speed and the ISO
sensitivity.

Incidentally, Exercise 4.1 was shot almost entirely in manual mode and proved to be great fun (if not a
triumph aesthetically).

Project 2, Layered, complex and mysterious...
[2Jan19, p.80] We now turn to the quality of light. It is noted that the early and late hours of daylight have
a special photographic quality.

Sally Mann is quoted on the difference in light between northern ("crisp and clear") and southern
("layered, complex and mysterious") states (fig. 1) of the US.

There is a quote from a novel by Brian Catling which states, quite poetically, that light varies during the
day.

Berlin photographer Michael Schmidt is quoted, expressing a preference for "neutral diffused" to minimise
shadows (fig. 2). The course material states that this means "midday light". There are links to Schmidt's
winning portfolio for the 2015 Prix Pictet and to an article, Thoughts about my way of working, which
opens with the statement, "Photography was invented to enable us to portray reality with complete
precision to the last detail".

Note to self: I stated early on that I would like to extend my work to architectural photography. Asg. 4 calls
for one of the Part 4 exercises to be extended and (my words) channel one of the photographers cited in
the course material. I might evoke Schmidt on some Brutalist architecture. Set the controls for the heart of
the Barbican. The article linked above is a great base template for architectural photos, but not for much
else.

[5Jan p.82] Eugéne Atget is considered next, citing the Washington National Gallery of Art's (broken link)
observation that he tended to use midday "objective light" in his early work (fig. 2), but later (fig. 4), early-
morning "subjective light … [using] light and shadow to create a mood rather than to describe a place;
they mark the apex of Atget's formal and expressive investigations of the medium".
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KangHee Kim
from Golden Hour

Your browser does not support the video tag. 
Exc 4.2

Box A 
1. Mann, 2. Battlefields, Antietam (Black Sun), 2001 (collodion)

2.Schmidt, Untitled from 89-90
3. Atget, Environs, Amiens c. 1898
4. Atget, Parc de Sceaux, c. 1925

It might be worth citing both Schmidt and Atget and exploring times of day at the Barbican for Asg. 4.

The final reference in this section, with the banner, "There’s much more to
daylight for photographers than just the golden hour (or the blue hour, or even the
green ray!)" is to a film by Tacita Dean. The green ray is reported to happen when
the sun sets over a sea horizon under certain climatic / atmospheric conditions.

Perhaps the most creative enthusiast of the golden hour is KangHee Kim whose
recently published Golden Hour  (2018) features subtle and dexterous insertions
of golden sunlight into incongruous scenes.

Exercise 4.2

is shown on another page.

Project 3, The beauty of artificial light
[7Jan19, p.83] While daylight changes continuously (sometimes, perhaps some months, more
significantly than others in my view), the advantage of artificial light is its relative stability.
Cinematographer Christopher Doyle is quoted as recommending watching Wong Kar-Wai's film In the
Mood for Love for its deft use of artificial lighting. There's a trailer here.

Turning to stills photography, Rut Blees Luxemburg (who photographs London at night using a large-
format (5x4) camera) is cited, specifically a series Liebeslied (My Suicides). In an interview with Museum
Crush, Luxemburg states,

In manual mode take a sequence of shots of a subject of your choosing at different times on a single day.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.82“
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Stella Achisma was inspired by Luxemburg's photographs and method and shot at night with a tripod.
Although is is not stated, I believe Achisma was on OCA student: no online presence has been found,
other than posts in other students' EyV blogs (Crispy Whittle and David Conner), so the only image
available is from the course material (EyV p. 84, fig. 3). It is a very well-crafted image and the exposure
for the varying artificial light is technically accomplished. It sits well alongside Luxemburg's work and,
indeed, the white balance is better, although, of course, that was not what Luxemburg was aiming for.

 
Box B 

1. Towering Inferno, 1995, from London: A Modern Project © Rut Blees Luxemburg
2. Corporate Leisure, 1997, from Liebeslied: My Suicides © Rut Blees Luxemburg

3. Untitled, © Stella Achisma

Picasso is quoted on the quality of light at night, the quote is in a book by Brassai, said to be Picasso's
favourite photographer, and who already features on these pages. Brassaï's 1933 (or is it 1936) book
Paris by Night is mentioned, with a link here.

Even the blessèd Kraftwerk are cited - here's the song Neon Lights on YouTube but no video (not one of
their best, it must be said, try The Robots instead). And back to photography with Sato Shintaro (web site)
who uses the blue hour at dusk. Many of the photographs on the linked web page are very similar (as fig.
1), though that is perhaps the point Sato is making that the night attractions are homogeneous and vapid.
A couple of the images on that page are more interesting and reminiscent of Luxemburg's work (figs. 2
and 3). There are much better examples of his work on Lens Culture, with some quite breathtaking
images in the Tokyo Twilight Zone (fig. 4) and Risen in the East (fig. 5) series.

Photography is a powerful tool to question received notions of representation. It has the potential to give visual
pleasure, as it appeals to the eye.
It is an expansive and ubiquitous medium that can be a forceful instrument to question the dominant narratives of
our age and therefore give presence to that which could emerge.
Photography is too often narrowly conceived as a medium that captures the past. But it also has the capacity to
critically deconstruct the here and now. Can photography be an active image generator of another future?
— museumcrush.org

“
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Your browser does not support the video tag. 
Exc 4.3

  

 
Box C

1-3. Night Lights 22, 38, 43, 1997-99
4. Tokyo Twilight Zone
5. Risen in the East 

© Sato Shintaro

And now the fun,

Exercise 4.3

is shown on another page.

Project 4, Ex nihilo
Artificial lighting

[31Jan19 p.86]

And so to artificial lighting, created (it is said) out of nothing, hence the pretentious and rather misleading
title ex nihilo.

 

Use these examples or research of your own as inspiration for the next exercise. Make sure that you evidence all
your research, carefully referenced, in your learning log.
— EyV p.85“
Capture ‘the beauty of artificial light’ in a short sequence of shots.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.85“

Studio lighting can be understood in terms of quality, contrast, direction and colour. In the studio each of these
characteristics is under the control of the photographer.
— EyV p.87
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Quality

The essential distinction here is between hard lighting which gives well defined shadows and soft,
diffused lighting which does not. Where artificial lighting is used, hard light would be direct and a relatively
soft light would be achieved by bouncing the light off a reflector or introducing some form of diffusion
between the light source and the subject. An exemplar of soft light is Jean-Baptiste Huynh (web site).

Contrast

This is defined as the ratio between highlights and shadows and can me measured with a camera's spot
metering mode. The ratio is altered by adjusting the secondary "fill", which could be a physical additional
light, or a reflector to bounce back the main light.

If the shadow reading is f/5.6 and the highlight f/8 then the ratio is 1:2.

A 1:2 ratio is good for portraits.
A 1:4 ratio (e.g. f/4 shadow, f/8 highlight) is termed high-contrast or "low key". (I find that rather counter-
intuitive.)
A camera's fill-in flash tends to provide "high key" 1:1 lighting which is not good for revealing texture in the
subject.

Direction

The key (main) light determines the direction in which shadows fall and gives "form, shape and texture"
(EyV p.89) to the shot. The course material states that lighting a portrait from below can look "spooky" (as
in torch under chin) and frontal lighting can be flat and unrevealing. Irving Penn is cited for his portraits lit
with a skylight. Although not mentioned, positioning the key artificial light above, to the side and in front of
the subject, as sunlight might provide, is a common starting point for portrait lighting (not that I have ever
done such a thing, but that is the impression I get from skimming frequent articles on the matter.)

Colour

The course material refers to gels placed over studio lights and gives the impression of primary colour
filters which, it goes on to say, should be used sparingly. I expected this section to deal with the varying
"colour temperatures" of particular light sources. It also mentions using a gold reflector to add "warmth" to
portraits.

Exercise 4.4

is shown on another page.

“

Use a combination of quality, contrast, direction and colour to light an object in order
to reveal its form.
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.90“
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Exc 4.4

Assessment criteria: Creativity
head

[2Mar19] Resuming after Asg.3. p.91

The course text speaks of developing a personal voice through "imagination, invention, experimentation"
(EyV p. 91), though it notes that that a voice is not expected to emerge or maybe to be identified or
defined until Level 3. Nevertheless, "we are looking for a personal response and a willingness to
experiment and venture out of your comfort zone" (ibid.).

The example is given of a Google image search on landscape or portrait which would show similar,
standard, conventional shots. Taking this a stage further, an image search for Mount Fiji is likely to return
many similar snaps, deriving ultimately from Hokusai's painting with cherry blossoms (Box D, fig. 1) and
displaying little originality. This is contrasted with John Davies's image with Fuji seen behind what looks
like a chemical plant (Box D, fig. 2) and Chris Steele-Perkins (external link) with a series of images in
which Mount Fuji is present but incidental (Box D, figs. 3 & 4).

http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_4_p5.php
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/asg_3_decisive_moment.php
http://baphot.co.uk/course_notes/timetable.php#courses
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Exercise 4.5
mostly monochrome

Box D
1. Mount Fuji seen through Cherry Blossom c. 1831, Katsushika Hokusai, woodblock print

2. Fuji City, 2008, John Davies
3. School Children Practice Baseball Between Gotemba and Fujinomiya, Chris Steele-Perkins

4. Filling Station near Shiraito Falls, Chris Steele-Perkins
fig. 2 © John Davies figs. 3 & 4 © Chris Steele-Perkins:

Students should seek to bring their own flair to a subject or style or genre.

Quotes follow from:

Ernst Haas, about how it is impossible to adequately describe an apple;
David Bailey, allegedly saying the same thing, "In photography everything is so ordinary; it takes a lot of
looking before you learn to see the ordinary.";
Victor Burgin, suggesting that nothing can be perceived without a context — "There can never be any
question of ‘just looking’: vision is structured in such a way that the look will always-already entrain a
history of the subject."; and
Bill Brandt who cuts through the pretension — "Instead of photographing what I saw, I photographed what
the camera was seeing. I interfered very little, and the lens produced anatomical images and shapes
which my eyes had never observed."

Full references are given on EyV p. 95. This section closes with the rather patronising reassurance that
students should not be concerned about the alternative viewpoints.

Exercise 4.5

is shown on another page.

References
[1] text

The full OCA EyV references are specified at the end of the course material pp. 115-6 and are repeated
here for ease of access.

Make a Google Images search for ‘landscape’, ‘portrait’, or any ordinary
subject such as ‘apple’ or ‘sunset’. …
Now take a number of your own photographs of the same subject
— OCA, Photography 1: Expressing your Vision, p.96“
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Home Blog Index About

EyV Part 5: Viewpoint
← Back →

Project 1, The distance between us - Exc. 5.1 - Assessment criteria: Context - Exc. 5.2 - Project 2
Photography as information - Exc. 5.3 - Assignment 5

Eltham Churchyard - Nunhead Cemetery - Exc. 5.1 Reflection - after Ilse Bing - Cartier-Bresson

Introduction
[27Apr19, p.100] This is the final part of the course and so having structured the earlier parts on specific
technical aspects of the camera, the settings from now on are up to the student.
It continues,

Viewpoint, the text observes, has two meanings as regards a photograph,
from where and at what one points the lens; and
what one seeks to portray.

It is worth observing, at this point, that I have found the course to be very well written, both in terms of
content and style: Rob Bloomfield and the OCA are to be congratulated.

Box A
© Alexia Clorinda

Project 1 The distance between us
[27Apr19, p.102] This opens with a quote, illustrated by fig. A1, both
from from Alexia Clorinda (Art historian, Cultural Critic, Lecturer,
Researcher, Photographer) regarding the "distance between myself
and the other" — "other" is not defined at this point and so the quote
seems incomplete but I assume it refers to the subject of the
photograph. It continues, "It's about the encounter between myself
and the other; it’s not about the other." Where I take "it" to be the act
of taking a photograph and "other" still seems to be its subject.

If I understand it, Clorinda is saying that photography is not "about" the subject, it is about the interaction
between the photographer and the subject, but it could also at least partially be interpreted as referring to
the process of taking the photograph.

BA Phot

At OCA we believe that your position or viewpoint is absolutely as valuable as the position of any author that you
read; the only difference is that you probably won’t have fully discovered, or at least articulated, it yet. Your
viewpoint is the source of your imagination and ideas but it can be quite a long journey to bring it into the light.
— EyV p. 101“
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[p.103] Ariella Azoulay (a writer on photography theory), writing in The Civil Imagination (2012), describes
the act of photograph taking as an event, over which neither the photographer nor the subject has control,
"no one is the sole signatory to the event of photography". Azoulay's writings are explored in more detail
here. I conclude that,

Exc 5.1
Nunhead Cemetery, May 2019

Exercise 5.1

is shown on another page.

This is chosen as the best shot from the exercise and the decision is
explained here.

[10May]The course material goes on to distinguish between intention and perception in approaching
photography. Quentin Bajac of MoMA (the fourth chief curator of photography, after Beaumont Newhall,
Edward Steichen, John Szarkowski, and Peter Galassi), in and interview with Philip Gefter, is quoted and
he states that plans for photographic outings and projects have to be changed in the light of what is found
in situ. This is rather a statement of the obvious.

The full interview is here - www.aperture.org/blog/view-judgment-seat-quentin-bajac-conversation-philip-
gefter/ [accessed 10May19]

Here's the full quote,

A more interesting section of the discussion concerns the development of photography genres. 
Gefter asks what genres might be "identified or canonized" in addition to "portraiture, landscape, or street
photography" and suggests "social-media photography … or surveillance photography". Bajac responds
that those are "already part of the art world" and offers "mainstream photography —stock photographs
that you find online and see everyday without actually looking at them". They also mention photo books.

There is a collection of essays by Gefter published under the title, Photography after Frank, 2009: that's
Robert Frank, who produced the influential photobook The Americans in 1958. Gefter's book will be
summarised in due course.

Both Azoulay and [John] Roberts note the power of photography both to undermine and to reinforce power
structures: they differ on the ways in which these powers are explained and how they are seen to be used.
— Blackburn, N (2019)“

The most interesting photographers in [descriptive or documentary photography] are those who manage to find a
proper balance between perception and the idea. I was talking about this with Paul Graham a few weeks ago, who
said that you can set out with the best possible idea, open your door, go outside, and the world changes that idea.
And you have to accept that and shift your expectation to accommodate what you observe and evolve with it. What
you produce in the end will probably be quite different from the initial idea. This is what photography is about. It
is about having an idea at first and accepting that you’re going to be seduced, in the etymological sense of the
word, by the world you’re encountering.
— Quentin Bajac interviewed by Philip Gefter for Aperture, www.aperture.org/blog/view-judgment-seat-quentin-bajac-conversation-philip-gefter/ [accessed
10May19]

“
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Box B
1. Robert Doisneau

The Kiss (Le baiser de l'hôtel de ville), 
1950 © Doisneau's estate

Box C
1. Patty Hearst at the Hibernia Bank,

Assessment criteria: Context
[29May19 p.106]

This is the fourth criterion, following on from Technical Skills, Quality and Creativity. They are
summarised here. The page on context does not really provide a definition of the concept. It quotes the
Merriam Webster online dictionary (and it is worth making a note to use this dictionary in future if it is
deemed acceptable) on the word mutable, viz.,

Allan Sekula is quoted as saying that (to paraphrase), photographs only have the inherent potential to
convey meaning and that the interpretation is dependent upon numerous levels, for example where and
how and with what it is displayed. And, as I keep mentioning, most importantly, the preconceptions and
predispositions of the viewer.

The material goes on to say that this will be explored in detail in the next course, Context and Narrative.

We are then directed to an essay by Terry Barrett, Photographs and Context [accessed 29 May 2019].
This is an excellent piece, grounded in logic and practicality while raising issues and identifying nuances
that I had not previously considered. It is thus much more useful than some of the essays and books cited
on the course.

Barrett's essay is considered in more detail elsewhere, but here is a
précis.

The main work considered is Robert Doisneau's The Kiss (Le baiser
de l'hôtel de ville), 1950, fig. B1. Originally published as part of a Paris
photo-essay in a French magazine (Le Point), it was subsequently
used (without Doisneau's consent) in a temperance pamphlet and an
article on prostitution and a print was later acquired by MoMA and
appeared in Szarkowski's book, Looking at Photographs where
Szarkowski referred to 'secret venial sins'. Barrett observes that in the
first three (more or less) documentary uses, the nature of Barthes
referred to to as the 'channel of transmission' would influence the way
in which The Kiss is interpreted and that would be enhanced by the
titling, surrounding text and accompanying images.

Barrett then moves on to Allan Sekula's (see above) discussion of
security camera images of Patty Hearst (American heiress, kidnapped
by and then acting with US terrorists in the 1970s). Taken by
automatic cameras, they have no intentional aesthetic (fig. C1).

After analysing the nature and use of several other images (a shot of
the Earth from the Moon, W. Eugene Smith's photographs of
Japanese children with birth deformities caused by pollution) Barrett
concludes that,

Mutable: capable of change or of being changed.
— Merriam Webster online dictionary [accessed 29 May 2019]“
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San Francisco April 15, 1974.
San Francisco Chronicle

He defines:
internal context — picture, title, date and maker
external context — the presentational environment
original context — the causal environment: the location, circumstances and intention of the maker.

Once again, this makes a great deal of sense. BUT There is no mention of the viewer and their opinions,
circumstances, environment, experience, mood and general baggage. The same photograph with the
same internal, external and original contexts can be viewed by five separate people within five minutes
and they can have five entirely different reactions to and interpretations of it.

Exc 5.2
self portrait with Fuji

after Ilse Bing
June 2019

Exercise 5.2

is shown on another page.

An homage to Ilse Bing's Portrait au Leica was created.

Box D

Project 2 Photography as information
[3Aug19] This section begins with a quote from Vilém Flusser's, Towards a Philosophy of Photography
(2000). 

The course commentary notes that viewing a scene, photographing a scene
and viewing a photograph of a scene all rely on processing information that
is contained in and transmitted by light. Normally (and logically) a well
exposed and accurately focussed photograph would be expected to convey
that information most accurately, and yet not all photographers choose these
settings.

The cover of Rinko Kawauchi's book of her series Illuminance is used as an
example, see Exc 5.3.

Flusser contrasts the taking-in of information from the written word, where
the input is linear (e.g. reading a sentence) to the way the viewer interacts

… the meanings of photographs rest to a large extent on the uses to which they are put
— Terry Barrett, Photographs and Contexts“

Photographers ...are in pursuit of possibilities that are still unexplored in the camera’s programme, in pursuit of
informative, improbable images that have not been seen before.
— Flusser (2000, p.37, quoted in EyV p. 109)“

https://www.sfchronicle.com/tv/article/Toobin-retraces-steps-of-Patty-Hearst-ordeal-in-12562565.php
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_5_p3.php
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_5_p3.php
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_5_p3.php
http://baphot.co.uk/imgsnappers/Kawauchi_Illuminance.jpg
http://baphot.co.uk/pages/eyv_part_5_p4.php
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Illuminance, book cover
© Rinko Kawauchi

with a photograph, the eyes repeatedly traversing the image and reviewing
portions of it. I have bought the book, but will not have time to read it by the
end of the course because I am still (slowly) working on Barrett.

[18Aug] Berger explores another aspect of the same subject,

Walter Benjamin's essay, The Storyteller is also quoted, but I did not find that particularly illuminating.

 
Exc 5.3

Child in lavender field,
5th July 2019

Exercise 5.3

is shown on another page.

Comments on Exc. 5.3

This calls for another look at Carter-Bresson's Behind the Gare Saint-
Lazare, first considered in Part 3. The student is invited to show their
own comparable shot(s). I don't really have a decisive moment to
offer, but C-B's shot was largely luck and I took a lucky shot for Asg.
5 which I offered.

and finally …

the last page of the course (excepting Asg. 5 and the references) returns to Exercise 5.2, above. I believe
it is trying to sound a lighter note by positing a camera with settings for Beauty, Creativity and Memento.

The point is rather lost on me. In Barrett's Criticising photographs, an introduction to understanding
images †, he mentions Szarkowski who very cleverly proposed in 1978 that all photographs since 1960
can be placed on a continuum between mirrors (which tell us more about the artist) and windows (which,
you guessed it, tell us more about the world).

I think this would have been a more useful and more elegant notion to end on.

† I now have the first four editions, 1990, 1996, 2000 and 2005. I cannot afford the 5th (and probably last,
Barrett was born in 1945) edition: now out of print, it sells second-hand on Amazon for upwards of £60.

Conclusion

[19Aug] I have enjoyed it immensely. Currently half-way through Asg. 5, I will comment at greater length
at the end.

References
The full OCA EyV references are specified at the end of the course material pp. 115-6 and are repeated here
for ease of access.

↑

In a painting all its elements are there to be seen simultaneously. The spectator may need time to examine each
element of the painting but whenever he reaches a conclusion the whole painting is there to qualify or reverse his
conclusion.
— Berger, J. (1972) Ways of Seeing. London: Penguin p.26, quoted in EyV p.110“
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Home Blog Index About

EyV † Blog, 2018
Back
↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug -
Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec — C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 -
↓

Alex Prager and Tish Murtha

14Jun18

This introductory entry will stay at the top. The other entries will be in
descending date order. This blog will track the activities and progress
of my BA in Photography with OCA.

† Expressing your vision, the first course of the degree

Gallery

 
New Eltham Station

27Dec18

Hunt Saboteurs and Rail price rises

I had forgotten that Boxing Day is traditionally a red-letter day for foxhunters and
thus also for saboteurs. I was therefore surprised to find in the Times that a "sab"
had been attacked in Elham, Kent. I live in Eltham (very close to) Kent and
therefore misread it at first.

More mundanely, but a lot more locally, there will be protests about the rises in rail
fares at both Eltham and New Eltham stations on 3rd January. I will be at one or possibly both if I remember
to get up for 7.

Finally, I have completed Exercise 4.1 today. Jolly good it was too.

28Dec18

And one of the London branches of the Humanists pickets the BBC at Portland Place every month on favour
of inclusion in BBC R4's Thought for the Day on the Today Programme.

BA Phot

In Elham, Kent, a saboteur’s eye socket was broken when more than 100 people turned out to
oppose the East Kent with West Street Hunt. Saboteurs said that the victim had been
thrown in front of a car, punched and kicked by at least two men. A man was arrested on
suspicion of assault.
— The Times, 27 Dec 18

“
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John McDonnell
15Nov16

WeeGee
Régine Debatty

26Dec18

Protest

Further to this project which centres on marches, vigils and the like, as a person
with a keen interest in national politics, I would like to extend the notion to
politicians in action. I have written to the Labour, Conservative, LibDem and
Green parties asking whether it is possible to get notification of speeches in the
London area I could attend.

Citing photographers

Other students (see the Links) are much better at finding and citing
photographers that have influenced or inspired their various assignments. I think
this adds authority, heft and an air of academic gravitas to their work. For Asg.3,
given the context in the course and the title, The Decisive Moment, the obvious
starting point is Cartier-Bresson, though while the images I have taken so far are on the street, they are
chasing targets rather than the result of flâneurism: in Part 3, commenting on the Cartier-Bresson
documentary, L'amour tout court, it was noted that at 1:01 he says, "It's always luck. It's luck that matters. If
you want it you'll get nothing. Just be receptive and it happens." 

The same applies to other toilers in C-B's field such as Robert Doisneau and Willy Ronis (although in these
cases there was more posing and even hiring of subjects), but really what I am aiming for is the
documentary output of an anonymous jobbing newspaper photographer. Perhaps Ian Bradshaw and his
great streaker shot would be more appropriate.

One influence I did have in mind on the outings so far was Weegee's alleged
advice, "f/8 and be there". I did indeed spend a lot of the time in f/8 on the basis
that this would give a usable depth of field and shutter speed on a reasonably
bright day with the ISO set to max 1600. I was reading (i.e. surfing) around the
subject today and found a blog at Jason D. Little's site lightstalking.com where
the principle is discussed. It more-or-less concurs and also bangs on about zone
focussing. There is an interesting reply posted by Robert Fisher in August 2017,

21Dec18

More gear lust

I have been contemplating a macro lens during the Olympus Cashback
offer. The new AmPhot has one of their periodic second-hand gear
articles which always suck me in. In the camera cupboard there is a
lovely Nikon D300, 3 lenses and accessories and this time they are
recommending the D600 (5-600 notes) and the Canon 6D (same price).

Unfortunately, as with the equally famous ‘If your pictures aren’t good enough…” quote, this one from
Fellig has been equally misinterpreted.
Fellig worked with a 4×5 Speed Graphic, not a 35mm camera. He used a 127mm lens, not a 35mm,
although the two have roughly the same angle of view. He used an aperture of f/16; which is close to the
same 7’ DoF as f/4.5 on a 35mm camera, not to f/8. He also set a focus distance of 10 feet.
The settings Fellig used really don’t correlate to the way the the concept has been interpreted over the
years. It really isn’t a mantra for zone focusing, and if he even ever made the statement, it was quite
possibly an off-the-cuff remark intended to be humorous.
— Robert Fisher

“
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Statue of Edith Cavell

Nikon D600

They are both 2012 models. I had just about decided to get a D600
(24MP, two card slots) but then got to Ken Rockwell's review of the 6D,
which he much prefers. I have never owned a Canon, and therefore
have no suitable lenses in that cupboard, so that will drive the price up,
and while it is 20MP, it only has one card slot. So I have just about resisted the urge. If the 6D had had two
slots, I'm pretty certain I would have gone for it. I love toys.

[3Nov19] I bought a D600 from MPB this week for £500.

20Dec18

Upcoming protests

As noted elsewhere, finding demonstrations to photograph is not easy. I have
today written to City Hall and Scotland Yard asking if they maintain online lists of
requests for permission.

A couple of smaller events I have found online:
1. veggies.org.uk highlights a demo every Saturday outside Canada Goose, 244
Regent Street.
2. networkforpeace.org.uk lists a regular women only (preferably wearing black)
demo at the Edith Cavell Statue near St Martin in the Fields. 
3. And that reminds me, I have often passed demonstrators outside Zimbabwe
House on the Strand. I'll look into that - details here - every Saturday from 14.00 to 18.00 .

And also

There's another tutor-led-visit on 12th January to a new exhibition at the Wellcome Collection. Three other
EyV snappers have applied - on the first one I attended at Canary Wharf were one sculptor, one textilist and
one fine arter.

21Dec

Last night's BBC Newsnight reported on Justice for Women and Children the "first female-led group with
links to the far right". Their demonstrations are in the North and so cannot be a target subject but the report
also included the Football Lads Alliance who do demonstrate locally. I had a look on the web, rather warily,
and found some opposition groups, notably the Anti-Fascist Network, with which I am rather more
comfortable. It is likely that wherever the FLA demonstrates, the A-FN is likely to turn up too, so there may
be some photo opportunities.

 

24Dec
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Demo 9Dec18

Preacher, 13Dec18

I have received a positive reply from the WIB vigil group for 3rd January. No replies from the Mayor or the
Met.

13Dec18

Parliament Square

To town again, snapping just off ParlSq, specifically trying to get some
shots of the demonstrators trying to get their banners into the
background of TV interviews. This is happening less these days
because the tent village of the broadcasters has been cordoned-off from
most of the protesters, though their leader (Steve) seems to be
tolerated, even with his extended placard pole.

10Dec18

15 seconds of fame

Well, here's a thing, I have been spotted on YouTube photographing yesterday. The commentator is
Jonathan Pie. Here's a snap and here's a link (skipping to 2:30 is recommended, bad language alert for the

sensitive). 

9Dec18

Demonstrations, London

Having decided to try photographing rallies and demonstrations and
reluctantly concluded that a weekend in Paris snapping the gilet jaunes
was too extravagant, a trip to town to see both sides of the Brexit debate
marching in Whitehall was the next best thing.

The first problem was getting any
information on what was happening
and where. One might think that the
Met Police and/or City Hall night have useful web pages on the subject
of upcoming demo's (as, I imagine, both have to approve any such
events), but none were found. I might be forced to open a fictitious
facebook account and subscribe to left and right wing activist groups to
keep on top of this subject.
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Guardian 20Dec18

As, in any case, I am not especially mobile and skipping along beside
marches is beyond me, I headed for the destination of both Tommy
Robinson's supporters and Momentum's Corbynistas, i.e. Whitehall. And

got there far too early. While wandering around, I passed a chap with cameras asking a police Liaison
Officer (they wear blue vests, or gilets bleu) for information and so joined in and received four pieces of
paper issued under the Public Order Act, 1986. Section 12 of the Act covers marches and s.14 assemblies
(the speeches when they get there), see figs. 1-4. They have maps on the back (fig. 5) and indicated that
there was to be (what the US military used to call) a DMZ preventing approaches to Downing Street and that
the right-wingers would be south of the Zone, and left-wingers north.

  

 
Figs. 1-5

On the basis that there are more left-wing than right-wing marches (that is a perception, not a known fact) I
first waited on the Tommy Robinson side, took a few photographs, flourished my Student NUJ press pass to
enter the press area in front of the podium. An hour later nothing had happened, my knee was seizing up
and, judging from the noise, the other march had reached its destination. There was no way through the
DMZ and so it was quite a long walk along the Embankment, past a guarded New Scotland Yard to the
other side where the speeches were in progress.
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I stayed for some shots of the speechmakers and a few of the crowd (including one delightful chap in a
purple suit, though I was shooting black-and-white, of course). And some of the defensive line of mounted
police on the way back to Trafalgar Square. A quick look at the contacts suggests that there are a few useful
shots there.

So what have we learned today?

1. find an information source
2. don't get there too early
3. refine the exposure setting
4. take a long lens too 
5. use the motor drive on face shots.

5Dec18

Onward

Asg.2 was submitted on time and now I need to wrap up Part 3 ✓ 10Dec, get on with Asg.3 and start Part 4.

Asg.3, The Decisive Moment, calls for,

I have a plan,

photograph people (for once)
do it at demonstrations and rallies - where people

are (obviously) demonstrative which might be a flavour of decisiveness
expect to be photographed

do it in black and white (motivation to be explored later). 

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

27Nov18

ArtUK

I am going to change my whole workflow. I volunteered for the ArtUK public sculpture project a long time
ago and have at last managed an invitation to a briefing session. Their methodology for submissions is
shoot RAW, minimal editing (straighten and adjust clipping), save to JPG. That is what I intend to adopt for
all work in future.

The other ArtUK guidelines are: use a tripod; minimum ISO; 1/125 sec minimum; f/8 for most things. I am
less sure about implementing those for all projects.

Send a set of between six and eight high-quality photographic prints on the theme of the ‘decisive moment’ to your
tutor. Street photography is the traditional subject of the decisive moment, but it doesn’t have to be. Landscape may
also have a decisive moment of weather, season or time of day. A building may have a decisive moment when human
activity and light combine to present a ‘peak’ visual moment. 
You may choose to create imagery that supports the tradition of the ‘decisive moment’, or you may choose to question
or invert the concept. Your aim isn’t to tell a story, but in order to work naturally as a series there should be a linking
theme, whether it’s a location, an event or a particular period of time.
— EyV pp. 72-73

“
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Harvard Referencing,
OCA

Amistice Day, Eltham

St Stephen Walbrook 22nd Nov

St Stephen Walbrook 26th Nov

A change of software will also be necessary as the old versions of Photoshop and Bridge I currently use will
not interface with Adobe Raw. I will not pay Adobe's monthly charge unless I absolutely have to and so the
solution is currently under investigation. Bridge CC is now free, so that's a start. [29Nov] Bridge CC will not
open a file in Camera Raw unless the user has a subscription to Photoshop or Lightroom. [30Nov] Affinity
will process all the RAW formats I have used [Panasonic, Fuji, Sony] will run the Nik filters and can be called
from Adobe Bridge CC. I am busily reprocessing all my Assignment 2 shots in RAW through Affinity for
submission on 1st Dec. [24Jan19] More details here.

12Nov18, 22Nov & 26 Nov

Asg 2

I need perhaps two more visits to St Stephen to finish off the
assignment. I hope to make one of those this week.

22Nov

It took an extra week to get there. It
was a dull day, so no sky interest.
The leaves haven't fallen off the
trees yet. Some good work
accomplished inside, so nearly done
with the option of one more visit next
week.

26Nov

One final visit on 26th, intending to get a shot with foreground interest
and deep DoF and whatever other improvements might be possible. It

was fun, but no new results/ The assignment is due in on 1st Dec.

11Nov18

Amistice Day

I photographed the Amistice Day ceremony on Eltham High street. I am
more used to static subjects where I can take my time over shots and so
this was an interesting new experience.

Further details here.

8Nov18

Referencing

see also 1st Dec 2019

Well, we all knew it had to come eventually and many of us were
dreading the moment, but now it has finally arrived: the course material
has mentioned Harvard Referencing (Bloomfield, 2014 p. 68).

Let me make it clear that I do not like Harvard, as I think it is unwieldy,
unsightly, it interrupts the flow of the text and, most importantly, it is not suited to online pages. The
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Wikipedia numbering system (see here) is much more appropriate to online media.

It is not surprising that the OCA favours Harvard - it is the easy, almost inevitable choice because that is
what universities do.

What will this mean for this site? In broad terms, sources will be referenced more assiduously from now on,
in accordance with the OCA guidelines [accessed 8th November 2018]. Specifically:

General

New web pages will be given created and last updated dates. This is currently being tested on yesterday's
new self portraits page and will be retrofitted selectively to existing pages (retrofitting does result in the
anomaly of the last update being when this date was added).
A new references page will be created where all traditional (i.e. non-online) sources used will be referenced
properly. This will be modelled on EyV p.115+. And here's the problem - it is a lot easier and clearer to use
"EyV p.115+" than "the course notes (Bloomfield, 2014 p. 68)" and I will probably continue to use EyV in
some cases.

Assignments - I accept that Harvard Referencing is appropriate for submitted assignments. It adds a
certain dignity and heft to the writing and is even quite fun. In my view, part of its utility is that it forces the
user to take the writing of academic assignments more seriously and that is why it should be used
selectively - to differentiate periodic, formal academic submissions from routine, online jottings such as the
blog and the learning log. The principle simply hasn't kept up with the media.

Blog & Log - we'll have to see how this plays out. I have made my views clear. My approach will definitely
change and become more formalised but it might not (i.e. probably will not) match academic assignment
standard.

Photographers Gallery - my initial thought are:

A creation date will now be stated for every new entry and this will be the implicit "[accessed]" date for any
online sources. Sources quoted at the bottom of the entry (often wikipedia) will have an explicit accessed
date. [1Dec19] I have not been doing that - I might try again, although it is implicit in the entry's date.
Sources for images will not be provided.
Copyright notices are already given for all works (except where the photographer died more than 70 years
ago) and this will continue.
There is a References List at the bottom of the gallery index page. This currently uses my personal EyV
abbreviation method. This will change in ways currently undecided. [1Dec19] This is no longer used.

6Nov18

Update

I at last finished my "review" of Jerry Thompson's Why Photography
Matters last night. The original ran to more than 3,000 words, including
extensive quotations and annotations and amounted to a (by no means
brief) summary of the book. I have replaced that with a 46 word
summary (plus quotes) but the original is still accessible. Now onto
Dyer's Ongoing Moment.

The November edition of the RPS Journal features their 2018 awards
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Why Photography Matters

and includes a piece on Juno Calypso (winner of the Vic Odden award).
Calypso uses an alter ego, Joyce, to explore "female stereotypes and
self-perception". This merits an entry in the BAPhot Photographers
Gallery. This also remined me of the self portrait with a hare
photograph, seen in the Portrait Gallery several times that I traced to
Sam Taylor-Johnson so she has an entry too.

This led me to thinking about staged self portraiture which seems to be the preserve of female
photographers. While most male photographers make mirror self portraits (Manuel Álvarez Bravo, Bill
Brandt and Stanley Kubrick, to name just thee in the gallery) some female photographers take a more
elaborate, sometimes theatrical approach, Calypso and Taylor-Johnson as above, but also Claude Cahun
(not yet galleried), Cindy Sherman and Francesca Woodman
Jeff Wall is an exception to this with Picture for Women and Ilse Bing and (later) Sally Mann sit somewhere
between the two camps.
Is this generalisation valid and, if so, why is this?

This observation now has its own page.

4Nov18

V&A documented

It has taken all but a week to write up the V&A initial show, but now it's complete and integrated into the
various indexes. The three highlights, for me, are:

Neusüss' Latticed Window
Meier's 29 pictures …
Cohen Collection, Shadows

If the V&A can be considered a cathedral to arts and crafts (and I believe that is precisely what it is), then
Neusüss' Latticed Window is one of its holy relics.

Now back to work.

1Nov18

V&A

A first visit to the new V&A photography gallery. There is a new (and rather
pointless) Thomas Ruff project reworking the C19th architectural photographs
of Linnaeus Tripe as a first encounter, followed by a fascinating whistle-stop
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Ingrid Newton,
Having a Whale of a Time

The Latticed Window, 2010, 
Floris Neususs and Renate Heyne

X100S

tour of some of the highlights of the V&A's collection. Many of the pieces on
show are gradually being documented here.

I have noted that I need a polarising filter to
suppress reflections for such occasions
and I have nominated the Fuji X100S as
the camera of choice. The filter should
arrive today.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

27Oct18

Projects good and bad

Entries in recent issues of fLIP, the magazine of London Independent
Photography, span the spectrum of ideas from intriguing to absurd.
Issue 39, with a theme of Memories, includes a piece by Ingrid Newton
on her project Having a Whale of a Time. Here's Ingrid's web site. She
writes,

That was the good idea. By contrast, the Exhibition Highlights section if
Issue 40 includes an entry for a show by Pak Sheung Chuen at Tate
Modern (it closes/closed in Dec 2018). This is described (paraphrasing the Tate web site) as follows:

This must be the daftest idea I have encountered yet.

26Oct18

Using my collection of vintage postcards of St Ives and photographs of the
same locations taken with my plastic Holga camera, I have created collages of
the old and the new, including a snippet of the postcard message.
— fLIP Issue 39 p. 25“
The only way to see this installation is by using flash photography. This experience echoes how the work was created
and encourages us to think about the relationship between vision and memory
In 2008, Pak Sheung Chuen travelled to Malaysia on a sightseeing holiday. He closed his eyes and wore dark glasses
throughout his five-day trip. Unable to see his surroundings, Pak relied on his mother and fellow tour companions to
guide him. He documented his time in Malaysia using a simple point-and-shoot camera, taking hundreds of photographs
on 19 rolls of film.
— fLIP Issue 40 p. 54

“
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St Stephen mural

New lens

The w/a zoom is a thing of beauty and a joy to use. I'll be posting the
results here over the next few days.

I had a chat with the verger and asked about access to the tower to
photograph the dome from above, but he said that because of the state
of disrepair, no-one (not even he) is allowed up there. He took some
photographs himself a few years ago which he going to send me - no
use for the assignment, of course, but interesting nonetheless.

By gum that self portrait banner is a bit off-putting. I'll swap something new in later today. I would like to
make it random like the gallery, but it is awkward to achieve that with the menu text overlaid. I will
experiment when I have time. That's done - now a slice of the St Stephen mural.

25Oct18

Plan

The w/a zoom should arrive today and I might have the chance for a quick visit to St Stephen tomorrow
(Friday). The plan for the next visit (whenever it is):

front exterior reflected in Bloomsberg's window
dome interior (a) full view bracketed, (b) ditto exposing for the cupola, (c) dome plus the pulpit canopy.
general interior, front and rear facing
font detail fill in flash
mosaic of St Stephen, macro detail
altar - keep trying
window - bracket and include small window above

If there is a good general interior shot that includes and gives context to the main pieces, that might justify
concentrating on details of the pieces themselves (the pulpit canopy, one figure from the font) rather than a
more formal and traditional documentation.

Display Format
The brief states "Decide upon a single format, either vertical or horizontal. You should keep to the same
combination throughout to lend coherence to the series." and have always intended to shoot square (first
noted 20th August). I had thought about including some "double square" (i.e. rectangular) shots for some
obvious subjects, for example the exterior view is naturally vertical. With the w/a zoom this might be
unnecessary.

23Oct18

Asg2

Just a quick thought in the early hours, I wonder whether it would be
possible to get the whole of the church reflected in Bloomberg's
window. This was done with a part of the frontage on my first visit. A
reflection could take the place of a normal front-on shot and explicitly
demonstrate how the C17th church is now surrounded by office blocks.
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St Stephens dome

Chatsworth Lion, cyanotype

Panasonic 7-14

St Stephen reflected in Bloomberg's window

The shot might have to wait for the intervening tree to shed its leaves.

22Oct18

New lens

With a birthday on the horizon, I've splashed on a new lens - a second
hand Panasonic 7-14 (14-28 equivalent). That should get the St
Stephens dome in one.

20Oct18

Immense fun at the cyanotype workshop. Here's a Chatsworth Lion,
after Fay Godwin. One day all photographs will be made this way.

19Oct18

St Stephen #4

Quite a decent day at St Stephen. The images are being processed.
The contact sheets are here.

Tomorrow I am attending a Cyanotype workshop.
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Newton's cradle setup

Spinning half crown

18Oct18

Update

The spinning coin did not go well †: it is too uncontrollable, making a
tight frame impossible. So I have temporarily acquired a Newton's
Cradle which I snapped this morning and that was much more
successful. Results to follow in Part 3. I think I need a decent flashgun.
Birthday coming.

I failed to make it to the RPS bookclub and so did not take the traffic
snaps either.

I plan to get to St Stephen  tomorrow, with a tripod. A reminder of the target images:

front exterior
dome exterior - might be impossible
dome interior
general interior (might be double-size) added 18Oct
altar - quite a good shot in the bag
pulpit
organ - can be dropped
font
mosaic of St Stephen
altar

I'll try to get front exterior, dome interior and the mosaic in the can. And perhaps another altar.

On the Canary Wharf walk I was the only one to like the Henry Moore in
Cabot Square. I didn't get the chance at the time to defend my position
and I wish I had persevered. I will explore that here at some point.

† Twelve hours later, having processed the spinning coin pictures, they
were rather better than expected. It seems that the less a photograph
looks like a coin (i.e. the slower the shutter speed), the prettier the
image.

13Oct18

Plans

Three things to mention.
1. try photographing a spinning coin. This would combine exercises 3.1 and 3.2, hopefully freezing at one
(shutter) extreme and depicting movement and the passage of time at the other.
2. an obvious and clichéd subject for 3.2 is moving traffic. I have a prettier idea, to do this from the sculpture
of a newborn baby outside St Martin in the Fields, where the traffic is only visible in the middle ground.
Again this can be explored with a range of shutter speeds. I am due to be in town on Wednesday and will try
to fir it in then.
3. I might have a day free on Friday to continue with St Stephen Walbrook.

10Oct18
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Bill Brandt, 
Northumbrian coal miner 

eating his evening meal, 1937

Mondrian

Mondrian

A result this morning on exercise 3.2 with what I have described as, "2
hours of not very much with a brief firework display at 8:18:15".

7Oct18

Bill Brandt, Northumbrian Miner

I happened to be documenting Bill Brandt yesterday and one of the images I
chose for display was 'Northumbrian coal miner eating his evening meal',
1937. In the night it struck me that this is a good example of initial reactions
to an image being dependent upon a number of personal characteristics,
including age, race and gender.

Brandt (1904-83) was a British photographer (although born in Germany with
one German and one English parent) who worked with Man Ray in the
1930s before coming to London. In a long career, he proved an absolute
master of several genres, social documentary, portrait, landscape, nude with
a little artistic abstraction too. He is arguably Britain's greatest photographer.

The image of the Northumbrian miner and (presumably) his wife is a fine example of how a viewer's
interaction with a photograph will be affected by its subject matter. For example, as a 60-something, Welsh,
white, male the thoughts that sprang to mind unbidden on seeing this are,
1. The Aberfan disaster which happened in 1966 when I was eleven, living 30 miles away. I remember my
uncle that evening driving to the area with food, clothes and blankets collected locally.
2. The miners' strikes of the 1980s.
3. But these are modulated by memories of Python and Beyond the Fringe sketches mocking Northern
working class lifestyles.
4. I have a vague memory of controversy concerning pit-head baths but superficial subsequent research
suggests that these began to be introduced in the 1930s. I also wondered why he did not at least wash his
face before eating.

When I then examined the contents in some detail after the initial rush of thoughts, I wondered,
5. Why is the wife not eating?
6. Why is that handbag hanging on the wall (my wife thinks it is a school satchel and, having looked again, I
think so too).
7. Regarding the photograph on the wall behind the hanging washing, the subject in the small section that is
visible seems to be peering round the clothes. I thought that this must have been deliberate by Brandt who
almost certainly adjusted the picture and/or the clothes to achieve that effect. Then, perhaps the unwashed
face was also deliberate.

This chain of thoughts arises from my background. A few people, probably of about the same age, might
react similarly, but not many.

I hesitate (well, no, I don't really) to speculate on how other people might react or why, but to give some
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ex-balloon

Mondrian Window

Trish Murtha's OM1

Altar

examples, 
Anyone born in Britain after 1980 is unlikely to have met a miner, unless, of course, they come from an area
affected by the wholesale closure of the pits, in which case they might have stark views.
Anyone who served in the UK police force during the 1980s is likely to have a very different take on it.
A woman might give more thought to how the (presumed) wife is depicted.
A person of colour might regard this as an example of 'blacking up'.

4Oct18

Outing

To town this morning when the time
lapse currently running has finished
(this is Day 3, none of them sunny
enough yet). The plan is to get to
the Photographer's Gallery before
12 (while entry is free) and get a
snap of Tish Murtha's OM-1 before the show closes. Then to my
favourite church for another round.
I'm travelling light with the Fuji X100S (fixed 35mmm) with the Sony for
backup if I need a zoom.

Here's the OM1 to be going on with. The church photographs are in
progress. What a lovely camera the X100 is. [5Oct] The church images

are coming along now.

1Oct18

The Shutter

A first run for Part 3, trying to capture the destructive moment for a
bursting balloon. Not particularly successful.

And the G20 is set up to record 3
hours of time lapse images of the
morning sun on a Mondrian stained
glass window. The weather forecast
is not great, but it does improve later
in the week and it will do for a trial
run.
[2Oct - hope for some sun tomorrow.]

I am reading Geoff Dyer's The Ongoing Moment (while waiting for the
hotel to return the copy of Why Photography Matters I left there).

There's a great passage where he describes Walker Evans' advice to his friend Ben Shahn who was taking
up photography, "Look Ben, there's nothing to it. F9 on the shady side of the street, F45 on the sunny side,
twentieth of a second, hold your camera steady!" (no indication of the source of the story). And I learned
today the the RPS London Book Club is currently discussing the Dyer book in four or five chunks. I missed
the first session but have booked in for the next.
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Henri Cartier-Bresson
Behind the Gare Saint-Lazare

Paris, 1932

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

28Sep18

Assignment 3 (already ?)

It is rather early to comment on Asg.3 when I have barely started Asg.2,
but there you go. I am working on Part 3 of the course and have just
finished my first read through.

It seems to be a little quaint to set The Decisive Moment as an exercise
when the course material describes and then criticises the concept as
"something of a stylistic cliché" (p.69) and "it somehow just misses the
point of our contemporary situation" (ibid.).

I have always thought the concept to be rather a gimmick, especially
when (as I have no learned) the key, iconic shot (right) was entirely
fortuitous (ibid. p. 67).

Cartier-Bresson was an early master of Oskar Barnack's 35mm Leica
(links to Wikipedia), first sold in 1930. As noted in the course, for the
previous 100 years of photography, the sensitivity of films had gradually
increased, as had the speed and versatility of lenses: equally important
for this new style of photography, with the Leica, cameras were suddenly less cumbersome, allowing
impulsive and impromptu street photography. This was the first time that photographs of "the moment",
decisive or otherwise, had been possible. The innovation lies more with Barnack who enabled the concept,
rather than Cartier-Bresson.

26Sep18

Moving on

I thought that the tutor’s feedback and my responses might be an ongoing dialog, but that’s not the case,
Rachel replied, "Good work on the reflection, your thoughtful responses will really help you moving forward"
today.✓done
I have started Asg2 at Walbrook and that will progress with future visits when time allows.
I still await a response on the Part 1 exercises which might need some rework. ✓ Received 2nd Oct, no
rework needed.
The Part two exercises are “submitted” with Asg2 and I am inclined to go along with the target date of Dec 1
rather than Oct 31.
Now I’ll make a start on the Part 3 coursework and exercises, shutter control. That includes some new
photographers to document.
And I need to conclude my jottings on Why Photography Matters by Jerry L. Thompson [28Sep - left the
book in the hotel - hopefully it will be in the post soon. ✓ the book is back]

25Sep18

St Stephen Walbrook I

The first visit was quite successful. My stated goal prior to the visit was
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Chatsworth Lion, Fay Godwin
© British Library

Chatsworth Lion

St Stephen Walbrook

to go through the list of shots for this assignment (see notes here) and
use this location as the factor that makes them cohere. Last night I had
a better idea - document the church photographically (first priority) and
make sure I cover the brief's technical requirements while doing so
(second priority). That is more satisfying.

Before the course, I would just have snapped the outstanding features
that were readily accessible and given no thought to trying to explore
and reveal the subject as a whole.

Before the next visit, consider the aspects and features of the subject that need to be photographed and
then tie those up with the technical requirements of the brief.

24Sep18

UpSumming

What next:
1. Chatsworth was fun, lions found
(they are now indoors in opposite
corners with no nude in the
background requiring depth of field
considerations), but, as expected,
no assignment or exercise work
done.
2. There is some tidying up to do on the web site arising from my tutor's
comments on Asg.1, notably add the contact sheets online. The sheets
arising from Asg.1 have all been created and just need to be added. The

images for all the exercises have been stashed in folders and so need formatting and adding to the site. My
comments on the feedback are on the same linked page.
3. Part 1 Exercises - I am waiting for the tutor response. There might be some rework needed.
4. Part 2 Exercises are to be submitted with Asg.2.
5. Asg.2 Collecting - I am heading to St Stephen Walbrook today for a first take.
6. Part 3 is all about shutter priority. There are two main exercises, fast (3.1) and slow (3.2) plus the
perceptual 3.3. There are also additions to the list of photographers to research.
7. I would also quite like to replace the site banner, currently Rush Hour.

18Sep18

OCA sculpture walk

To Canary Wharf on Saturday for my first OCA tutor-led event, a
sculpture walk with Gerald Deslands and three first-year students, one
sculpture, one textiles and one Foundation: see if you can guess which
is which. It was a fun day with lots to see, but it confirmed that I was
hopelessly optimistic about getting any serious photography done - that
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Simon Roberts
© The Guardian

Fay Godwin,
Chatsworth Lion

OCA sculpture walk

takes time and has to be done alone. The same will apply to Chatsworth
this weekend.
The other students shared my confusion over how to organise an OCA
web site. All the others, the students and, of course, the tutor, were
fluent in Art-Speak, being able to trip off three suitable adjectives for
whatever confronted them - a facility I lack. Here's a cheat sheet.

11sep18

Plans

Regarding Assignment 2, my principal target remains St Stephen
Walbrook. Given the requirement for cohesion in the set of images, a
single subject, such as a specific building seems a good plan. It is
perhaps unusual for a card-carrying humanist to take delight in
photographing churches but that, as Forrest Gump might say, “is all I’ve
got to say about that”.
I have a vague list of shots (some defined in technical terms, some in
subject matter) which will apply to any subject. There is an OCA tutor-
led walk in Canary Wharf on Saturday which might yield an alternative
pass at the assignment. And next weekend there is a planned visit to
Chatsworth, aiming to look for Fay Godwin's lion. That too might offer an
alternative set.

 .

6Sep18

Roberts and Goldblatt

To town last night for a talk by Simon Roberts. He has been working on
a project , creating collage hoardings for the Tideway excavation sites
and Tideway kindly funded the presentation. In addition to discussing
this work, he also talked about his work on the 2010 general election
and Merrie Albion.
More details here.

And the Times this morning ran the obituary for David Goldblatt who had
died on 25th June, aged 87. 
The Times describes Goldblatt as an "uncompromising South African
photographer who chronicled apartheid yet shied away from violence."
More details here.
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Why Photography Matters

David Goldblatt
© Getty Images

5Sep18

Jottings on a quiet day at work.

The importance of being a photograph

I have just bought a book called “Why Photography Matters” by Jerry L.
Thompson and will summarise its arguments on the Books page in due
course. I intend to write a companion piece, titled something like “What’s
important about a Photograph” and hope to finish it by the end of my
first year. I will give it its own page. This book has a page, too.
My motivation is two (or more)  fold.

I disagree with quite a few portions  the course material so far. To my
mind (as I have commented on several of the exercises) it is that the
subject matter of a photograph is of paramount importance in
determining the viewer’s reaction to it. You can talk all you want
about leading lines and the rule of thirds and eye movement detection
studies, but such things are of secondary importance. As  say at the
end of Part 1,
“When confronted with a photograph of police violence or struggling refugees, or a nude study, or even a
kitten, the detail of the subject and the viewer's engagement or emotional response will determine eye
movement more than proximity to the edge or converging diagonals.”
The ongoing documentation of numerous photographers of various periods and genres continues to be
enthralling (I have abandoned my nightly World of Warcraft sessions to work on it). In most cases, I merely
quote selectively from the sources found, but I’m sometimes drawn to comment, see, for example, Murtha,
Barney and Taylor. This is beginning to crystallise as something along the lines that, 
“it is difficult to distinguish quite a lot of contemporary photography from what would have been (when
photographs were printed) a family snapshot album. The subjects are frequently of no particular or apparent
interest to a third party until they are dignified as art by enlargement and display.” A notable example here is
Tina Barney (who I wrote up last night.
Some other relevant points:
a) Blog 3Jul18, regarding Napoleon, "to understand a person, you must know what was happening in the
world when they were 20"
b) Maybe the course covers this later.
c) The jury is out over whether techniques and media are important. Arguably it is just the outcome (i.e. the
photograph) that matters. Against that, an image created through “alternative processes” might get special
consideration, depending on the viewer – e.g. if they are aware of what a cyanotype is. This might be
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Square Mile

Ex 2.7

GT on G20

something to do with the amount of effort involved and how far it is removed from the point and click digital
age. Again, Tina Barney is a case in point, taking family snaps on a 8x10 field camera. It probably also
means that pre-digital workers gain automatic brownie points and respect just for using analogue methods.
E.g. it doesn’t matter what Fox Talbot photographed, the fact that he invented the process and “that’s the
first ever snap of a hay rick” give it interest and gravitas. Knowing that Atget turned down the offer of a
Rolleiflex from May Ray, preferring to stick with his 18x24 plate camera is important for some. BUT ALL OF
THIS only if you know about and care about the history of photography.

3Sep18

Gear

The deal has been done: out one Olympus EM10ii and one Lumix GX7:
in one Lumix G80 for a net £100 (when the cashback arrives). A third-
party battery grip is on order costing £39 rather than the £249
Panasonic's original. The first image will be up when the battery has
charged.

I kept the Fuji MX1+ zoom as it is worth a lot more as a tool than the
£100 Park Cameras thought. So the Fuji / M43 question has been
kicked into the long grass and I still await the XT3 announcement.

2Sep18

Fun in the park

Rounding off Ex 2.7. Results satisfactory.

1Sep18

Submissions

Assignment 1 and Part 1 were submitted to my tutor this morning. [Tutor
feedback here.]

The last photo-outing for Part 2 might be this afternoon.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

30Aug18

Greenwich

A few shots for Ex 2.7 grabbed on a cinema visit. They were nearly
successful. One more outing is planned to an Eltham park. That will
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British Museum

Experimental Photography

St. Mary the Virgin, Bexley

St Alfege's, Greenwich

wrap up Part 2 exercises.

25Aug18

Experimental Photography and Ex. 2.6 / 2.7

Every road appears to be leading to alternative photography at the
moment: AmPhot had a piece on Cyanotypes and Meetup has a
Cyanotype workshop I might go for. The former recommended Shadow
Catchers by Martin Barnes which is on its way. Amazon popped up with
a suggestion of Experimental Photography by no-one in particular which
arrived today. This is the most fun I have seen between two hardback
covers for a long time: I recommend it absolutely. I have a pile of books
on AltPhot but rarely have a chance to dabble: the course is a bit
constrained for such approaches at the moment but later, either on this
or a subsequent course I will deploy some of the techniques.

The plan for the next shoot for course exercises is Monday at the
Tibetan Peace Garden and the Imperial War Museum. I'll try to wrap up
both 2.6 and 2.7 and to generate some material with the Research Point in mind.

[27Aug] A disappointing day at IWM. Think beyond museums and
galleries. If it were Spring and entry were free, I'd try Eltham Palace but
neither pertain. If it's not raining tomorrow I might try the graveyard in
Old Bexley.

[29Aug] The graveyard went quite well.

23aug18

Two things

I called into Park Cameras to look at the G80: it's ok and I'm sure it
would do everything I need it to do, but it did not inspire. I'll see what
they say on the trade-in values. I did buy (despite saying they are too
small) a Sony RX100 Mk3 - the £150 cashback was too good to ignore.
Thence to the British Museum for some work on exercise 2.6, long lens,
shallow focus. It was not as successful as I had hoped, but some
progress. There are further comments on the exercise.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/0500544379
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Panasonic G80

22Aug18

Gear Lust

I am suffering from a bout of gear lust at the moment. It stems from the
fact that I would like a longer zoom. My current camera of choice is the
Fuji X-M1, a basic model bought on eBay in April. It came with a 16-50
zoom (24-75 equivalent) that was just right for my earlier incarnation of
sculpture photographer, but not long enough for the course. The Fuji
"superzoom" is 18-135 (27-200ish) which would be just about right but
costs £700 retail, £4-500 s/hand and the Fuji primes are also expensive, as would be upgrading the X-M1
body. There is some great M43 glass that comes at a fraction of Fuji prices.

I have carried a tiny camera with me at all times for years. In my bag at the moment is a Nikon Coolpix
S3700 which is a remarkable device for its size but it probably hasn't been used in over a year because my
iPhone is always closer to hand. I am tempted by miniature marvels such as the Sony RX100 series (I think
the Mk2 is probably the best value) or a Panasonic rival as a step up from the phone, but I find them just too
small to be usable. [The Coolpix is even smaller, but that cost £50 s/h.]

Following a recent discussion with an acquaintance who has switched from decades of DSLR use to a
bridge camera and wished she had done it long before, I have been looking at these. The Panasonic
FZ1000 (following my usual policy of buying the previous version) seems good value with the FZ200, the
current model, currently being discounted. Then I read this review which criticises the lens and argues, quite
reasonably, that,

Which leads us neatly to the G80 (AP review). Launched in 2016 at £700 body only and so probably up for
renewal, the rumoured replacement is rumoured to be coming in at £1,200. The G80 with a 12-60 (24-120)
is discounted to £599 until 10th September. I could trade in the GX7 and XM1 for (probably) a couple of
hundred †. The G80 offers: 16MP, Focus Bracket, WiFi, IBIS, GPS sort-of), weather sealing and 3rd party
battery grips from China for £40.
Incidentally, the top Panasonics are: G9 (stills, £1,200), G5S (video, £2,000) GH5 (both, £1,400)

I might take a look at one on Thursday. The only flaw in this possible plan is that Fuji might announce an
irresistible X-T3 in September, but the Fuji glass will still be too costly.

†I hate selling old cameras. I still mourn the Fuji X10, the only digital camera I have traded in. And don't get
me started on the Pentax 6x7.

21Aug18

more Part 2

Good progress on the portraits. What's left is two exercises on shallow

The FZ2000 is mostly impressive but there’s no doubt that the lens is the weak link in the chain. It’s by no means
disastrous but it may prove to be frustrating, especially when most rival cameras at this price have the option of
interchangeable lenses.
The Panasonic GH4 is currently available body-only from John Lewis for under £1,000, but you’d need to spend a good
deal more to stock up on suitable lenses to pair it with. However, the Panasonic G80 costs £800 with a 12-60mm lens.
Add a 45-200mm lens for £380 and you have a broadly similar camera to the FZ2000 in terms of optical
specifications. You’d lose certain features such as Cinema 4K, the ND filter and the ability to perform slow zooms
across the 20x zoom range, but gain the option to add other lenses in future. When you're spending the best part of
£1,100, I believe that flexibility is worth having.
— expertreviews.co.uk

“
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B&Q Bucket

Ex 2.2

Ex 2.3

DoF (2.6) and Deep DoF (2.7). To be started on Thursday if the weather
holds.

20Aug18

Progress

Several batches of work done:
1. At a wedding near Ludlow, the first exercise for Part 2
2. Back in Eltham, two outings for subsequent exercises, neither
decisive.

I have been giving some thought to the second assignment, Collecting,
due at the end of October, logged here.

13Aug18

(Lack of) Progress

Little has been achieved in the last week. A couple of days away in prospect and so that might change if the
weather holds.

10Aug18

Photographers

I have noticed in several EyV posts that other students mention systematically documenting photographers -
the famous ones, any mentioned in the course work and any encountered in exhibitions etc. I'll make a start.

7Aug18

Part One

This is all but complete, just one image left to take. I then have to submit
the learning log to my tutor. The exercises for Part Two have been
documented,

4Aug18

Ian Cocks

Ian has a remarkably elegant web site for his EyV work. There are links to others here.
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Portrait of a Young Boy, Caroto

leading lines

Self portrait with Leica,
Ilse Bing

© Ilse Bing Estate

Otto Steinert
Pedestrian's Foot

© Otto Steinert Estate

2Aug18

Icons

I bought a copy of 20th Century
Photography (Taschen, 2001) for
pence on Amazon. It is a cut down
version of an earlier and much
larger book on the Museum Ludwig
Cologne's collection. It is clearly a
good book because it includes what
are probably my favourite two
snaps, Ilse Bing's self portrait and Otto Steinert's Pedestrian's Foot.

It is also introduced me to to several photographers I was previously unaware of, notably Jean Dieuzaide,
one of the founders in 1963 of the Libre Expression group who favoured "subjective photography" and were
followers of the above Otto. The links are to Wikipedia (or elsewhere if Wikipedia is sparse).

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

30Jul18

Brighton

A brief daytrip to Brighton and a few snaps taken for the exercises. I
have switched to square format as that makes matching groups of
pictures easier.
I am uncertain whether the grid exercise 1.4 refers to a grid of 4 or 9. I
am inclined to assume 9 and will deliver eight images, one for each slot.
Due in town for a workshop on Saturday and I'll try to wrap up this series
of exercises then.

26Jul18

Jonathan Miller

I am a devotee of the Great Dr. Miller and currently reading On Further
Reflection, yet another compilation of his writings. It includes a transcript of a
long interview with Ernst Gombrich, art psychologist. They discuss Caroto's
Portrait of a Young Boy, a striking C16th painting I had not seen before. The
boy is holding a child's sketch and it is remarkable how these have not
changed in 500 years. I'm not sure how this is relevant to the course, but I may
be able to work it in somewhere.
The image is taken from a 2010 article in the Independent.

26Jul18
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Guardian 20th July 2018 © me 15th July 2018

Kevin

New Web Site

It will look the same when the upload has taken hold but there is a new domain name,
BAPhot.co.uk. LCN had a 1-day 1p sale and so it's mine for a year. Next July it will be £8.99
+ VAT (or so) to renew and I'll take another bargain domain name. Swapping domains like
this is not any way to retain a regular readership, but I do not expect many takers anyway. I will have to
update the links on my coursework before submitting it.

22Jul18

Exercise 1.1

I took the camera shopping in the hope of starting the Church
Congregations project and also producing some sequences suitable for
the first exercise. No congregations were encountered and so I snapped
two sequences of Kevin instead. I intend to rerun the exercise with a
congregation later.

21Jul18

On with the course

Having finished the Square Mile (to be submitted on 1st September), I have been trying to organise myself
and this site for the rest of the course. There is a timetable here. The intention is to create a separate page
for each of the five parts of the course and for each of the remaining assignments. The first page for Part 1:
From that moment onwards is here.

20Jul18

Grauniad plagiarism shock

The front page of today's Guardian was a shocker as it
bore a strong resemblance to my Canary Wharf shot at
the weekend. It is described as "[a] walk in the
(parched) park. The Old Royal Naval College from
Greenwich Park hill in London yesterday" on the font
page. Online, a very similar shot is dated 19th,
described as "Parched grass in Greenwich, south-east
London" and attributed to Amer
Ghazzal/Rex/Shutterstock. But we know the truth.

It is fair to say that the image on the front page is more pleasingly composed than mine as it shows the
symmetry of the Naval College that I had cropped out, there again, the purpose of my shot is to show
Canary Wharf.

19Jul18

Photographers' Gallery

This was my first visit to the gallery since starting the course. There are two very interesting and nicely
contrasted shows on the the moment, Alex Prager: Silver Lake Drive and Tish Murtha: Works 1976-1991.
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Alex Prager: Silver Lake Drive exhibition © Alex Prager

Prager produces seriously large photographs of elaborately and meticulously cast and staged tableaux with
a hint of Hitchcock. It is not a genre I could ever be involved in but I admire the craft and glory in the output
from afar. I took some iPhone snaps of the display.

Tish Murtha could scarcely be more different, conceptually. Born in Newcastle in 1956, she went to Newport
(South Wales) in 1976 to study documentary photography at the Art College. She died, suddenly, in 2013 on
the day before her 57th birthday.
While in Newport, she photographed a notorious local pub, the New Found Out. As thorough readers of this
page will know, I was born and brought up in Newport. My father was a governor of the Art College. I have
said for years that I wished I had gone there to study photography in the 1970s rather than starting an
economics degree. I am a couple of years older than Tish Murtha: my schoolchums and I sometimes called
into the New Found Out at the end of an evening drinking in town: I think we favoured their rough cider. It
was a dive, used by serious drinkers. I recall entering the toilet once to find a very old prostitute (there were
several who plied their trade there) working on one of the regulars. This would have been when we were 17
or 18, so around 1972.
I hadn't thought of any of this for decades - it came to mind when the pub was named in articles about the
exhibition in AmPhot and in the RPS Journal. It was a delight to see the photographs from this project that
brought it all back. There are several projects in the show [list from the TPI web site Newport
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Pub (1976/78); Elswick Kids (1978); Juvenile Jazz Bands (1979); Youth Unemployment (1980); London by
Night (1983) and Elswick Revisited (1987 – 1991)] . I thought it significant how much more I was affected by
the Newport images (nos 1-3 below) than any of the others (nos 4-9), which I found, by comparison,
interesting but not engaging.
One other point on the Tish Murtha show which brings us back to Alex Prager, although they are nearly all
reportage, a few of the images (nos 7-9) seemed staged.
And she used an Olympus OM1 - my favourite film camera. It was on show with some other artefacts
including her Durst enlarger - I should have taken a snap of that too.
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Tish Murtha: Works 1976-1991 © Tish Murtha

Canary Wharf

15Jul18

Canary Wharf

The last shot is in the bag, Canary Wharf from Greenwich Park. Over
the next week I will aim to make the final selection of images and then
write the text.

14Jul18

Jottings

A few thoughts arrived in the gym today:

I am not used to constructing a connected series of images. With previous sculpture projects, the narrative
and scope are implicit in the venue, such as a gallery, a town or a walk. They are self-limiting and impose
their own structure.
There is also the aesthetic aspect of combining of sets of images which I have never been required to do in
the past. RPS distinction board reviews never fail to mention the "hanging plan", to take examples from the
current issue:
"[the] layout of the portfolio was well balanced";
"[the] panelling is well thought through".
RPS Journal July 2018 pp. 479, 482. "
A new local project was triggered on the bus ride home, passing a church in New Eltham - Eltham churches
and congregations - photographed when leaving at the end of Sunday morning services.

9Jul18

Plans
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South Bank skateboard panorama, detail

Kidbrooke

The next chance to progress the shots will be Friday 13th. I'll try for:
1. Canary Wharf from the park outside Eltham Station (trees obscure the view
from the platform)
2. Kidbrooke again, attempting irony with the "Village" label and the building
project behind
3. Lewisham again with the highrise towering over the houses.
After that, there is one more planned shot, Canary Wharf from Blackheath.

Then write it up. Submission is due in September as my tutor is taking time out
to work on a doctorate, so I'll get on with the coursework.

[13Jul] That went quite well.

3Jul18

Deconstruction and Demystification

A few ideas clicked into place this morning. A newspaper quoted
Napoleon as saying,"to understand a person, you must know what was
happening in the world when they were 20" [1].

This brought to mind the image from South Bank where the iPhone
panorama of the skateboarding produces a pleasing artefact. Most
photographers seem to avoid artifacts wherever possible, but I have
always enjoyed them.

Coming back to Napoleon's point, I suspect that my artefact. affection
might stem from the vogue for deconstruction and demystification in my
early years. I was a profound admirer of Jean-Luc Godard, loved Pink
Floyd's Live at Pompeii and was even excited by a Status Quo video that included the rails in an extended
tracking shot. I appreciate and aspire to photographs that illustrate or convey an object but also remind the
viewer that they are photographs.

1. The Times, Young Corbynistas will find a new champion, Hugo Rifkind, 3rd July 2018 [accessed 3rd July
2018]
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30Jun18

Kidbrooke and Lewisham

I cannot capture in a contemporary image of Kidbrooke the sequence of
events I would like to illustrate (or depict, or convey). Ten years ago, it was
a impoverished and run-down estate of mid-rise blocks of flats. Following
the redevelopment of Canary Wharf, when the Docklands Light Railway
was extended to Lewisham, that allowed the expansion of (relatively)
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Monopod, 21Jun18, iPhone 7+

Another Rush Hour
25Jun18, Panasonic GX7

Kidbrooke

inexpensive apartment buildings south of the river. Now Lewisham is nearly
full, the process has been extended further out from London to Kidbrooke
where the squalid 60s and 70s flats are being replaced by new, "compact",
overpriced, but again relatively inexpensive apartments and the former
residents have been moved further still. A photograph of Kidbrooke
"Village" today just shows a building site and cannot capture its context or its social or historical relevance.

25Jun18

More Rush Hour and South Bank

The Tower Bridge images from Saturday are here.

A repeat early-morning visit to the station produced what looks at first sight to
be a repeat of the first effort with little or no improvement. Then to the South
Bank for some brutalist architecture. The images will be developed here.

22Jun18

Various

Three things:

I notice that the instructions for Assg1 include "keep to basic image corrections
(at least for assignment work), without significantly changing the image as seen
through the camera viewfinder" [p.13]. This is something of an issue as my
default is to bracket exposures, HDR where useful, straighten and crop most
shots and add a frame to the final version. I'll turn off the bracketing, but I'll stick
with frames unless told not to.

An innovation for 19th June was to adapt an old 2-section monopod to double as
a walking stick, thus reducing the amount of clutter. I lost the thread adapter
somewhere on Platform 2, hobbled back home without it and have bought a pack
of 5 so that I will have spares in future.

I'm at Wex tomorrow (Saturday) for a short workshop on Time-lapse, Hyper-
lapse and Long Exposure with Nige Levanterman and that should allow a little time for some assignment
work before or after. Next Monday is also free to repeat Rush Hour with a longer lens and travel to town to
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Rush Hour, 19Jun18, Fuji X-M1

Logo v.2

cover some other targets. I snapped most of the targets from the train on my phone on 19th and I'll post
those here when I have the chance, if only to evidence that they can be seen on the journey and legitimise
the base concept.

p.s. I have chosen an initial logo, a detail from the East Window and noticed the
resemblance to Munch's Scream. [25Jun18] especially when mirror-reversed.

Snaps from 19th June.

  

19Jun18

First outing

Progress today on the first assignment with the start and finish shots, rush hour
and St. Martin's East Window. More details here. The intention had been to
continue on to the South Bank for some architecture but time did not allow.

I have decided, for now at least, that Assignment criteria provide "jumping off
points" rather than rigid constraints. I recall a joke that went the rounds during the
privatisation of the railways, that British Rail was one of the largest landowners,
though it was mostly in very narrow strips: my square mile (by area) is an
elongated one.
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Kevin, 23Jan17, iPhone 7+

Eltham, 22Jun18, iPhone 7+

18Jun18

Subject and Object

The distinction between Subject and Object in art is an issue that has confused me for years. I intend to
reach a conclusion on this by the end of the course. This is Ambition 2, following on from the Ambition 1 of
a satisfyingly effective technique.

17Jun18

First assignment

My initial reaction to Y Filltir Sgwar was something akin to revulsion. As a Welsh
person who has spent more than 30 years avoiding the principality whenever
possible, the notion of an affinity to my home town is anathema.

It is necessary to overcome that and reinterpret the assignment because Wales is
objectively irrelevant to the matter. The aim will be to photograph the essence of Eltham, South East
London, Kent border. Another more parochial, interpretation could be to illustrate my more immediate
surroundings, including, for example, a snap of Kevin (the cat) but that I reject (though see right).

Six to twelve (interesting, relevant and meaningful) images seems a
stretch but it will have to be done. A glance at the Wikipedia entry on
Eltham is little help. I will accumulate ideas here:
[17Jun18]
1. The obvious, immediate cliché is the contrast between Eltham Palace
and, a mile down the road, the monument to Stephen Lawrence. It is
obvious but it cannot and should not be avoided.
2. Eltham's genesis was as a commuter suburb and that is still a
principal attribute that will be documented.
3. More vague notions include the changing face of the town as people

are forced from more costly areas of London. This ties in with the rich and poor contrast which could be
explored further.
4. An analysis of the course material's suggested references may help.

[18Jun18]
A second thought. If Eltham can be considered "just a commuter town", could I get away with a series of
shots of what can be seen on a typical commute (the options being to Cannon Street, Charing X or Victoria).
This brought to mind a recent issue of RPS magazine that featured a distinction panel consisting of blurred
images documenting the changing sights and seasons. Here's a link to something similar - I don't think it is
the one I had in mind.
I would not take a through-the-window approach, but visit and photograph things that can be seen on the
journey.
Here's a link to a mention in AP, it was Robert Friel. And here's an RPS page.

Some possible subjects - the commuters (as above); St Martin in the fields at the end (for Charing X);
brutalist South Bank; NOT the London Eye, too clichéd; NOT the Shard or Parliament, same reason;
Lewisham's many medium-rise miniature flats (and/or the same happening at Kidbrooke "village"); Canary
Wharf in the distance (a bit clichéd but it will pass); Tower Bridge and/or the Mayoral monstrosity. This is
definitely looking more interesting than the first notion even if it does stray from the brief.
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[20Jun18]
I called into Eltham Palace this evening. Admittance to the grounds used to be free but now it is £15, so that
is no longer a target.

17Jun18

Motives

A preliminary note on why I am doing a degree in photography, distilled from the contemplatery pieces on
the course initiation: I will, no doubt, return to the subject.
My main reason is to instil some discipline into my photography, the hope being that a long series of specific
and targeted exercises will teach me to slow down and think more. I find it difficult to concentrate
simultaneously on the many aspects of a shot. These include framing, composition, exposure and
extraneous detail (e.g. misplaced lampposts and cranes). Part of it is age and infirmity (juggling a walking
stick with camera gear and my reduced brain power), but given those constraints, I need to develop a
stronger technique.

16Jun18

The essentials of the site have been set up. Stylistically it is rather a mess but I became aware that I was
getting bogged down in the detail and should be concentrating more on the real work. The structure is in
place: the fonts and colour scheme can wait a few days.

Tomorrow [Sunday] I intend to make some initial notes on the first assignment. I have a window on Tuesday
and might start snapping then.

Need a logo ✓ 22Jun. Need a banner. Lose the green. ✓ 17Jun Lose the tricksy fonts. ✓ 17Jun

15Jun18

This is the first week of my degree. I have contacted my tutor, started reading the course material, started
planning the first assignment and decided to build this web site to house my output. It is a course
requirement to maintain a blog and there are also references to other recommended online activities. I
would prefer to keep it all in one place and the control and development in-house.

At first BAPhot will hang off another site, and share many of its attributes. When LCN.com have their next
£1 domain sale, I'll buy BAPhot.co.uk (or something else) and that will be its new name and address. A year
later, when the prices have shot up again, the name will probably change.

One key outstanding task is to come up with a logo. And choose some new fonts.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓
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14Jun18

This introductory entry will stay at the top. The other entries will be in
descending date order. This blog will track the activities and progress
of my BA in Photography with OCA.

† Expressing your vision, the first course of the degree

Printing -

Gallery

Logo v.2

Logo v.2

date

Head

text

19th Dec

Penultimate post

This is the penultimate post in the EyV blog: the final post will be the mark I get on final
assessment next year.

This blog will now be formatted to a pdf for assessment submission. Any subsequent
updates will be on the assessment page.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

5th Dec

BA Phot
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New Found Out, †
Newport, Gwent c. 1970

EyV - All

Assessment

The clamshell is now acquired and I am processing the images for
printing. Formatting for 6x4" prints has taken some thought.

[8Dec] The photographs for FinAss have been sent to DSCLabs.
[14Dec19] Now to hand, see the all photographs page.

25th Nov

Hiraeth

As EyV winds down, BBC Radio's Poetry Extra show provided its
occasional inspiration with an episode on the Welsh concept of Hiraeth
— a word which has no English equivalent and a diversity of
translations, but commonly some form of sentimental longing.

This brings me back to the start of the course and Y Filltir Sgwar. I
expressed the view that, "I did not regard myself as susceptible to
Square Mile Syndrome, particularly as regards Wales, though I may
have changed my mind while working on the assignment".

The poet Mab Jones presented the show and she has a refreshing view
of the Welsh tendency to self-obsession, a view that I share (including
the melancholy last line).

It is always a challenge to transcribe a poem from audio. I definitely heard "knees" at 05:20 this morning
in bed — and it works. But listening back at my desk at 08:00, it could be "news". ‡

Anti-Hiraeth, Mab Jones

Do I have to write about these bold Welsh hills
As senseless and certain as an old man's knees (or was that news)? ‡
Do I need to contemplate the coughing wind,
the spit-soak (?) rain, the sky as grey as a flannel?
So many poets spin meaning from this landscape,
dip ink from in its wells.
But why should I pen what I feel pens me in
The woollen past, as smothering as a blanket?

Give me what is new
give me youth, travel, fashion, 
airports and Twitter, 
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Hobbycraft Clamshell box

A box of ten photographs, Arbus

my Italian coffee maker.
Give me strong wi-fi which pierces the fog of the Rhondda
bringing me daily connection with the world.

Old man Wales with your bleating hymns of the past
you can't tell me how to feel 
can't tell me what to do
though, like the sheep, I'll leave you all my bones.

© Mab Jones

If I return to Newport it will be for my mother's funeral (currently 99 and living, just about, in Stratford-on-
Avon). And I'll photograph my Square Mile: two houses, chapel, two (or three) schools, two pubs and my
father's grave. And whatever is where the New Found Out used to be.

† This is the only image I have managed to find online of the New Found Out exterior. There is a band of
the same name that has the photograph on their web site. There is no attribution. Their BandMix web site
states,

There are, of course, plenty of shots of the NFO's interior from Tish Murtha.

‡ [26Nov] Mab has kindly confirmed by email that it is "knees".

13th Nov

Clamshell

I visited Hobbycraft today, having seen a
clamshell archival box on their web site. None
in stock and none of the staff had ever heard
of such a thing, but I'll try their click and
collect service. They did have a clear plastic
A4 box, at £4, one third the price of the
clamshell. I bought one and might go with that
— if that's good enough for Diane Arbus, who
used a "Plexiglas box designed by Marvin
Israel" for her box of ten photographs …
(quote and image from Christie's).

1st Nov

Mono

In my recently formulated workflow statement of practice, I noted that
I would, "Default to black and white, unless there is a compelling

The band’s name comes from memories of one of Newport’s notorious pubs that was a true scrumpy house and
known in some circles as ‘The Office’ or ‘NFO’. It had sawdust on the floor, seats made from barrels that served up
cloudy scrumpy cider and even one pint called "All Slops" would cost just a few pennies.
— Bandmix, New Found Out“
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Drew Doggett, 
unattributed

reason to shoot in colour."

There is an interesting piece in Issue 155 Of Visual Art (the magazine
of the RPS Group of that name) on the work of Drew Doggett. He
has photographed the remote Kenyan Rendille and Samburu
tribespeople who are notable, amongst other things, for their
beadwork, which denotes status to a biographic degree. The beads
identify, for example the number and gender of children a mother has.
Despite the key significance of the beads, Doggett chose to photograph in black and white. Surprisingly,
his article does not comment on that choice. It may be seen from his website (link below) that he also
works in colour.

Links - artist's web site

  

© Drew Doggett

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

26th Oct
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Gerty Simon exhibition

Standing For Us All (Greta Thunberg), 2019
Shane Balkowitsch

Asg. 5, Greta

I took some time off from reviewing the feedback and starting the
rework but that is now done.

More interestingly, a recent piece in PetaPixel described the sainted
Greta Thunberg being photographed on wet collodion by Shane
Balkowitsch. By a happy coincidence, Balkowitsch appears in the
current (October 2019) edition of Black+White Photography where
his extensive project documenting Native Americans (also in wet
plate collodion) is described. See the artist's web site.

12th Oct

Asg. 5

Feedback arrived last week and I'm working through it before reworking the submission. It's fair to say
that while it was the first assignment that I was content with and I have evolved a methodology that I find
satisfactory, my tutor was underwhelmed.

On a separate matter AmPhot celebrated its 135th anniversary last week and while most of the issue was
understandably self-congratulatory, there was a piece on the best photo-books, chosen by Martin Parr
and others. Parr's choices are:

Stephen Gill, The Pillar, 2019
William Klein, New York, 1956
Miguel Calderon, 2007
Peng Yangjun and Chen Jiaojiao, Pass it On, 2011 
Daido Moriyama, Bye Bye Photography, 1972 
Chris Killip, In Flagrante, 1988

5th Oct

Gerty Simon

To town, yesterday for the Gerty Simon show at the Weiner Library. A modest
but nicely formed exhibition remembering a great, but forgotten photographer.
There's more here.

Nearby is the Gower Street Waterstones which has the finest offering of books
photographic that I have found. I particularly liked Marta Weiss' Making It Up:
Photographic Fictions, 2018, to which I will return.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓
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30th Sep

All change

I am awaiting the return of the final EyV assignment, then I have to turn around the rework and start
preparing the assessment package. I think I know what I intend to do for that. I might have to resort to
some sort of box, containing:
1. A4 prints of the last three assignments
2. A standard photoprocessing packet containing 6x4 prints of all the photos (intended to a) give a
representative sample and b) reinforce the point that "they're only photographs")
3. A booklet containing a 1-page summary; submission and tutor response text (SPELL-CHECKED) plus
thumbnails (original and rework) for all assignments; prints of the significant exercises (4.5 and 5.2);
details of the other material available online (website, pdf prints of the blog, each part and each
assignment).

The instructions (I recently noticed) state that the blog should state where each part and each assignment
begin: I'm not sure that is possible retrospectively, but I'll try to bear it in mind for the next course …

Which brings us to Context and Narrative. There is a generous (46 page) extract here, and, indeed, links
for all the courses here.

I will apply for that soon with these prior intentions:
1. reduce the time between assignments to 6 weeks rather than the current 8 (the course calls for a
timetable in advance so that will help).
2. be aware of all the assignments from day one and accumulate ideas and images for them, though
obviously prioritising in sequence.
3. be aware of the final assessment throughout: accumulate material for it and produce suitable formatted
output for it, given what I learn from EyV assessment.
4. "attend" online tutorials this time (I expect that will be mostly in a lurking capacity with possibly textual
interventions as I struggle verbally).
5. continue to submit assignments as physical prints.

So far as the web site is concerned, I intend, as stated at the outset, for it to be a record of the whole
course. EyV will still have to dominate until it has been assessed (Jan 2020). Thereafter I will:
1. Restart the blog (this will already have happened in background, noting assignment and course part
start this time.
2. Rewrite the home page - this will look very similar, but focus on C&N with EyV as a single line link to
the current page.
3. Reformat the Gallery, putting all of EyV on a single page then extending for C&N.
4. The Photographers pages are a problem. It is important to me, given my memory issues, too have
this aide-mémoire of the talents and, as I opined early on to my tutor, if the OCA requires students to work
in the public view, the web sites should offer an attraction or service to the public: mine is a growing
thumbnail encyclopedia of photographers.
That said, the current format does not suit the course as more detailed, personal responses are expected.
I have in mind a new approach with a new front page for photographers linking to the 10 or 20 or however
many studies arise in C&N, with a subsidiary link to the existing service that will continue to build.
5. On the Links page, I will start a new list of C&N links, differentiated from the EyVs.
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6. Anything else arising from the Assessment.
7. A general tidying, losing some of the unused byways developed early-on and improving the structure to
help maintenance.

24th Sep

Update

Quite a lot to report:

Asg.5 was submitted yesterday.

I witnessed, as a lurker, my first video-conference-tutorial today, conducted by Rob Bloomfield, who wrote
the course. It was about assessment, which I hoped would mean, assembling material for the final course
assessment, but actually was more about the assessment criteria. The key points were: 1. take creative
risks; 2. cite influences from the course material and independent research. These seem to be the
difference between success and mediocrity for the course. He also mentioned clam shell cases for image
submission on the final assessment.

Christie's New York have a fine photographic auction on 2nd October. It includes some remarkable
images from Penn, Wegman, Strand, Outerbridge and May Ray that I will detail later - see below.

Finally, there was an interesting quote from Antony Gormley (whose RA show opened last week) on R4
this morning - I'll try to dig it out.

[25Sep] Gormley said (on BBC Radio 4's Today program), "What's art for, anyway? It's no longer about
representation, because photography and film … does it better. So it should be about intensifying
experience." It is not clear whether Gormley regards photography's role as entirely representational
perhaps leaving real art to carry on developing. Personally I would not have too big a problem with such
an assertion as I regard representational photography highly. I suspect that some photographers would
take issue.
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© Dodo Jin Ming

  
Christie's, New York, Sale no. 17,600 

1. William Wegman, On and On, 2015, Lot 241 est. $12-18k
2. Paul Strand, Wire Wheel, New York, 1917, Lot 128 est. $8-12k

3. Irving Penn, Sewing Machine with 13 Objects, New York, 1979, Lot 329 est. $15-25k
4. Paul Outerbridge Jr. , Dinner Table Foursome, 940, Lot 69 est. $25-30k

4. Man Ray, Self-Portrait in Turban, c.1948, Lot 67 est. $8-12k
© the named artists or their estates

15th Sep

Asg.5 prints

I have sent the 21 prints in the plants shortlist to DSCL for printing.

12th Sep

Robert Frank

Frank died on the 9th September, age 94. The New York Times
obituary states,

The Times obituary was published on 14th Sep. On early reaction to The Americans, it comments,

Mr. Frank may well have been the unwitting father of what became known in
the late 1960s as “the snapshot aesthetic,” a personal offhand style that
sought to capture the look and feel of spontaneity in an authentic moment.
The pictures had a profound influence on the way photographers began to
approach not only their subjects but also the picture frame…
Mr. Frank acknowledged that in photographing Americans he found the least
privileged among them the most compelling.
“My mother asked me, ‘Why do you always take pictures of poor people?’” Mr.
Frank told Mr. Dawidoff in The Times Magazine. “It wasn’t true, but my
sympathies were with people who struggled. There was also my mistrust of people who made the rules.”
— NYT 11 Sep

“

… at first no American publisher would consider the book and it was initially published in France. When it did
appear in the US, where seminal Beat texts such as Allen Ginsberg’s Howl and Kerouac’s On the Road were already
questioning the efficacy of the American dream in similar style, Frank and his book were excoriated by the
mainstream. His pictures were denounced as “sick” and “deranged”, and the editors of Popular Photography derided
Frank as “a joyless man” whose work was nothing but “warped and wart-covered images of hate”.
He was also attacked for what were seen as technical deficiencies. His photographs were often grainy,
asymmetrical and shot at oblique angles, but the effect was deliberate. Ignoring or subverting the established
conventions of image-making was part and parcel of the existentialism of his art.
— The Times14 Sep

“
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Steve Hiett, 1969
by Julie Driscoll

Chamberlain and The Beautiful Llama 
and 101 more Juxtapositions,

1940, Stephan Lorant

from Tokyo Untitled,
© Renato D'Agostin

9th Sep

Renato D'Agostin

I have been on the Photo-eye Bookstore mailing list for years and
every once in a while it throws up a photographer of merit that I've not
heard of before. It happened this week with Renato D'Agostin as they
are promoting his book, Tokyo Untitled.

He's straight into my list of ten Best Three photographers. Mostly
black and white and mostly high contrast, highly stylised often near
the point of abstraction. I will attend to a full listing in due course.

6th Sep

Picture Editing

There is an interesting piece in the October edition of BJP (Issue 7,888) on
the subject, based on an interview with Barbara Stauss, the leading light of
Studio Stauss, Berlin. Stauss bemoans the lack of funding for photographic
projects and printed outlets these days and her Studio seeks to alleviate this
through promoting editing standards and photographic talent.

One key message from the interview is the importance of pairing pictures in
a publication, and mention is made of the 1940 book, Chamberlain and
The Beautiful Llama and 101 more Juxtapositions, by Stephan Lorant. I
have ordered a copy online from Oxfam, Exeter and hope it won't be
cancelled as that was ¼ the price of other outlets.

What can I take from this?

It will soon be time to submit Asg.5 and while I am satisfied that there are some worthwhile images to show, I am
concerned about meeting the requirement that there should be a “sense of development through the sequence”.
Given my liking for submitting physical prints in a presentation folder, thereby imposing my display sequence on
the viewer, but using only prosaic, factual titles and leaving interpretation to others, I will concentrate on pairings.

4th Sep

Steve Hiett

Today's Times carried an obituary for Steve Hiett, 1940-2019. I had
never heard of him and I don't have a deep interest in fashion
photography: that said, a lot of the greats were involved in that area,
Avedon, Penn, Fonssagrives, to name a few.

Hiett, to judge from the obit, was an interesting person, had a bold
approach and took some good photographs. He deserves an entry in
the aide-memoir and [6Sep] this has now been done.
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Vivian Maier
Self-Portrait, Chicago, June 1976

2nd Sep

Catchup

I popped into town specifically to photograph for Asg. 5 an
experimental plant installation designed for air purification near
Piccadilly last year but it has gone.

Fortunately, there is a small exhibition of Vivian Maier's later colour
work nearby which made the day worthwhile.

One conclusion I have come to in recent months is that I find reward
in photographing things that cannot normally be seen easily, such as near macro (i.e. not bugs' eyes) and
shots needing a long telephoto. I noted this as, "Things not normally seen, whether through lack of access
or laziness of view". 
In this vein, a new project or series came to mind while travelling up to town, The Tops of Churches (or
any building, but there are many churches within easy reach of stations).

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

28th Aug

Bychkov on the conductor's mentality

Georgia Mann on this morning's Radio 3 Breakfast Show, quoted conductor Semyon Bychkov (R3's guest
of the week) who said of his job,

There is a clear read-across to photography where, I believe, there must be some level of engagement
with the subject (be it, empathy, haughty disregard, love, contempt, aesthetic admiration  – anything but
indifference will do, though a strong feigned indifference might serve). At the same time, the
dispassionate  technical aspects of the task must be considered, all the usual factors: position, lens,
frame, exposure, and so on.  

 

This is standard right brain (artistic, emotional) – left brain (analytical, technical) duality, which I have
always considered rather fanciful: while MRI scans of regional brain activity can be advanced in evidence,
it still smacks of the myths of phrenology.

26th Aug

Museums

Hyperallergic reports that controversy has arisen over the definition of museums' purposes. For 50 years,

I always compare the state in which I find myself to someone who has a split personality”, he says, “ I feel very
much that this separation in two is absolutely necessary in so much that a part of myself has to engage totally with
the emotional side of the music, but the other side of myself must remain analytical, like someone observing from
the outside
— Georgia Mann, BBC Radio 3, quoting Semyon Bychkov

“
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it has been,

but at a recent conference, there were moves to add reference to, "human dignity and social justice". The
conference deferred a decision.

It would be interesting to adapt and apply Terry Barrett's definitions in Criticising photographs (1981 et
seq.) to log this changing emphasis. The process mirrors the rise of socially-aware photography that
Barrett characterises as ethically evaluative and which, as I mention in Exercise 5.3, partly explains
Cartier-Bresson’s fall from favour.

19th Aug

I wish I'd taken that photograph

While gently easing my way through several editions of Barrett's fascinating, heavy-going and theory-rich
Criticising photographs, an introduction to understanding images, a simple, shortcut starting point
occurred to me this morning. If any photograph prompts the response I wish I'd taken that, it is probably
worth making the effort to analyse what is "good" about it (which may or may not be equivalent to "liking"
it). That is when Barrett's techniques can be deployed to give some backbone (aka intellectual, academic
and systematic rigour) to the process.

It is possible to argue that analysing photographs that one does not "like" may be equally revealing and/or
important and/or worthwhile but I would suggest that is not the case. If one is in the process of developing
(ho-ho) as a photographer, it is more helpful and potentially useful to examine routes that one is inclined
to follow than routes that one is not.

Conclusion: don't be afraid of something as mundane as having a list of favourite photographs. Try to
understand them. I'm glad you asked. My (at a guess) eight top thee snaps (not necessarily in order) are:

1. Ilse Bing, Self portrait with Leica, 1931
2. Richard Avedon, Ronald Fischer, Beekeeper, Davis, California, 1981
3. Keith Arnatt, from The Tears of Things (Objects from a Rubbish Tip), 1990-91 
4. John Baldessari, Throwing Three Balls In The Air To Get A Straight Line (Best Of Thirty-Six Attempts),
1973 †
5. Bill Brandt, [many things, including] Northumbrian coal miner eating his evening meal, 1937

[this is clearly going to be a struggle — I'm working my way through the Snappers pages (extended
edition) and I'm only half way through the Bs, but already up to five entries. So it goes.]

6. Harry Callahan Eleanor, 1947, paired with Weed against sky, 1948 
7. Robert Doisneau, Les Hélicoptères, 1972 
8. Walker Evans, it's the whole body of work, rather than one particular image. That probably doesn't
count for this exercise: I might be too influenced by Evans' place in Jerry Thompson's Why photography
matters.
=8. Fernand Fonssagrives, Sand Fence, 1930s

a nonprofit institution [that] acquires, conserves, researches, communicates, and exhibits the tangible and
intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study, and enjoyment
— International Council of Museums (ICOM)“
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9. Lee Friedlander, Chicago, 1966 ‡
10. Fay Godwin, Chatsworth Lion, 1988 
11. Tish Murtha, from Newport Pub, 1976/78 §
12. Casper Sejersen, The Golden Ratio (Ace of Hearts), 2019 
13. Otto Steinert, Boulevard St Michel, Paris, 1952
14. Francesca Woodman, but again it is the body of work rather than one piece.
and Sam Taylor-Johnson's Self-portrait in Single-breasted Suit with Hare, 2001 very nearly made the cut.

† But only if the title is part of the package.
‡ I was rather underwhelmed by Frielander's oeuvre when I first encountered it but gained greater
appreciation with the scale of his  In the picture pelf-portraits 1958-2001 (2011).
§ The reasons here are as much sentimental as subjectively aesthetic, as Murtha spent her student days
photographing a down-and-outs' pub I (occasionally) visited in my home town, and at about the same
time. Nevertheless, it should be included because, as I have insisted several times in my reactions to this
course, sentimental and subjective and tangential reasons are a key and (thus far) unmentioned
component in individuals' reactions to photographs.

       

      
© the artists or their estates

This entry was prompted by the realisation that with Asg. 5, for the first time on the course, I had some
work of real merit that, if seen in someone else's show, I would rate highly. Also The Times had a
selection of remarkably pretty landscapes from the National Trust today.

The top two are Bing and Godwin, then either Steinert or Fonssagrives.

[20Aug] Two to add (images above)
=14. John Coplans, Back with Arms Above, 1984
15. Francesco Capponi, Self portrait, PoGo print.

Conclusion 2: 15 photographs; 12 in B&W (I interpret that to mean that I like historic photographers); 4
self portraits; 10 human subjects (if we include parts of Eleanor, and a pedestrian's foot); 5 inanimate
subjects.

On the Terry Barrett categories, I would say, at first glance:

… on second thoughts, I'll turn this into a separate web page before doing that.

18th Aug

Progress, Asg. 5
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Alulu camera

Will Self, BBC image

Benches, L23

The images taken on 9th August have now been processed,
evaluated, and added the the shortlists for Plants and Benches.

16th Aug

Will Self on art

Mr. Self (who I usually find amusing and annoying in equal measure)
has the current series of Radio 4's Sunday morning pontification slot
at his disposal. He was on good form on 4th(?) August:

9th August

Update

A productive day, with a visit to Southbank, intending to photograph
occupied benches for Asg.5, but I took more of plants than of
benches. Nevertheless, a good time. If the weather is decent, Ill be at
Highgate cemetery tomorrow for more plants. [19Aug it rained, didn't
go.]

And on Kickstarter, a till roll camera, the Alulu— of course, Francesco Capponi thought of it first. The
project is nowhere near its funding target and with only 5 days to go, there is little chance of them being
made, but I have pledged my $109 ($89 plus $20 UK shipping).

5th Aug

Titles

I have expressed a preliminary opinion on image titles here.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —

It's art that lies behind all of this culture, isn't it, and by art I mean the
impulse to create, free of all restraint, let alone any anticipation of what the
market will bear.
I remember as august an authority as Grayson Perry, a Commander of the
British Empire, no less, saying at a lecture I attended that,
"90% of all contemporary art is rubbish."
a sentiment with which I, and quite possibly you, would happily concur, although the problem is, I suppose, agreeing
on which 90%.
— BBC Radio 4, A Point of View, 4 Aug 19

“
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14Jun18

This introductory entry will stay at the top. The other entries will be in
descending date order. This blog will track the activities and progress
of my BA in Photography with OCA.

† Expressing your vision, the first course of the degree

Printing -

Gallery

30th July

Assessment

I have been looking, perhaps rather later than I should, at the assessment process. I have been naive and
/ or blasé about this stage and that might be because I am not sure whether I am that concerned over the
academic outcome of the degree or if my main priority is aesthetic progress in my photography (and there
is also the possibility that poor health will prevent me from completing the course). Nevertheless, the
degree will be progressed and "next year" the work will be organised with assessment in mind — having
settled on a presentation methodology after EyV.

I quite like the idea of compartmentalising everything into PDFs. I am more inclined to a lever arch file
than a  "clam shell archival box".

27th July

Progress

Reasonable progress is being made on Asg.5, more on Plants (The
use, abuse, misuse and misrepresentation of plants) than on Benches
(The art of separation).

I have just submitted my application for assessment. With the last

BA Phot
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flower

Poppy seed pod, 
25th July 2019

assignment being due on 1st October, I have asked for a March 2020
assessment for which the work must be submitted in January. I do not
have a clear idea what it is that I actually submit, although on the last
feedback my tutor mentioned,

This link is to a document called, Assessment and how to get qualified.

22nd July

Self-plagiarism

This entry is just to remind myself that only photographs taken during (and possibly for) the course can be
submitted. This is in the Student Regulations 2017-2018, Section 3 which can be found (for the moment)
here: link (they have already moved at least once since I last quoted them),

22nd July

Asg 5

As noted on the development page (for the first three assignments, I
had an images page and a text page, but the latter was just a dump
for early drafts of the submission text; for Asg.4 I combined the two
into a development page). To continue, I have had for several ideas
for the last assignment, on which my tutor stated,

1. Rooftop architectural details near Harrods. I had a run at this on 12th July but the results were not as

As you are approaching the end of the course I would suggest looking online
at how to book an assessment date, and consider how you will send your prints for assessment. A4 size is fine to
print your final assignment images, once you have thought about reworking or adaptations you might make (with
other earlier versions left displayed and clearly labelled on the blog). Label and number your prints on the back. You
can also print out your commentary for each assignment. It is recommended that the work is well presented in a
clam shell archival box or something similar to show your work in a professional manner.
— Asg.4 feedback

“

3.8: Self-plagiarism
A student may not submit for assessment any artefact or piece of work which was not made during the course of
study of the unit with OCA, or that has previously been assessed, except where specifically required to resubmit
that piece of work as part of a re-assessment.
— Student Regulations, Procedures and policies, September 2017 version

“

For your last assignment you can bring together all the skills you have learned
and really push your personal voice. Consider location, props, and how best to
communicate your chosen idea…
Keep developing a personal voice, and consider how best to visualise what you
want to communicate with your images
— feedback on Assignment 4

“
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Luzzara, Italy, 1993
© Stephen Shore

interesting as I had hoped.

2. Shadows — following on from the Asg. backup project, Shadows of small things, I came upon a book
of Friedlander self portraits. As I noted on the dev page, Ilse Bing (see Exercise 5.2) took shadows too, as
did Vivian Maier (see Photo London 2019), whereas Peter Cohen collected and curated other people's
photographs of shadows (see V&A, new photography gallery). So perhaps Larger Shadows, but I'm not
sure where to go with this one.

3. Torn signs, on the heels of Jonathan Miller's nowhere in particular and the current Ralston Crawford
exhibition and my own ongoing interest in politically correct advertising, perhaps this could be widened to
advertising in general. I have also always been intrigued by fading business signs pained on the sides of
Victorian buildings.

4. Flowers — this topic is fertile for wide interpretation,

I have already made a start on this and will start pulling a portfolio together.

I might try to tie it into Barrett's list of photograph types and try to get at least one of each, thus combining
technical range with conceptual diversity.

5. Benches —again as noted elsewhere, my interest in how people arrange themselves on benches goes
back to the 1970s. This would be more conceptually cohesive.

I'll start with flowers and benches and see how that progresses. I'll assemble a few flowers (noting the
restrictions on self plagiarism), and might try a benches outing tomorrow.

I am a little concerned about format. The advantage of consistency of format, particularly when submitting
physical prints, was learned early on. I might shoot square.

6th July

Stephen Shore

Shore's representation on this site to date has comprised an entry on
his 2007 book, The Nature of Photographs, which I find very useful in
providing a method of analysing photographs, and his participation in
Photo London 2019, where he was anointed Master of Photography
2019 — I was much less impressed with his images shown there
which I described at the time as, "large snaps of litter".

There is an interesting piece on Shore in July's RPS Journal which
throws considerable light on his long and extensive body of work,
including the London 2019 pieces.

Shore is renowned for his championing of colour photography (both in 35mm and with an 8x10) in the
1970s when "art" had to be monochrome and the photograph as gallery art was a thing of the future. Of
Luzzara, Italy, 1993 (shown, right) he says,

macro, roadside shrines, shops, B&Qs unwatered and uncared for killing fields, the joy that is a garden centre,
funerals, loaded hearses, cemeteries, weddings
— assignment development page“
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Photo © Alex Lake

Wet Plate Collodion

Regarding the pieces in Photo London, Shore describes an episode of toy joy,

Although he denies gimmickry, Shore is, perhaps, by photographing banal subjects close-up and printing
them greater than life size, exploring and toying with the gallery effect of engendering bigger prints in
colour: a matter of never mind the subject, regard the width.

As a final quote, Jamieson states that Shore, "time and again describes his work as a way of 'paying
attention'". That is a simple yet powerful remark.

Jamieson, T. (2019) Casual Observer: RPS Journal 159 (7),pp.471-477

5th July

Wet Plate Collodion

A piece in DPReview links to a fascinating youtube video
demonstrating the wet plate collodion process and Markus Hofstätter
making it look (relatively) easy.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

30th June

Striking image

I keep on using the phrase striking image, largely because it suits the purpose. I
guess I'll just accept that. There was one in the Sunday Times Culture section
today in a review of a new album, Anima, by Thom Yorke. The photographer is
Alex Lake and he has taken numerous interesting celebrity portraits. Here is his
web site.

29th June

Cindy Sherman

In the nineties I went back to black and white, and that gave me two more stops of shutter speed. And that gap
made a picture like this possible. The faster film allowed me to photograph people in a way I hadn't been able to in
years. That was a door opening.
— Stephen Shore in the RPS Journal, July 2019“
I got my hands on this new camera, a Hasselblad X1D, that has a higher resolution than an 8x10 camera. These
prints are large, four feet by five and a half feet. When you go close to them, they are totally detailed. I'm not
interested in that as a visual gimmick. I'm interested in the experience of it. It almost becomes three-dimensional.
They're so tactile.
— Stephen Shore in the RPS Journal, July 2019

“
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Self portrait with Fuji after Ilse Bing

The Shadows of Small Things

Cindy Sherman,
Untitled Film Stills #21, 1977-80

To the National Portrait Gallery yesterday for a tutor-led visit to the
Cindy Sherman retrospective. There's a review here.

27th June

Asg. 4

The assignment is ready to go, six photographs, narrative 1,000 words exactly
and it should get there just in time for the 1st July deadline.

I also managed a second session for the backup project, The Shadows of Small
Things.

Now on with Exc. 5.2.

18th June

Update

The Barbican shots for Asg. 4 are back from the printer. I am still
struggling to choose which to submit.

I have spent the afternoon on Exc. 5.2, Self portrait with Fuji after Ilse
Bing. Immense fun and a reasonable effort. The tethering was a
complication too far.

13th June

Printing

I am preparing Asg. 4 for printing. I will use DS Colour Labs  as I found them inexpensive and reasonably
good for Asg. 3, once I came to terms with the processing needed. The purpose of this post is to remind
myself how convert to A4 size with a safe margin.

1. add border
2. flatten layers
3. rotate to landscape
4. increase canvas size to 115% (and make it white)
[15Sep19] if working from square, increase the long side to 141%
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T

Box A
Self portrait with Leica,

Ilse Bing
© Ilse Bing Estate

V&A

5. crop to A4. 297x210, but there is a Photoshop preset.

12th June

V&A

A visit to the V&A library for research on Michael Schmidt, the original
impulse between Asg. 4 at The Barbican and Ilse Bing, the probable
stimulant for Exc. 5.2. The data obtained is being processed.

Asg. 4 itself is progressing apace: the photographs have been
selected and prepared for printing.

On Exc. 5.2, the intention is to modernise self portrait with Leica to self portrait with tethered Fuji and so
tethering is under investigation.

4Jun

Onwards

The Barbican visit happened and I believe it was quite successful —
the photographs are currently being processed. I intend to take
another batch of my second Asg.4 project, small shadows. The
assignment delivery date is 1st July and I hope to submit physical
prints again.

In the meantime, on with Exc. 5.2. I have in mind a Bing homage.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

31May

Back to the Barbican

I hope to make a second working visit tomorrow.

20May

The Barbican

o EC2 - at long last for some architecture studies for Asg. 4.

And a reasonable start to the project: the images are currently being
evaluated.

I think that is an unexpected bee in the image on the right.

[23May] There is quite a strong shortlist of submissions currently being prepared
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Nunhead Cemetery

Casper Sejersen
The Golden Ratio (Ace of Hearts), 2019

The Barbican 20May19

and the prospect of another visit in a week's time.

17May

Photo London

To Somerset House for the annual bun-fight of booths and hype. I
reasoned that,

It was well worth a visit and my favourites are here (or they will be when
I finish the page).

13May

Exc. 5.1

A graveyard visit has at last occurred, in fact two. Nunhead today (the
images will not be processed until Amazon deliver a new SSD backup
disk as the current one is full) and Eltham a few days ago, just in case
I didn't manage today.

Some new kit was deployed — a pinhole lens cap at Eltham (I took it
today but didn't use it) and the Lensbaby Velvet which I have used for
some close-ups in Part 4 but not previously outdoors.

3May

Progress

On Asg.4, I have yet to make my
first visit to the Barbican. I am
inclined to follow Schmidt's lead
in photographing architectural
foreground details with the

noting the categories and types of photographs that I appreciate might produce
some indications on where to take my own work.
— Blackburn on Photo London 2019“
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toy 20Apr19

Barbican water feature
taken 17th March 2019

Barbican, London, © André Meyer-Vitali
RPS Journal May 2019 vol. 159 no. 5 p. 324

background revealing the larger
context. I might have to extend
the project beyond the Barbican,
but following the same principle.
I have a notion to shoot all the

images in vertical format. A similar image to mine of the Barbican
water feature appeared in this month's RPS journal in an ARPS
distinction panel by André Meyer-Vitali — I'm glad I got there first to
avoid the risk of plagiarism.
I noted from a #9 bus this week that an afternoon with a telephoto lens photographing architectural details
at roof level for half a mile around Harrod's would be time well spent.

I have not given up on my second string of shadow-oriented images, though I'm not sure where that is
going.

I'm a bit stuck on Part 5. I want to deal in some detail with Ariella Azoulay's views on the ontology of
photography, but not to the extent of shelling out £12 for The Civil Imagination.

On Exc. 5.1, I will try to get to Nunhead Cemetery soon. [13May] This has been resolved.

It must be time for a new banner — I wonder if the water feature would serve.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
C&N - EyV — 2018 - 2019 - ↓

19-20Apr

Progress

My vow to complete Part 4 before progressing to Part 5 has not been
honoured. So it goes. I'll get there eventually.

Some more experiments with shadows for Asg. 4 have been
undertaken and fun was had.

Apr13

fLIP

One of my shots for Asg.3 was included in the new edition of fLIP, on the subject of belonging.

I plan on entering another shot from the same day for the next issue on Youth.
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Arbus, Girl in profile looking up, N.Y.C., 1956

Stephen Shore'
The Nature of Photographs

  
fLIP Issue 42, Spring

11 Apr

Head

I struggle to understand why I do what I do with a camera, both the
general (why I set out to photograph things) and the specific (why I
choose a particular thing and capture it in a certain way).
I also struggle to identify the concepts and to choose words to
describe these activities.

A great help in this regard has been a book I bought on a recent visit
to Brighton (or, at least, the first half of it), Stephen Shore's The
Nature of Photographs. I describe it here.

2Apr

Arbus

To the Hayward at the weekend for another tutor-led gallery visit
with Jayne Taylor. It is gradually being written up here. And student
interaction is here.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
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29Mar

Progress

I have at last finished my first response to tutor feedback on Asg.3
which can be found here. I have made a tentative start to Asg.4.
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Can, Tate Britain

The Barbican

Exc 4.5

Part 4 exercise 5 is now done, but I still have to fill the gaps in earlier
exercises now the weather is improving, though I no longer have the
M43 long telephoto for the moon shot. I will hold off on Part 5 until that
is done, else the danger is that I will never get round to the gaps.

18Mar

Update

My tutor's response to Asg.3 has arrived and I am in the process of
responding. There are quite a few changes to the web sire required.

In Part 4, I still have to fill in the spaces on the daytime and night-time
shots.

For Asg.4, I have had two ideas so far — architectural, possibly The
Barbican channelling Michael Schmidt and/or Atget as in Part 4 Project 2. We took a guided tour of the
site last weekend which was very informative. The photographs taken were just snaps on the tour, but
here are the contact sheets.
The second idea is playing with shadows in artificial (or even natural, if we ever see the sun) light, as in
Part 4 Project 3.

The intention at present is to run both projects in parallel.

11Mar

McCullin

To Tate Britain for the outstanding McCullin Ex. And a can shot for
Exc. 4.5.

6Mar

Progress

Asg. 3 was sent and I am waiting to continue with Part 4 when a lens arrives today.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
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I

Parliament Square
15th Feb

X-T2

27Feb

Asg3 and XT2

Asg3 is ready to send tomorrow - the second batch of prints arrived
from DS Colour Labs and they are pretty good. I am tempted to
submit all assignments in physical prints if that is allowed.

t had to happen - I have bought a used X-T2 from MPB. I was
waiting for a 2018 model to arrive and it did this afternoon. Also
an 18-135 lens and a macro extension tube as 1. they don't

come up often and 2. I am unlikely to spend £999 (the MPB used
price) on a Fuji macro lens.
Next on the shopping list when funds allow, a battery grip, a 35mm f/2 and a w/a zoom.

22Feb

Asg.3

The first draft of the text for Asg. 3 is complete. This assignment must be submitted on paper and my old
£30 printer/scanner is not up to the task of printing B&W, so I took up a recommendation in the OCA chat
and tried DS Colour Labs. Their basic print service is good value (roughly £5 for 8 A4 prints plus £5
postage) and it's pretty quick, but they chopped of my black borders top and bottom. Fair enough, it was
my fault — I sent them in 4x3 format and should have padded them to A4 AND added extra white border,
but in my naivety, I assumed their automated process would "resize to fit" the paper: if I had programmed
it, that's how it would work.

I tried Snappy Snaps on my High Street today and they wanted £10 per print (£7 each for 8), compared to
65p for DS Labs, so I have reformatted and tried again with DSCL.

I am still hovering on buying a s/h Fuji X-T2: the prices at MPB are rising.

15Feb

Schools climate change demo

A good day out on what is probably the penultimate shoot for Asg. 3.

I am working on the text for Asg.3 which is due in on 1st March. I
decided early on to shoot the set in black and white, largely because,
being of a certain age, I perceive "serious" documentary photography
as being monochrome. I need to justify this decision in academic
terms and there will not really be sufficient text allowance to do so in
the 1,000 words allowed for the assignment and so I'll do it here at
greater length.

David Bate (2016, pp. 74-75) notes that documentary photography in the 1970s “stayed steadfastly a
black-and-white world ” to distinguish itself from advertising and commercial photography. Colour was
regarded as too “easy, superficial and cosmetic”. By the 1980s, however, as newspapers moved to colour
images (and although Bate does not mention it, I would also cite the influence of colour television in the
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Demo 9Dec18

Exc. 4.4

early 1970s and the enabling technology of new printing methods led by the Murdoch titles as the
newspaper press left Fleet Street in the late 1980s) and he describes a "new reality" of the acceptance of
colour documentary photography.

Bates also cites the increasing use of colour in amateur snapshots as leading to the normalisation and
expectation of the use of colour in documentary photography. He notes that documentary shots were
being absorbed into the art world at the same time as pioneers such as Eggleston and Goldin were
introducing colour and a "snapshot-based aesthetic". Then in the 1990s (following Stephen Shore's large
format urban street photography of the 70s) the use of medium and large format colour for documentary
work establishes a link between Atget's images at the beginning of the 20th century and Gursky and the
German School at its end. And let's not forget (though not in Bate's sweep) Tina Barney's large format
snapshots to round off the survey.

7Feb

Progress…

…on two fronts, Asg.3 and Exc4.4.

↑ - Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr - May - Jun - Jul - Aug - Sep - Oct - Nov - Dec —
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25Jan

Protest

This has become the theme of Asg. 3 which is due to be submitted on
1st March. It is time for a summary of the events in prospect: this was
last done on 27th December.

Parliament - this is an ongoing circus. There are no further visits
currently planned.

veggies.org.uk highlights a demo every Saturday outside Canada
Goose, 244 Regent Street. I'll try to get to one of these.

networkforpeace.org.uk lists a regular women only (preferably wearing black) demo at the Edith Cavell
Statue near St Martin in the Fields. I tried this the first week in January, but no-one came. I'll try again -
6th Feb is noted on the web site.

The Humanists next BBC demo is 14th Feb.

DPAC (Disabled People Against Cuts) notes a protest 12.30-1.30 outside the Holborn family court on the
first Weds of every month. I'll write to introduce myself. The next should be 6th Feb and I have taken the
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Blonde Wig and Purple Beret
Maria Konstanse Bruun, 2017

Graflex

Still from time lapse

day off work.

21Jan

Time Lapse

The High Street time lapse was accomplished for Part 4 Exc 4.2/3

18Jan

2 things

Two great pieces of news today.

1. Darkroom London are running a Direct Positive Workshop,

I have booked for the afternoon session, 16th Feb. The other two slots were full, less than an hour after
the email went out.

2. I have had my assignment from the Art UK photographing sculptures project. I own Greenwich.

text

17Jan

Taylor Wessing

I happened to be in the NPG today for other purposes and so took in the Taylor
Wessing show. It was better than I expected: I am working on a review here.

13Jan

Have you always wanted to use a large format camera? The ones with bellows
that you have to crouch under a black cloth with a magnifying glass to use?
Come and try it out and make portraits and/or still life shots on Harman
Direct Positive paper.
By loading the camera with this positive paper you cut out having to use film and jump straight to the magic of
seeing that darkroom print emerge. The king of analogue cameras, the magic of the darkroom and beautiful rich
fibre-based black & white prints to take home with you!
In this three-hour workshop you will learn how to use a classic plate camera and be introduced the fundamentals of
print development in the red light zone.
— Darkroom London

“
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Oly 200 on G80

time lapse trial

Gursky
plus David and one of the 

Sarahs from OCA EyV

Moon, handheld

No timelapse

I walked to the High Street, considering taking my time laps for
Exercise 4.2/4.3, but although there was strong wind, the sky was
leaden and featureless. Another day.

I might head back to Parliament Square on Tuesday as things are
heating up on the Brexit front and there might be some activity
suitable for Assignment 3.

12Jan

Merry Japes

A funpacked day today with an OCA group visit the the Wellcome Collection
Housing exhibition (including a fine Gursky), with a minor demonstration, plus
scuffles in Trafalgar Square and then the protesters at Zimbabwe House.

9Jan

Time Lapse

A trial run for the High Street time lapse for Exercise 4.2 in my front
garden tonight was quite successful. More details here.

5Jan

Old glass

As I happened to be on the Hight Street today, I tried out some old
glass with a new Olympus OM to M4/3 converter, a Zuiko 200mm f/4
(so 400mm equivalent). It is too long for my Hopper shot for Ex4.2,
but works very well with the G80. I have a Sigma 400mm OM mount
for the moon shot, just need a moon.

There was a small demo by right-wing yellow-jackets in Parliament
Square today.

3Jan
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Eltham

Edith Cavell memorial

WIB vigil

There is probably a vigil tonight and I'll be there if it doesn't rain.

[4Jan] Noshow on the vigil last night, I'll try again. It was a new experience
and quite fun shooting at night though.

2Jan19

D300, Asg3, Ex4.2

There is something, satisfying, decisive and nostalgically reassuring
about the clunk of the mirror on an SLR, and so it was as I took the
Nikon D300 out on two ventures today. An early morning foray for
Assignment 3 to rail stations to photograph two barely perceptible
leafleting initiatives against the fare rises and a forlorn attempt later
that day to make Eltham High Street interesting for Exercise 4.2.
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